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ABSTRACT 
ROLE OF PROTONATION STATE CHANGES AND HYDROGEN BONDING AROUND 
THE OXYGEN EVOLVING COMPLEX OF PHOTOSYSTEM II 
 
By  
DIVYA KAUR MATTA 
Advisor: Prof. Marilyn R Gunner 
The biological oxidation of water takes place at room temperature, neutral pH and using 
earth abundant elements. Understanding how this challenging chemical reaction occurs in 
photosynthesis can be useful for designing better biomimetic redox active complexes. The O2 
evolution reaction takes place in Photosystem II (PSII), a protein-pigment complex present in 
higher plants, algae and cyanobacteria. Water is oxidized to oxygen by the Oxygen Evolving 
Complex (OEC), a Mn4CaO5 inorganic complex, found on the lumen side of PSII. O2 formation 
from water requires the loss of four electrons and four protons, which occurs following four distinct 
stages of OEC oxidation in the S-state transitions in the Kok Cycle. The surrounding amino acid 
residues and water molecules form well defined water channels around the OEC that facilitate 
proton release as the OEC becomes more oxidized and traffic the entry of substrate water. There 
are three known water channels near the OEC: the narrow, broad and large channel that assist the 
translocation of product protons and O2 from OEC to the lumen.  
The important questions surrounding this system, and posed by the broader academic 
community, are what the order of oxidation and deprotonation events are that modulate the OEC 
reaction. This thesis focusses on investigating the changes in protonation states and hydrogen 
bonding of amino acid residues surrounding the OEC. This work employs both classical based 
Multi Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulations. The advantage of using combined techniques is to sample both conformational states 
v 
of protein using MD and the Boltzmann distribution of protonation states of amino acid residues 
using MCCE.  
Analysis of the hydrogen bond network and energetics of hydronium transfer show all three 
channels are highly interconnected with a hydronium having similar energy near OEC.  In contrast, 
the broad channel is fully connected out to the lumen and is energetically more favorable for 
hydronium transfer compared to the narrow and large channels. S2 state of OEC has two forms as 
detected by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), designated g=2 and g=4.1 that are redox 
isomers. MCCE studies shows the differences in protonation states of W1 and W2 that are primary 
ligands of Mn4 while the Ca ligands W3 and W4 remain neutral. Further work on Em studies find 
that S1 prefers to oxidize to S2,g=2 while S2,g=4.1 isomer to S3. The S2 to S3 transition results in loss 
of proton from W3. Finally, MCCE calculations on apo PSII find that except D1-D170, all other 
primary ligands of OEC are protonated in the absence of the Mn complex.  Thus, removal of these 
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Introduction about Oxygenic photosynthesis 
1.1 Introduction 
The proton coupled electron transfer reactions that take place in the membranes of 
photosynthetic and aerobic organisms generate the transmembrane electrochemical gradient used 
to fuel ATP synthesis and other metabolic processes.1 Plants utilize solar energy and produce 
biomass that is used as fuel, food and fiber and also oxygen that we breathe by a mechanism known 
as oxygenic photosynthesis.2,3 A massive amount of solar energy around 124 PW (Petawatts) 
reaches the surface of the earth, out of which only small fraction i.e. 89 TW is used by 
photosynthetic organisms.4,5 Therefore, understanding the mechanism will help in harnessing the 
efficient use of solar energy. This will not only help in modifying the natural systems but also aid 
in synthesizing biomimetic, artificial complexes to use solar energy.6 
PSII is a large multi-subunit protein that is present in the thylakoid membranes of 
cyanobacteria, algae and higher plants.7 It consists of a  unique complex known as Oxygen 
Evolving Complex (OEC)8,9 where it uses water as the terminal electron donor for the multiprotein 
photosynthetic electron transfer chain, leading to the release of O2 as a byproduct.10–12 Within PSII, 
light activation leads to the oxidation of the redox active chlorophylls (Chl), P680, to P680+ and 
electron transfer across the protein leads to reduction of plastoquinone (Q) to plastoquinol (QH2). 
The redox active tyrosine, YZ, is the intermediate redox cofactor, reducing P680+, and in turn being 
reduced by the OEC (Figure 1.1A and 1.1B).13 The OEC is located near the lumen (P-side) of PSII 
so that vectorial electron transfer adds to the proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane 
without protons transferring across the membrane.14   
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(A)                                                                  (B) 
Figure 1.1 (A) Structure of a monomer of Photosystem II (PSII).8 In PSII the excited P680*, transfers an 
electron via a pheophytin (Pheo) to plastoquinone (QA) then to a second plastoquinone (QB).  The active 
site Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC) comprised of four Mn, five µ-O and one Ca in a cubane structure. 
It reduces P680+ via YZ. Following four turnovers each of which moves the OEC to a higher oxidation state, 
the cluster oxidizes H2O to O2, releasing four protons to the P-side. (B) Highlighted figure without protein 
vectorial electron and proton transfer directions within cofactors of PSII: QA, QB are plastoquinones, Pheo 
is Pheophytin; Chl is Chlorophyll.  D1 and D2 indicates the subunit that binds each cofactor. Red thick 
arrow represents electron transfer from OEC to quinones (QA, QB) while thin blue lines show proton 
transfer. The coordinates are from PDB: 3ARC for cyanobacteria Thermosynechococcus vulcanus. 
 
The process of O2 formation proceeds by sequential steps known as Kok Cycle or S-state 
transition (Figure 1.2).15 The S-states are assigned on the basis of oxidation states of Mn. The OEC 
goes through five increasingly oxidized states (S0 to S4) losing four electrons15,16 at a redox 
potential that is positive enough to oxidize water in the single step S4 à S0  (Figure 1.2).17  Two 
waters are the substrate, while four electrons, four protons and O2 the product. 
Cytoplasm



















Lumen: 2H2O+4hν →4e−+O2 +4HP+ (1a) 
Stroma: 2Q+4e−+4HN+ →2QH2 (1b) 
Protons (HP+), are lost from water to the P-side.  The electrons reduce QB, which bind protons 
(HN+) from the N-side (stroma) (Figure 1.3). Thus, quinone reduction and water oxidation both 
add to the pH gradient. Overall, the transmembrane ∆pH is increased by 1 proton/electron. Figure 
1.3 shows a schematic picture of the PSII mechanism. 
 
Figure 1.2 Kok cycle15 (S-state transition) involves proton-coupled electron transfer reaction upon the 

























Figure 1.3 Schematic illustration of PSII showing key features of each mechanism. Red lines: electron 
transfer pathways; solid blue lines: chemical proton transfer pathways; dashed blue lines: pathways 
for pumped protons; black lines: substrate and product pathways.  
1.2 Structure of oxygen evolving complex (OEC)  
Earlier studies utilize EPR techniques and proposed a Mn4O4-cluster like arrangement of the 
OEC.  This catalyst cycles over 4 increasingly oxidized states from S0 to S4 before O2 is released 
in the S3 to S0 transition.18 This Mn structure was proposed based on its comparison with known 
structure of Fe4S4 proteins.19 Later XAS (X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy), XANES (X-ray 
Absorption Near Edge Structure) and EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) were 
used to determine the valence states and Mn-Mn distances.20 However, many different possible 
structures can be obtained with similar Mn-Mn bond distances.20   
Early in 2000s, the atomic level structure of OEC was proposed to have trinuclear Mn3 with 
an additional dangler Mn21 using EPR/ENDOR measurements. In 2004, the first crystal structure 
of PSII with OEC was obtained with the resolution of 3.5 Å.22 Later in 2011, the structure of the 
OEC in PSII was then visualized in the structure of cyanobacteria Thermosynechococcus vulcanus 
PSII with an atomic  resolution of 1.9 Å.8,9 Recently, several crystal structures for S-states 
intermediates are obtained using XFEL technique.23,24 Furthermore, cryo-EM studies have also 
achieved an atomic resolution structure of spinach PSII25, which has been the subject of many 
biochemical studies.  Finally, all studies come to a conclusion about the structure of an OEC which 
is an inorganic metal ion cluster Mn4CaO5 bridged together in the form of cubane of 3 Mn and a 
Ca with a dangler Mn (Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4 Crystal Structure of OEC8 (PDB 3ARC): W1, W2 are terminal waters of Mn4 while W3 and 
W4 are terminal waters of Ca. Primary ligands: D1-D170, E189, H332, E333, D342, A344, CP43-E354. 
 
Much of the current research on the OEC focuses on producing a model of the S-state cycle 
that ends in O-O bond formation. Computational simulations26,27 combined with XFEL 
structures28,29 and many experiments12 provide an emerging picture of the OEC structure through 
the S-state cycle and the mechanism by which the cluster can catalyze water oxidation. One 
question is how the OEC Mn cluster changes shape through the S-state cycle. Conventional crystal 
structures gave a glimpse22, but the OEC becomes highly reduced (below S0) under X-ray 
illumination.30,31 XFEL structures provide a chance to obtain information about individual S-state 
structures.23,29,32–34 However, the protein in the crystal is never in one state: with conventional X-
ray crystallography it is in a mixture of highly reduced states31; dark adapted XFEL structures will 
be mostly in the S1 state, but will contain some S0 as well; with multi-flash spectroscopy the non-
unity quantum yield means there will always be a mixture of states.29 In addition, extracting 
structural information for lighter-atoms (like O) surrounded by electron-rich Mn is problematic35; 














1.3 Computational models for different S-state structures 
One of the important contributions of simulations have been to predict and refine the changes 
in the OEC structure in the different S-states. Consideration of the OEC requires analysis of multi-
electron processes in biometallic complexes.38 Simple classical methods cannot account for the 
changes in electron distribution, spin states, polarization and cluster geometry that accompany 
reaction. DFT based QM/MM (Quantum Mechanical and Molecular Mechanical), EXAFS20,26,28,39 
and electron spin studies40 have provided models for the structures in the meta-stable states S0 
through S3.41–44 New, time-resolved X-ray studies are allowing testing of the changes in the OEC 
predicted in DFT and QM/MM models. There is now reasonable agreement about the changes in 
structure for the reaction for S0 to S3 states.  
The combinatorics of an OEC cluster with four Mn lead to four possible redox isomers for S0 
((MnIII)3(MnIV)1), twelve for S1 ((MnIII)2(MnIV)2) and four for S2 ((MnIII)1(MnIV)3) and one for S3 
((MnIV)4).45 S4 removes an electron from a Mn or substrate oxygen.12,46 Combined QM/MM 
analysis along with EXAFS and XRD have established the redox isomer and atomic positions for 
S047, S148, S249,50 and S310,51–53 states. The low energy redox state for S0 is 3433 (giving the oxidation 
states of the Mn designated 1 through 4) while S1 is 3443.54  
For S2, two redox isomers are found40,50 as a result of Mn1 and Mn4 competing to make the 
bridging O5 their 6th ligand.50,55,56 Model system studies6 show MnIII can have five or six ligands 
but an oxidized MnIV needs six. In the redox isomer where Mn4 is oxidized (3444) O5 moves 
towards the dangler Mn4 giving a g=2 multiline EPR signal. In the other, Mn1 is oxidized (4443) 
and O5 completes its coordination shell, giving the g=4.1 broad EPR signal.57   
Experimental studies58,59 indicate that both S2 isomers are not equally probable to advance to 
S3 state. EPR experiments59 are used to study the energetics of S2 spin isomers and found that g=2 
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isomer is formed from S1, however it is the g=4.1 isomer that advances to S3. Thus, the S2,g=2 
isomer has a lower energy, while S2,g=4.1 has lower activation barrier to advance to S3 state. 
Although all these experimental studies do provide the insight about the equilibrium between these 
isomers, however the factors affecting the stability for these isomers and their role during 
advancement in the Kok cycle, remain elusive. 
S360 is primed for reaction. The growing agreement about the structure of this state comes 
from a dialog between QM/MM simulation and XFEL experiment.34,35,51,61–63 In the S3 state, a new 
water (or hydroxyl) is added. The two S2 isomers can lead to an open state for S3 where the added 
substrate O is bound to Mn4 or a closed state where the substrate is on Mn1. The incomplete ligand 
shells of Mn1 and Mn4 in states below S3 may deny a position for the second substrate water to 
bind before S3.64,65 There are four terminal waters in the OEC, two coordinated to Mn4 (W1, W2) 
and two at CaII (W3, W4) (Figure 1.4). It is proposed that substrate water may be contributed by a 
ligand to Mn410,62 or CaII55,66, or it may arrive from a second shell water near O4.52,62 
1.4 Finding the protons in the active site and the surrounding protein 
PSII carry out multielectron chemistry where a series of single electron transfers, create a 
sequence of redox intermediate states. The loss or gain of electrons is coupled to the loss or gain 
of protons.67 The order of oxidation of the four OEC Mn reflects both the relative redox potential 
of each site as well as the proton affinity of the different protonatable groups in the cluster. 
Protonation changes of products or substrates (chemical protons) are driven by large changes in 
proton affinity due to oxidation or reduction of the oxo-Mn.68–70   
In addition, there are many buried acidic and basic amino acids in the protein surrounding the 
various redox active sites. The charge state of these residues can modulate the electrostatic 
potential, tuning the OEC electron and proton affinity. These residues may change protonation 
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states in response to changes at the active site. The proton transfer pathways to buried sites also 
require buried protonatable groups that can transiently change protonation state. The protonation 
or tautomer state for both the active site and the protein is often experimentally elusive, yet the 
thermodynamic analysis of the redox cycle relies on establishing the correct states for many sites 
in the protein and cofactor. In addition, any Molecular Dynamics (MD) or QM/MM simulation 
must make a best guess as to which groups are protonated to start the calculation. Chapter 3 and 4 
discusses about the protonation state changes of the terminal waters of OEC and amino acid 
residues PSII as a result of the S1 to S2 and S2 to S3 transition45,71 using the MCCE program.  
1.5 Methods of calculation  
There are several simulation techniques that can help establish the likely protonation or 
tautomer states by the analysis of the proton affinity of the cofactor and protein in each redox 
intermediate state.72–75 In the calculation of protonation states within the protein, it is generally 
assumed that each intermediate in the redox cycle finds the low energy protonation and redox 
isomer and that the protonation state of the surrounding protein can come to equilibrium with the 
redox changes at the active site in microseconds. There are a variety of methods to determine the 
relative free energy of the possible redox and protonation microstates*.72,75 The different simulation 
methods differ in the level of theory used, the elements that are fixed or allowed to change and the 
region of the protein that is included in the simulation. The key methods that help to establish the 
redox and protonation equilibria distributions are QM based calculations (DFT and QM/MM), 
CE/MC methods that use Monte Carlo (MC) sampling with Continuum Electrostatics (CE) 
energies and constant pH Molecular Dynamics (cpHMD). These methods are distinct from 
 
* An acidic or basic residue can be in its protonated or deprotonated form; each redox cofactor has a defined oxidation 
state. A microstate of the protein will define the protonation state of each residue and the redox state of each cofactor. 
If each of the n groups of interest has m protonation or redox states there are mn microstates. 
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conventional Molecular Dynamics (MD) calculations, which play important roles in monitoring 
conformational changes and water locations, but these must fix the chemical form of the protein 
and cofactors.   
Standard DFT, QM/MM and MD calculations fix the protonation states of the protein.  This 
does not allow the OEC to remain in equilibrium with the protein as the system goes through the 
reaction cycle. DFT is expensive so is often used for small atom cluster.  In contrast, MCCE can 
be used to study simulate the whole PSII protein. This electrostatic based analysis done on the 
QM/MM optimized geometry provides details of equilibrium charge distribution of residues 
around OEC. Monte Carlo approaches that use classical CE energies allow the sampling of 
multiple redox states and many protonatable groups in the whole protein.72 The programs MCCE76 
and Karlsberg77 use this approach. These methods do not calculate Ems or pKas from first principle. 
Rather a known titration of an analog of the residue in water provides a reference energy.70,78,79 
The calculations then determine how interactions within the protein modulate the energy, shifting 
the Ems or pKas. Assuming we have a good value for the interaction energy between all pairs of 
charges, the equilibrium distribution of protonatable residues and redox active cofactors is 
determined via Monte Carlo sampling. The resulting Boltzmann distribution at a given pH and Eh 
can have groups with a non-integer probability of being protonated or reduced. The use of Grand 
Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) methods allows the binding or release of functionally important 
ions, such as chloride, and of explicit waters in the same analysis that determines the distribution 
of ionization states.  
One strength of MC approaches based on CE energies (CE/MC) is that they can reliably 
converge to the equilibrium distribution for the whole protein. It can be relatively straightforward 
to interrogate the outcome to determine the contribution of individual residues to the result. A 
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strength and weakness of the CE method is the use of a dielectric constant. This accounts for 
different polarization of the protein, water and lipid that screens interactions, so provides an 
inexpensive polarizable force field. But the value of the dielectric constant is an ongoing subject 
of dispute.72 CE methods can only include the influence of changing spin state or of Jahn-Teller 
effects by having access to values for Ems and pKas of closely related reference reactions. It is also 
difficult to incorporate protein motion into the calculation because MC sampling is far more 
efficient with a fixed protein backbone. The calculations may allow side chain rotamer 
sampling.74,76 A current work-around to the fixed backbone is to calculate charge state distributions 
in multiple snapshots from MD simulation or from multiple crystal structures to generate a 
distribution of likely conformations. One problem is that an MD simulation will always seek to 
stabilize the charge states assigned to the simulation.80,81  
The goal is to analyze the free energy of different mixtures of protonation and redox states 
while the protein samples conformational space. Constant pH MD (cpHMD) is an emerging 
technique which may be able to accomplish this goal.82–87 One cpHMD method runs MD for a 
short time and then exits and uses MC to determine the equilibrium protonation state and then 
resumes the MD trajectory. While this method has significant promise, it has serious barriers to 
application to the large proteins of interest here. Each addition or removal of a charge from the 
protein in a MC step creates a major disturbance for the system in MD, requiring re-equilibration 
after each move. This process is quite difficult to converge, especially for the proteins of interest 
here where many sites have closely coupled changes in ionization states. In addition, the classical 
MD portion of the simulation uses Coulomb’s law in vacuum, which can overestimate the 
electrostatic interactions.88 As the key questions involve the interactions of buried charges the 
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uncertainty of the electrostatic energy may be addressed by use of polarizable force fields. 
Unfortunately, this adds significant computational cost. 
Another goal is to find the proton pathways in the protein. There are several methods to find 
pathways. The simplest method find connected cavities with programs such as Caver89 or Hole.90 
Other programs carry out a semi-empirical analysis to evaluate the likelihood that waters will 
reside in these cavities.91 These programs analyze a single protein structure and determine if there 
is sufficient room for water, with a defined radius (generally 1.4 Å). The simplicity of these 
methods makes them ideal for the first analysis of a crystal structure.   
MD trajectories for protein embedded in explicit water will see many waters traveling within 
the protein. Grand Canonical Monte Carlo, GCMC, sampling also allows waters to come to 
equilibrium, moving between the protein and solvent, generally in a structure with a fixed protein 
backbone. Both MD and GCMC methods use classical force fields to determine the probability of 
water being at each position.  
 The waters in MD trajectories can be analyzed in numerous ways. For example, the 
distribution of the number of waters around a key residue through the trajectory or the probability 
that proton donor and acceptors sites will be connected via waters can be found.92 Potential of 
Mean Force (PMF) methods allow us to determine the energy of waters or protons passing through 
a specified channel.93,94 The calculations start from a MD trajectory and determine the energy of 
the particle at each location along the path. This is used to find the barrier for transfer as well as 
the low energy positions where a water or proton may be trapped. One disadvantage is that the 
pathway to be evaluated is constrained to path(s) found in the initial MD trajectory. Also, as this 
uses classical MD methods, the protonation states are fixed and cannot come to equilibrium with 
any changes as the particle moves along the path.   
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Markov state models (MSM)95 have been applied to analyze which dynamic motions are 
coupled to cavity opening. Here at each point in a trajectory the cavity hydration is correlated with 
several other collective geometric variables.95 The constructed MSM trajectories are projected into 
the collective variable space, and clustered into microstates, then into several macrostates, which 
vary from a dry and compact cavity macrostate to one that is wet and expanded. The MSM 
transition matrix can be used to compute the mean first passage times (MFPTs) of the opening (to 
wet and expanded) and closing (to dry and compact) transitions of a cavity.95   
1.6 Changing protonation states of the OEC through the S-state cycle   
The mechanism of O2 evolution involves both electron and proton transfer.96–98 Over the 
course of the reaction cycle protons must be shed from the substrate waters. Coupled electron and 
proton transfers also keeps the catalyst OEC from building up excess charge. The classical 
methodology is applied on QM/MM optimized models to provide an insight about the pattern of 
protonation state changes of residues corresponding to redox changes of OEC.45 The method in 
MCCE76,99 or other programs75 is well established to determine the protonation states of amino 
acids in proteins, or mid-point potentials of cofactors such as quinone100 and hemes101, which are 
modified by non-bonded interactions with the surrounding protein.  However, it is more difficult 
to establish the protonation state of a water bound to a Mn with a charge of 3 or 4.  Here small 
changes in bond length or angle to the Mn or nearby bridging O2- will strongly influence the proton 
affinity of the water.  
The technique developed in the Gunner lab, uses classical valence charges where the 
charges on Mn in OEC are assigned to be +3 and +4 while the charges on µ-oxo bridges are 
considered to be -2. This simple method has given good surprisingly results in benchmark studies 
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of a series of single and di-Mn complexes.70 It reproduces the changes found in biomimetic model 
systems70 where the ∆pKa going from MnIII to MnIV can lower the pKa by 10 pH units.   
The redox potential of a Mn with a protonated µ-oxo bridge or neutral terminal water ligand 
will be more positive than when a proton is lost.68–70 The oxidation of MnIII to MnIV lowers the 
pKa of a terminal water ligand by as much as ten pH units.68–70 Thus, the proton distribution will 
be strongly influenced by which Mn in the OEC is MnIII or MnIV and conversely the oxidation 
state of the Mn will be influenced by the protonation state of the bound waters.  
Experiments show one proton is lost between S0 and S1 and between S2 and S3 while 0102–105 
to 0.337 are lost on formation of S2. There is general agreement that a proton on the oxygen bridging 
Mn1 and Mn4 (O5) is lost forming S1. Thus, the terminal waters have the only protons bound to 
the OEC beyond S0. There is also general agreement that W3 and W4 on the CaII will remain 
neutral in S0, S1 and S2.11  
The protonation states of W1 and W2 bound to Mn4 remain an open question. Various 
experimental studies106,107 and simulations50,53,55,61,65,108 are done that shows different protonation 
states of terminal waters of Mn4 of OEC. Also, spectroscopic experiments109,110 on biomimetic 
model system also provide structural evidence to study the ligand environment around a Mn. FTIR 
spectroscopy suggests formation of a Mn-bound hydroxyl in the multiline, 3444, S2 state.111 FTIR 
spectroscopy106 and X-ray crystallography112 support W1 and W2 being neutral in the 4443 S2 
isomer, while there is one hydroxyl and one water in the 3444 S2 isomer107.  
It is difficult to compare the energy of states with different number of 
protons26,39,48,51,53,61,65,113. DFT and QM/MM calculations must define the number of protons in the 
system and an initial protonation state for each residue and terminal water. Calculations have used 
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a hydroxyl on W2 of Mn4 in S1113 and S253,114, fully protonated water in S1115 and hydroxyl on W2 
in S236 or fully protonated water in both S1 and S2 states.49  
Recent classical MCCE calculations, using a CE/MC method, found that at equilibrium there 
is a mixture of OECs with W2 being hydroxyl or water in the multi-line, 3444 S2 state†45. This may 
help explain the difficulty in defining the protonation state of W2, as H2O and OH- forms are close 
in energy. Thus, oxidation from S1 to S2 moves the proton affinity of W2 so that protonation hangs 
in the balance. There is little penalty to hold on to the proton, leading to little proton loss on forming 
S2. However, there is little energy needed to lose a proton as the OEC moves into the S3 state.23,52,62  
1.7 Changing protonation states of residues in the protein through the reaction cycle 
In addition to changes in the protonation state of the OEC substrate water, each reaction cycle 
induces changes in the protonation and conformation states of the rest of the protein.12,113 Some of 
these changes are essential to the function as they lead to proton transfer away from the N-side and 
into the P-side of the protein in the membrane (Figure 1.2). CE/MC methods, which allow the 
whole protein to come to equilibrium with each protein redox state intermediate, have been used 
to evaluate the changes in protonation states through the S-state cycle in PSII.116 It should be noted 
that introduction of a charge will shift the proton affinity of all nearby residues. However, to release 
a proton the pKa must shift from being above to below the pH; conversely proton binding requires 
the pKa to shift from below to above the pH.117  
 




Figure 1.5 Structure of the active sites of PSII. The Mn4CaO5 cluster of the OEC. The water ligands 
to Mn4 and CaII as well as the nearby residues whose protonation states are affected: D1-E329, D1-
H337, D1-D61, D1-E65, D2-K317 and one bound Cl are shown.  
1.8 Finding water and proton transfer pathways in PSII 
Protons must be transferred through protein in a stepwise manner, with a proton donor passing 
it to a hydrogen bonded proton acceptor. Water, with a lone pair to accept a proton and a bound 
proton to donate, plays an important role in proton transfer via the Grotthuss mechanism. Thus, 
potential proton transfer pathways are identified as consisting of hydrogen bonded chains of water, 
with protonatable residues providing sites for metastable proton transfer intermediates. The rate of 
proton transfer will depend on the probability that a pathway is connected and on the free energy 
of injecting a proton into the path.  
Water channels regulate the movement of protons, water and O2 between the OEC and the P-
side lumen. The current picture is that three channels play vital roles in this transport118 (Figure 
1.6A and 1.6B), although other channels have been found. The narrow channel119 is formed by 
PsbO and PsbU subunits connecting D1-D61 and the µ-O4 ligand of the OEC to the lumen while 
the broad channel119 is on the other side of D1-D61 exiting at the interface of D2 and the PsbO 
subunits.118 The large channel has multiple branches exiting at the interface of the PsbV/PsbU 
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subunits. The narrow channel is likely to conduct water26,120 while the broad channel is the likely 
proton exit path118,121–123 and the large channel may deliver substrate water118 (Figure 1.6A). For 
simplicity, we will use this nomenclature for the channels despite their being given a variety of 
names in earlier publications.24,119,124,125   
 
                                (A)                                                                  (B) 
Figure 1.6 (A) Water channels around the OEC. The QM/MM hydrated, optimized S1 cluster is docked 
into the 3ARC8 PSII structure. Red: large channel, pink: narrow channel; green: broad channel; (B) 
Hydrogen bond connections for residues in narrow, broad and large channels that are connected 
through cluster of water molecules as determined by MCCE network analysis.   
 Initial studies found cavities within the crystal structure by geometric analysis of the early 
low resolution 1S5L22 and 2AXT126 structures.119,125,127 These cavity discovery programs found 
the narrow and broad channels. In addition, they identified another hydrophilic (large) channel and 
a hydrophobic (back) channel proposed to carry O2.119,127  
The functionality of these geometry based studies were tested by PMF multiple steered 
molecular dynamics (MSMD) simulations.128 Water molecules were continuously injected near 
CaII and Mn4, the likely binding sites for substrate water molecules. The calculated energetics of 
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water movement indicate only the narrow, broad and large channels have low barriers for water 
permeation. The proposed back channel119,127 is permeable to O2 but is inaccessible to water.   
Continuum Electrostatics/Monte Carlo (CE/MC) studies122 were carried out on the 2AXT 
structure126 to calculate the pKas of D1-D61, D1-E65, D2-E312, D2-K317, PsbO-D158, PsbO-
D222, PsbO-D224, PsbO-H228 and PsbO-E229 in the broad channel, using the Karlsberg 
program.77 The pKas were found to increase monotonically as they move from OEC to the lumen. 
The proposal is that the broad channel will conduct protons outward, and the gradient of the proton 
affinity will slow proton leakage back into the protein. Recently, combined MD and continuum 
electrostatics studies on 3ARC8 cyanobacterial PSII and 3JCU25 of spinach PSII showed how the 
properties of the large channel in cyanobacterial PSII (running through subunits denoted PsbU/V) 
and spinach PSII (in PsbP/PsbQ) are conserved.129,130 
The broad channel also runs through the PsbO subunit in PSII. In the broad channel, pairs of 
acidic amino acids surrounded by water clusters may facilitate the proton transfer to the lumen.131 
A truncated PsbO-b subunit was crystallized at pH 6 and pH 10. MD simulations were carried out 
on the two structures with D102, which is in a pair with E97 in the loop of PsbO barrel of PSII in 
different protonation states.121 D102 is protonated in the pH 6 simulation and deprotonated in the 
simulation run on the pH 10 structure. All other carboxylates are ionized in both simulations. When 
D102 is protonated D102-E97 will associate with 1-5 waters in an orderly manner that can conduct 
protons via a Grotthuss-type mechanism. Thus, the cluster may trap a proton preventing its 
backflow to the OEC. The cluster is disrupted at pH 10 when both carboxylates are ionized. These 
two acidic residues are conserved.  
D1-D61 and D2-K317 are both found at the entry to the broad channel, near a Cl found in the 
3ARC PSII structure.8 Experiments132 show that Cl is required for the OEC to progress beyond the 
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S2 state. MD and MCCE simulations133 show that Cl removal results in the formation of a salt 
bridge between D1-D61 and D2-K317 that blocks the proton transfer through the broad channel.134 
In addition, MCCE calculations suggest the loss of the Cl133,134 will change the protonation states 
of residues near the OEC and increase the number of protons lost when the OEC is oxidized from 
S1 to S2.45  
There are several physical methods that can help follow the pathway of water, O2 and 
protons.119,124,125,128 Chapter 2 describes the use of combined MD and MCCE techniques to 
understand the proton transfer pathway upon the formation of S1 state. The advantage of using 
combined classical based techniques is while MD allows conformational sampling of the protein 
with fixed protonation states of residues, MC sampling in MCCE allows the protonation states 
sampling of residues resulting in the Boltzmann distribution. 
Radiolytic footprinting can trace the residues surrounding water channels and also buried 
waters.135,136 Exposure of the protein to X-rays produces OH• which will oxidatively modify 
nearby amino acids. These are identified by Mass Spectrometry. Modified residues are found along 
the broad and large channels.135,137  
1.9 Mutagenesis studies 
Mutagenesis studies have also modified the residues around the OEC to understand their role 
in assisting proton exit during the S-state transitions. The broad channel has a cluster of acidic 
amino acids that have been proposed to assist the rapid proton transfer from the OEC to the lumen 
without back flow. D1-D61, which is hydrogen bonded to the W1 ligand of Mn4 is at the entry to 
the narrow and broad channels (Figure 1.6B). It can accept protons released from the OEC during 
water splitting and pass them into these channels. D61N138 lowers the O2 evolution efficiency. 
FTIR spectroscopy on D61A PSII139 shows changes in the hydrogen bond network around the 
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OEC in S-state transitions. MCCE studies45 on D1-D61A mutants show more proton loss to the 
solvent on the S1 to S2 state transition in the absence of D1-D61.  
Another residue that is also part of the proton exit pathway is D2-K317. FTIR spectroscopy140 
on the mutants D2-K317A, K317R, K317Q and K317E also found the hydrogen bond network is 
perturbed. The FTIR measurements suggest conformational changes in the protein backbone that 
may help disrupt proton movement. Additionally, site-directed mutagenesis studies106 also 
indicates the changes in the EPR and FTIR signals in S2 isomeric distribution. For instance, 
experimental studies140 on D2-K317A mutants indicates the presence of the g=2 isomer. EPR 
spectroscopy predicts the presence of g=2 signal upon D2-K317A mutation.140 Furthermore, the 
O2 evolution activity is lowered that explains the delay in advancement to S3 upon mutation.141 All 
these experimental results provide insight about activity of PSII upon mutation, however, its effect 
on total ∆H+ changes upon S1⟶S2 transition is still unclear.  
Chapter 3 discusses about the effect of total ∆H+ in protein and protonation states changes of 
the residues upon mutation. Also, as Cl- is present near to D2-K317 stabilizes its positive charge, 
therefore, how this mutation affects the position of Cl- is yet to be answered. MCCE results find 
that along with the presence of g=2 isomer, the position of chloride is also changed as a result of 
mutation. The binding affinity of Cl1 decreases upon mutation.   
1.10 Goals 
The OEC of PSII catalyzes the difficult oxidation of water using only earth abundant elements 
so that water, the universal biological solvent, can be the terminal electron donor. One of the open 
questions focus on the details of the S-state cycle, asking how the OEC structure, electron 
distribution and protonation state change to prepare the system for the O-O bond formation.142 
There are several well-defined water channels which are assumed to be always open for their 
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business of transporting water, O2 and protons. Chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5 discuss the application of a 
variety of computational approaches including QM/MM, MD and CE/MC, to address these 
questions. Each method has its strengths and weaknesses, but in combination they are producing 
a picture of the detailed mechanisms in the protein.
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CHAPTER 2 
Proton egress pathway in S1 state of Photosystem II* 
 
Motivation: The oxidation of water results in the translocation of protons along with the O2 
through water channels of PSII. Water channels are involved in the delivery of substrate waters, 
and release of protons and O2. Various experimental and computational studies provide insights 
about the functional role of water channels, yet there is still no consensus about the role of each 
channel. Understanding the proton egress path upon formation of S1 will help find the position of 
the protons in the S0 state which in turn relates to the identification of substrate water. Knowing 
which waters bound to the OEC are the substrate will held understand the mechanism of O-O bond 
formation. 
The present work employs combined classical based MD and MCCE techniques to find the 
favorable pathway for proton translocation when S1 state is formed. The MD set up includes use 
of the QM/MM optimized S1 state OEC and protonation states of amino acid residues are obtained 
from MCCE calculations. MCCE is employed to find the hydrogen bond network for various MD 
snapshots. The overall results show the highly interconnected, convoluted network connecting all 
the three water channels in the protein near the OEC. The relative energy calculations also reflect 
the similar energy of hydronium in all the three channels near OEC. However, broad channel 




* Manuscript in submission: D. Kaur, Y. Zhang, K.M. Reiss, M. Mandal, G.W. Brudvig, V.S. Batista, M.R. Gunner, 
Proton egress pathway in S1 state of Photosystem II. D Kaur carried out both MD and MCCE simulations, analyzed 




Photosynthesis reduces CO2 to sugar using light as the energy source. Photosystem II (PSII) 
allows water, the universal biological solvent, to serve as the terminal electron donor, with oxygen 
is a byproduct. The chemically difficult water oxidation occurs within the Oxygen Evolving 
Complex (OEC),  an inorganic Mn4CaO5 cluster serving as the clever catalyst (Figure 
2.1C).8,12,40,142 The OEC cycles through five increasingly oxidized states: S0, S1, S2, S3 and S4. The 
fully oxidized OEC is at a high enough potential to oxidize two waters to O2 in the single step 
connecting S4 and S0.15,24,143  The overall reaction in PSII is:  
2H2O + 2PQ + 4H+stroma + 4hν → O2 + 2PQH2 + 4H+lumen  
The water splitting process results in the release of four protons to the lumen while the protons 
needed for PQ (Plastoquinone) reduction are taken up from the stroma. Thus, by separating 
oxidation and reduction to opposites sides of the membrane, the reaction adds to the 
transmembrane proton gradient without the need to transfer protons through the whole protein.14 
The PQH2 reduces the b6f complex, which in turn passes electrons to flavodoxin via PSI then to 
NADH at the end of the light activated photosynthetic electron transfer chain.     
 The OEC is ≈20Å from the lumen, the outer, positive side of the chloroplast. The substrate 
water must be delivered to this site and the products, protons and O2, to be removed. The crystal 
structures show long, complex water filled, hydrogen bond networks.121,144,145  Inspection has 
divided them into three channels denoted here as narrow, broad and large (Figure 2.1A and 
2.1B).118,119,122,125,128  
 The three small molecules transported in and out of the OEC have different properties.  
Entrance of the substrate water requires exchangeable water-filled channels. The product O2 can 
be released though relatively hydrophobic paths.146,147  While a proton is the nominal product, a 
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proton never moves as an isolated object. Rather the minimum unit is hydronium, while Zündel or 
Eigen cations with larger water clusters are important.148 Thus, proton transport occurs by the 
excess proton being handed from proton donor to acceptor.   
 Side chains are classified based on their possible roles in proton transfer. In Grotthuss proton 
transfer the positive defect is passed through oriented hydrogen bond networks.149 Grotthuss 
proton transfer occurs with a hydrogen is transferred to an adjacent the lone pair on an adjacent 
water or residue to which it is forming a hydrogen bond. An excess proton can thus move rapidly 
through a pre-aligned water chain without a hydronium being localized within the chain. The 
Grotthuss-competent residues, serine, threonine and tyrosine, have a hydrogen bonded proton to 
move onward as well as a lone pair of electrons to accept a proton.150 
 Ionized Asp or Glu have no dissociable proton, while an ionized His, Lys or Arg have no lone 
pair to accept a proton.  However, they can serve as Proton Loading Sites, that facilitate proton 
transfer by alternating between being loaded and unloaded intermediates by transiently gaining or 
losing a proton.14  The acidic and basic residues facilitate proton transport by alternating between 
loaded/unloaded pronation states. Asn, Gln and Trp can make hydrogen bonds and anchor and 
orient the hydrogen bonded chain but are unlikely to serve as active intermediates in proton 
transport. 
 Source of the released protons. In the oxidation of two waters to oxygen four protons are lost 
to the lumen. The PSII XFEL structures provide insights into how the structure changes through 
the S-state cycle.24,143 DFT-based QM/MM simulations have optimized the OEC structure, hinting 
at the sites of proton binding within the cluster through the reaction cycle.24,143 The source of the 
proton lost will be different in each S-state transition.  Going from S0 to S1 the donor is likely to 
be a bridging oxygen, releasing a proton retained by the OEC following water oxidation in the S4 
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of the previous Kok cycle.  Thus, its location may provide information about the position of the 
substrate waters bound into the OEC prior to O2 release.26,40,151  EPR152 and associated 
computational studies27,47,54 favor a protonated O5 bridge. However, other studies have supported 
a protonated O4123 or O1.116 In the S-states more oxidized than S0 none of the cluster bridging 
oxygens retain a proton. There is little or no proton release to the lumen when S1 is oxidized.37,45,105  
In the oxidation states beyond S2 protons have been proposed to be released from the terminal 
waters of Mn4 (W1, W2) or of Ca (W3, W4) or from waters, such as WX bound nearby.  The 
resulting hydroxyl may inserted into the cluster as a substrate.27,51,66,111,142,153   
 The question remains what role each channel plays in the transport of the substrate and 
products118,119,121,142 and each has been considered as a proton exit pathway. The broad channel 
nominally originates from the O5 bridge in the vicinity the OEC Mn4 and moves to the lumen via 
the peripheral PsbO subunit (Figure 2.1).  Continuum electrostatic simulations122 showed a 
monotonic increase in proton affinity of acidic and basic residues moving along the broad channel 
to the lumen suggesting, this channel could provide a downhill path for proton exit. MD 
studies121,154,155 of how the PsbO surface is connected to the broad channel waters also shows that 
acidic residues in this channel can server as proton loading sites facilitating proton transport. 
Recent, eigenvector centrality analysis using MD trajectory156 on a 25-Å sphere centered at the 
OEC in the S1 and S2 states find narrow and broad channel favorable for water and proton transport 
while the large channel may be better suited for transfer of larger ions.  
 The narrow channel has been assigned as originating from the OEC O4 bridge and includes 
the terminal water ligand, W1, of Mn4. It travels to the lumen alongside the broad channel through 
the interface of PsbU and PsbO subunits. (Figure 2.1A and 2.1B). Several computational studies 
of the S0 to S1 transition119,123 favored release of a proton from O4 which appears to exit towards 
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this channel. The oriented waters entering the narrow channel make it look well-prepared to 
transfer protons via a Grotthuss mechanism.123,156 However, small, neutral, polar  molecules such 
as ammonia157–162 and methanol163,164 bind in this channel, suggesting that it could be the path for 
substrate water delivery. Steered MD studies128 have also shown the narrow channel has the lowest 
barrier to water permeation. If W1 is a substrate water, it would then be well positioned to be 
replenished via this channel. 
 The large channel, originates from O1 reaching the lumen in the PsbV subunit (Figure 2.1A 
and 2.1B).128  It contains more hydrophobic residues than the other two, so has been proposed as 
the path for oxygen release.128 MD studies119,128 show that this channel has the highest barrier to 
water permeation. However, O2 need not transfer through a water-filled channel and solvent 
accessible cavity analysis119 and noble gas derivatization125 proposed a ‘back channel’ as a 
separate, more hydrophobic pathway for the O2 release. Experimental66,151 and computational 
studies128 have also favored the large channel for substrate water delivery.  The large channel 
appears to be the closest point of entry if terminal water ligands to the OEC Ca serve as a 
substrate.66,151,165,166 This channel has also been proposed to play a role in proton transfer.121,167  
 Thus, the current view of the region around the OEC sees three distinct channels, each of which 
has been proposed to play a role in water delivery and proton release. While, a consensus may be 
forming that the broad channel is the proton exit channel121,122 and the narrow channel carries 
water128 and the large channel oxygen128, different experiments and simulations have assigned 
different roles to each.  Thus, it may be that any of the channels can be bifunctional or that the 
substrates and products can use multiple paths moving between the OEC and lumen.61,122,123   
 Here we compare ability of the three water filled channels to transport a proton on formation 
of the S1 state.47,48 The connection between the three channels near the OEC and the barrier to 
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hydronium transfer through the channels are studied by combined Molecular Dynamics (MD), 
Multi Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE)76 and Network Analysis.168 The main 
conclusions are that all three water channels are highly interconnected near the OEC. In addition, 
the energy to place a hydronium in any putative water channel is also very similar near the OEC.  
However, moving out towards the lumen, the broad channel is energetically more hospitable for a 
hydronium than the large and narrow channel. Thus, a proton can exit from any point on the OEC 
to leave the protein via the broad channel. Likewise, the interconnections of the water channels 
near the OEC suggest substrate waters can enter via any channel to provide the substrate to any 
point on the OEC.   
 













                                                                           (C) 
Figure 2.1 Structure of PSII and water channels. (A) Monomeric PSII highlighting D1, D2, CP43, CP47 
and PsbO subunits (4UB6). The OEC cluster and water channels are shown as spheres. The full protein 
embedded in a lipid bilayer is included in the MD trajectory. (B) Water molecules in the large (orange), 
narrow (magenta) and broad (green) channels taken from one snapshot in the MD trajectory. (C) Crystal 
structure of OEC (PDB: 4UB68,48) with all  terminal ligands. W1 and W2 are ligands to Mn4 and W3 and 
W4 to Ca.  O5 is nominally closest to the broad channel entry, O4 to the narrow channel and O1 to the large 
channel.   
2.2 Methods 
MD protocol for system preparation for wild-type PSII. The MD simulations start with the 1.9 Å 
resolution XFEL crystal structure of Thermosynechococcus vulcanus 4UB6.8 The 20 subunits A-
Z subunits of one PSII monomer are included. The CHARMM-GUI169 bilayer membrane builder 
embeds the system within a membrane of MGDG, DGDG and POPG in 1:1:1 ratio. The final 
system has the PSII monomer in a 180 Å × 180 Å × 81 Å rectangular box with ~300,000 TIP3P170 
water molecules along with the membrane. There are 616 Na+ and 320 Cl- ions added to maintain 















 The OEC bond lengths, angles and dihedrals are taken from the QM/MM optimized S1 state.48 
The structure is maintained with constraints of 1000 Kcal/mol/Å2 for bond lengths and 200 
Kcal/mol/Å2 for dihedral angles. Additional restraints of 500 Kcal/mol/Å2 are added for the 
hydrogen bonds between QB and Ser 264 and between YZ and H190.171 The later may be a strong, 
short hydrogen bond, which will not be maintained in the standard classical mechanics force 
field.172 ESP charges are used for the Ca2+, four Mn (Mn1, Mn2, Mn3 and Mn4) and 5 µ-oxo 
ligands, four terminal waters of Ca2+ and Mn4 as well as the primary OEC ligands D1-D170, E189, 
H332, E333, D342, A344, and CP43-E354. The ESP charges156 are obtained using density 
functional theory at B3LYP/6-31G level using the Gaussian software package.173 CHARMM 
forcefield parameters for lipids and for neutral pheophytin, chlorophyll and plastoquinone 
cofactors of PSII were taken from Guerra et al.172  
 Patching is carried out for both heme b559 and the non-heme Fe complex in CHARMM.174 The 
di-sulphide linkage175 between Cys 19 and 44 in PsbO is made. The protonation states of the 
residues must be fixed at the beginning of the MD simulations. The ionization states of acidic and 
basic residues were modified based on MCCE calculations of the protein in the S1 state with all 
other cofactors in their ground state.45  All Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys are ionized and His, Cys and 
Tyr are neutral with the following exceptions:  CP47 -D380, E387, E405, CP43 -E413, D2 -E242, 
E343, PsbO- D102, D224, E97, PsbV- K47, K134 are neutral, while His D1- H92, H304, H337, 
CP47- H343, CP43- H74, H398, PsbO- H228 and PsbU-H81 are protonated. In addition, by default 
CHARMM-GUI chooses the neutral His with proton on ND1 (HSD). However, MCCE found that 
the following His prefers to have a proton on NE2 (HSE): D1- H195, H252, CP43- H157, H201, 
D2- H61, H87, H189, H336, PsbO- H231, PsbV- H118. It should be noted that these choices have 
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consequences. For example, choosing the HSD tautomer for D1- His 252 leads to the opening of 
a loop near QB.   
 OpenMM176 is used to generate MD trajectories including periodic boundary conditions with 
Langevin dynamics with Nose-Hoover Langevin piston at constant pressure (1bar) and 
temperature (303.15 K). The coulombic interactions are calculated using the Particle-Mesh Ewald 
(PME) algorithm. A 2fs time step is used. To relax initials clashes, the system is first minimized 
in CHARMM using Steepest Descent (SD) minimization for 1000 steps. The system is then further 
equilibrated in OpenMM where the protein backbone, side chains and lipids are allowed to relax 
for 355 ps when all constraints are removed.  The production run is 100 ns long.  
MCCE calculations. Multi-Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE)76 calculations are 
carried out on 10 snapshots from the 100 ns S1-state MD trajectory. The calculations are focused 
on the 88 Å × 70 Å ×65 Å rectangular region around the OEC and the regions of the protein that 
connects the OEC to the lumen (Figure 2.1A). These snapshots are chosen with the MDAnalysis 
clustering algorithm177 and represent structural clusters based on the distances between D1-D61, 
E65, D2-E312, K317, PsbO-D224 and Cl-.   
  MCCE76 uses the continuum electrostatics program Delphi to calculate electrostatic energies 
from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The parameters and methods have been described 
previously.45,116 The implicit salt concentration of 0.15 M with a 2Å stern layer, and a pH of 6. 
The dielectric constant for the protein is 4 and dielectric constant for the solvent is 80. Parse 
charges178, optimized for continuum calculations, are used for amino acid while integer valence 
charges are used for the OEC.45 TIPS170 charges are used for explicit waters. Standard MCCE 
topology files are used for the cofactor chlorophylls, pheophytin, plastoquinone, chloride, heme 
and non-heme iron. Amber van der Waal parameters are reduced to 25 % of their full value based 
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on previous MCCE benchmark calculations.99  As we are concerned with the proton exit from the 
OEC which is out of the intro-membrane region no lipids are included.   
 MCCE is always limited to a fixed backbone.  Here we use iso-steric sampling, which finds 
the many hydrogen bond/ionization states in a Boltzmann distribution consistent with the heavy 
atom positions found in the input MD snapshot. Thus, the neutral and ionized protonation states 
of the Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, His and Tyr residues are sampled. The amide terminal of Asn and Gln 
and neutral His tautomers can exchange. Hydroxyls of Ser, Thr and Tyr can reorient.  Both 
chlorides, one near D2-K317 and other near D1-N338 and F339 are included in the calculations. 
The primary ligands of OEC, D1-E189, D1-E333, D1-D342 and CP43-E354 are fixed in their 
ionized state while D1-H332 is neutral.45 
 The MCCE calculation retains waters within the MD snapshots with <15% solvent accessible 
area. All waters surrounding the protein are replaced by implicit solvent. The positions of the OEC 
atoms are retained along with the oxygen positions of the terminal waters ligated to Mn4 (W1 and 
W2) and CaII (W3 and W4) of OEC. The positions of water oxygens within the protein are taken 
from the input MD snapshot. Each water oxygen can choose between 15-20 different proton 
positions in Monte Carlo (MC) sampling and can sample neutral H2O and hydronium H3O+ 
conformers. Except for the terminal waters of OEC, all waters can be moved into solution. We 
find in the average of all accepted microstates 92 % of these waters remain bound in the protein, 
with few having no occupancy.  
 Hydrogen bond network analysis. MCCE hydrogen bond analysis focuses on the 88 Å × 70 Å 
×65 Å rectangular region around the OEC including the regions of the protein that connect the 
OEC to the lumen (Figure 2.1A). For each snapshot, the calculations sample ≈33 million 
microstates during MC sampling, giving the distribution of protonation states, water occupancy 
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and polar hydrogen positions. These are analyzed to obtain the hydrogen bond connections 
between the residues. Appendix A Figure S1 shows the region of the protein analyzed within the 
whole PSII.   
 The combined MCCE-network hydrogen bond analysis has previously been used to analyze 
proton transfer pathways in cytochrome c oxidase and complex I, and the same methods are used 
here.146,179 Hydrogen bonds have a distance between the donor, hydrogen (D-H) and acceptor (A) 
of 1.2 Å - 3.2 Å and angle between D-H and A > 90°. The connection is counted if the proton 
acceptor and donor form a hydrogen bond in > 0.1 % of accepted microstates in the MCCE 
simulation starting with a given MD snapshot. Cytoscape168 draws the network (Figure 2.2C). 
Residues are nodes and each line indicates the formation of a hydrogen bond, either directly 
connecting two residues or via as many as four bridging waters. Longer water chains to not find 
additional connected residues. Residues connected by four waters can be as much at 10-13Å apart. 
 Estimate of the energy of hydronium transferring through the channels.  The free energy of 
hydronium is calculated at pH 6 in the three channels. This calculation may be viewed as the Monte 
Carlo analog of a PMF calculation in MD.180 The OEC is fixed in the S1 state where Mn1 and Mn4 
are in the +3 oxidation state while Mn2 and Mn3 are +4. One water at a time is fixed to be 
hydronium and the position (but not the charge) of nearby residues and water are allowed to come 
to equilibrium. All Asp, Glu, Arg and Lys are ionized and His are neutral except residues: D1-
H92, H337, CP43-H91, H398, PsbO-H228, PsbU-H81. in MCCE calculation. The reference 
energy adds the energy of hydronium in solution (13.2 kcal/mol at pH 6) to the total MCCE energy 
of PSII relaxed without the hydronium. This is compared with the PSII energy with the hydronium 
in each position walking from the OEC to the lumen. Recent benchmark calculations180 find good 
agreement for the energy barrier for proton transfer in the gramicidin channel with MCCE 
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simulations and that previously found using the Empirical Valence Bond (EVB) model.181 The 
calculations of hydronium are done on 8±2 positions of water in each snapshot.   
2.3 Results and discussion 
 Analyzing the hydrogen bond network near the OEC. The OEC is ~20 Å from the lumen. In 
the work presented here the connections from the OEC to the surface are traced by combined 
MD/MC/Network analysis. MD trajectories allow the protein to explore conformational space, 
while the MC analysis provides the Boltzmann distribution of hydrogen bonds (i.e. those that are 
energetically accessible), as well as residue protonation states, that are consistent with the heavy 
atom positions in individual MD snapshots. Networks include all internal waters from the MD 
snapshot. As will be shown, the network is dominated by water molecules, but amino acid side 
chains play significant roles defining the water-filled channels.   
  Representations of the pathways from the OEC to the lumen. Figure 2.2 shows the hydrogen 
bond network around the OEC. Residues and waters are colored by their assignment to a given 
channel (Table 2.1). Figure 2.2A shows a conventional view of the polar residues and waters within 
≈10±2 Å of the OEC. This highlights the separation of the channels going away from the OEC. 
However, Figure 2.2B shows the multiplicity of connections, largely through waters, within ≈10±2 
Å of the OEC, while Figure 2.2C provides a more schematic view, with only the amino acids that 
are hydrogen bonded via waters reaching from the OEC to the lumen. Each figure highlights the 
complexity of the possible pathway for a proton in different ways.   
 Protons released from any site on the OEC can enter any channel via interconnected waters. 
Figure 2.2B shows the results of the network analysis of the hydrogen bonds found by MC 
sampling of the polar proton and water positions in a single MD snapshot within ≈15Å of the OEC. 
The channels are well separated beyond ≈10-12Å of the OEC and these will be described below.  
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However, near the OEC there are numerous connections amongst the waters anchored by residues. 
Thus, here the network is better described as a river than as three separate channels. Table 2.2 
provides examples of several paths from each primary OEC water ligand to the lumen. Nominally 
W1 is identified with the narrow and broad channels, W2 with the broad channel and W3 and W4 
with the large channel. However, a path can be found allowing each of the four terminal water 
ligands to exit via any of the three channels. The number of steps to reach a region where the 
channels are separated ranges from zero for W1 and W2 entering the broad channel or W4 to the 
large channel to five steps needed for W1 or W2 to enter the large channel.  
 The connections from the bridging oxygens in the OEC cluster.  A proton is likely to be lost 
from one of the bridging oxygen in the S0 to S1 transition.47,123,142  Figure 2.3 shows that with 
modest remodeling of the hydrogen bond network a proton on O1, O4 or O5 can enter into the 
water-filled channels. However, the primary ligands create a boundary around O2 and O3, with 
CTR-A344 blocking O2 and D1-H337 blocking O3, so they are poorly connected to the network.  
 Amino acid participation in the network near the OEC.  The connections available for proton 
transfer shown in Figure 2.2B and Table 2.2 are dominated by waters. Thus, Table 2.2 shows that 
there are paths to the lumen solely via waters without protons needing to hop though any amino 
acids. However, representative paths can be drawn with protons transferring via 
protonation/deprotonation of D1-D61 and D2-E312 to the broad channel or via D1-E329 and 
CP43-E413 to the large channel.   
 Figure 2.2C highlights the amino acid side chains making hydrogen bonds to waters within the 
channels. The network shown extends to the lumen. In the schematic network, a line connecting 
two residues can indicate anywhere from 0 to 4 intervening water molecules. The inner circle 
consists of the four water ligands, W1, W2, W3 and W4 that are in the center of the network. The 
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four OEC water terminal ligands are surrounded by the six primary ligands. All primary ligands 
to the OEC Mn are connected to at least 6 other residues, sometimes directly but more often 
through complex water chains, with the exception of the Mn1 ligand D1-H332 which is isolated 
and only connected to H337. The next circle shows the residues near the OEC. While these are 
colored to indicate the channel with which they have been associated, they are interconnected by 
the complex water network shown in Figure 2.2B.  The outer circle shows the residues in the well 
separated channels and the surface residues (triangles) where protons can exit. The peripheral 
residues connected to the outer circles make few connections to other residues in the network and 
are often on the surface. Networks obtained with different snapshots are provided in 
Supplementary Material (SI). They are drawn with the same layout so they can be easily compared.  
Peripheral residues that are unconnected in the network shown in Figure 2.2B are connected in the 
analysis starting with different MD snapshots. Overall, the network shows a total of 74 residues, 
with 23 residues identified in the broad channel, 26 residues in the narrow channel and 25 large 
channel residues (Table 2.1, Figure 2.2C).  
Table 2.1 The residues found in the hydrogen bond network; Residues are divided by their 
properties: PT are capable of directly participated in proton transport by Grotthuss proton transfer 
or by serving a proton loading site by being transiently protonated/deprotonated; Polar, non-
Grotthuss: can make hydrogen bonds to anchor the network but are unlikely to carry a proton 
towards the lumen; Non-polar: residues associated with the channels that have been the subject of 
prior investigation.  Residues are also separated by their location: Origin: region of the OEC that 
is closest to the channel entrance: Interconnected near OEC: region including residues shown in 
Figure 2B; Separated Channel: residues committed to an individual channel; Surface residues: 
residues with surface >20% surface exposure. *Primary ligands of the OEC.  #surface residues 
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connected to multiple channels.  The colors assigned to each channel are used in all figure. 
Recently the narrow, broad and large channels were referred to as O4, O5 and O1 channels, 
indicating the atoms in the OEC where they are proposed to originate.24 
 
 Figure 2.2B and 2.2C show the residues identified with each channel are linked near the 
OEC by multiple of possible connections. Different types of residues with different roles of proton 
transfer are found near the entry to the different channels. Thus, the narrow channel has more 
hydroxyl, Grotthuss competent residues and only one acid; In contrast, the broad channel has more 
potentially proton loading Asp and Glu as does the large channel. Each channel is identified with 
multiple Asn. The Asn’s amide side chain can anchor the network. We will give several examples 
that highlight the interconnections of residues near the OEC that have been shown to effect oxygen 
evolution.     
Channel Type Origin Interconnected near 
OEC 








S310,  H332*, 
E354* 
D1-S85, S167 (near OEC), 







 D1-N87183, N108, 
CP43-Q313, R357, 
PsbU-R97 
D1- N338, CP43-Q311, 
PsbU-N31, N99, N100, 
D2-N350 
 








D99, D102, E333* 
D1-S177, E65184,  D2- 
E310, E312, D2- Y315§, 





















D1- H190, E329, CP43- 
E83, E413, E394, T412, 







  D1-Q165, Q187, N191, 
N296, N298167,185, N325, 
D2-R348§, CP43-N418 
 
 Non-polar  PsbV-L341   
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 The connections via D61. D1-D61, which bridges the narrow and broad channels, is a direct 
ligand of W1 and WX. D61 can help trap the proton being released from W1 as Mn4 is oxidized 
in the S2 state.45  In different conformations in the Boltzmann ensemble WX makes hydrogen bonds 
to the O4 µ-oxo bridge as well as to D1-S169 and the D61 carboxylate. These waters connect D61 
to residues identified with the narrow channel residues D1-S169, N87, N335, CP43-R357 (Figure 
2.4A) and broad channel residues D1-N181, D1-R334, D2-K317 (Figure 2.4B) as well as all four 
OEC water ligands. Thus, a large number of amino acids can be connected to D61 either directly 
or only via waters, not requiring intervening amino acids.   
 The D1-D61A mutation blocks the OEC advancing beyond S2. The mutation modifies the 
FTIR spectra result of S1 to S2 and S2 to S3 transition supporting a role for this residue in the active 
proton transport network.139 FTIR studies144 find a large hydrogen bond network that includes D1-
D61. For example, mutation of D1-E329, identified with the large channel, shows changes in the 
FTIR spectra similar to those associated with D1-D61 or with E65 and D2-E312 in the broad 
channel.  
  The connections near Y161(Yz )/H190. Yz is the electron donor to P680 and it in turn oxidizes 
the OEC.  On oxidation it transfers its hydroxyl proton to H190.  The hydrogen bond between 
them is strengthened in the MD trajectory and is retained in the network analysis. The few waters 
around the Yz/H190 pair are not well connected to the larger hydrogen bond network surrounding 
the OEC. The nearby N296 and N298 are not Grotthuss conducting residues. Thus, the network 
analysis suggests poor egress opportunities for a proton bound between on Yz/H190. This is 
advantageous as the proton must not be lost from the His as it returns to the Tyr when the electron 
is transferred from the OEC.   
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 The connections via D2-K317.  D2-K317, near D61 and the Cl bound near the OEC, is 
associated with the broad channel (Figure 2.3B). The Lys is connected to D61 via water molecules, 
and with D1-E65, N181, D2-E312 (broad channel) and with D1-D59 (narrow channel) as well as 
with the primary ligands D1- E333, D170 and E189 and all four OEC water ligands. D2-K317A 
or K317R mutants show reduced O2 evolution blocking/slowing advancement beyond S2.144 
Simulations have shown that in the absence of Cl, D61 and K317 form a salt bridge that can cut 
off the hydrogen bond network entering the narrow channel.134 This further confirms the 
observation made in the D61A mutant, that being that the aspartate must be available the accept a 
proton in order for the OEC to proceed beyond S2. 
 The connections via D1-N181 and N87. D1-N181 is identified with the broad channel. It forms 
hydrogen bonds via waters to the primary ligands D1-D170, E189, E333 and CP43-E354 as well 
as to W2 of Mn4. The network analysis finds water mediated connection to the D1-D61, D2-E312, 
K317 (broad channel), to D1-D59, S169, CP43-R357 (narrow channel) and to D1-Q165 (large 
channel). An Asn is unlikely to directly participate in proton transport but can play a role in 
anchoring the hydrogen bond network.  With the rotation of the terminal amide, the side chain can 
reorient the direction of its hydrogen bond donor and acceptor ends. MCCE finds this Asn to be 
oriented with the NH2, proton donating side oriented towards D1-D61. FTIR studies on N181A 
mutation144 found that this residue is part of the hydrogen bond network that includes D1-D61 
described above.   
 D1-N87, which is identified with the narrow channel, forms water mediated hydrogen bonds 
to D1-S167, S169, N338, CP43-T335 and R357 (narrow channel), with D1-D61 (broad channel) 
and with the primary OEC ligands D1-E333, D170, CP43-E354 and W1 and W2. FTIR studies183 
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on D1-N87A mutant looks like that found in the wild-type PSII, although flash-induced O2 
evolution studies show the decrease in the cycling efficiency. 
 The connections via CP43-R357 and D1-R334. CP43-R357 is associated with the narrow 
channel. The guanidinium group can donate as many as five hydrogen bonds to widely spaced 
neighboring waters or residues.  The residue is hydrogen bonded via waters to D1-N87 (narrow 
channel), D1-D61 and N181(broad channel) and D1-Y161 (large channel), as well as with the 
primary ligands D1-E333, D170, E189, CP43-E354 and with the OEC water ligands. FTIR144 
studies find that R357 participates in a hydrogen bond network with the Ca and Mn water ligands. 
Previous studies186 proposed that this residue is involved in proton transfer to lumen beyond S2 
state. However, Arg has a very high intrinsic solution pKa so is unlikely to become deprotonated 
in the protein.187   
 R334 is associated with the broad channel. The network analysis finds D1-R334 hydrogen 
bonded to residues D1-D59, D61, E65, D2-E310, E312 and T316 (broad channel). Mutation of 
this residue finds changes in the efficiency of the S-state transition beyond S1. FTIR spectra188 on 
D1-R334A shows the elimination of C=O peaks in S2-S1 and S3-S2 difference spectra. Also, the 




























































































































































































































Figure 2.2 Three views of the hydrogen bond network surrounding the OEC.  The colors are consistent 
between all figures. Orange: large channel; green: broad channel; magenta: narrow channel. Dark Blue: 
Primary water ligands to Mn4 (W1, W2) and to Ca (W3 and W4). (A) Water oxygen atoms and hydrogen 
bonded residues within 7Å of the OEC. The arrows indicate the direction of each channel. Water oxygens 
are colored by the nearest channel. Red spheres are waters that are not assigned.  Residues associated with 
the Narrow channel: D1-S169; Broad channel: D1- D61, N181, V185; Large channel: D1-Y161, H190, 
N298.  
(B) The highly interconnected region near the OEC from the MCCE/network analysis for one representative 
MD snapshot. Water molecules are light blue and are labeled w. Water molecules X, E and Z are derived 
from the crystal structure while those labeled P are added during MD set up with an arbitrary number. The 
coordinates for the input snapshot can be found in the SI.  Hydrogen bond connections made in 1% of the 
MC accepted states are shown by connecting lines.  Arrows show direction of proton transfer towards the 
three separated channels.  Table 2.2 lists several possible paths though the network to the lumen from each 
of the four OEC terminal waters.   
(C) Network of hydrogen bond connections from the OEC to the lumen found in MCCE calculations 
starting from a representative MD snapshot. Nodes are labelled as Residue type Chain designation Residue 
number. No chain designation indicates D1. Chain C is CP43; D is D2; M is PsbO; O is PsbU; and P is 
PsbV. For example, EC354 is CP43-Glu354. Diamonds are primary ligands and triangles are residues with 
at least 20% of their surface exposed to the lumen. Lines show hydrogen bond connection mediated by four 
or fewer waters. The inner circle are highly interconnected residues near the OEC. Connections between 
residues nominally in different channels are seen. The outer circle contains residues in their separated 
channels. Beyond the outer circle shows residues connecting the channel and the surface. Top: Nodes 
contain all residues in Table 2.1. Bottom: Nodes show only residues that can participate in Grotthuss proton 
transport or serve as proton loading sites, labeled PT in Table 2.2. §Appendix A Figure S2 provides network 
figures for nine additional snapshots for comparison. 
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Table 2.2 Example paths from each of the four OEC waters to each of the three channels. 
 W1 W2 W3 W4 
Narrow X434,  X429, W1, X434,  P9578, E12, X429, 
W1, X434,  
W3, W2, W1, X434,  
All paths:X425, X424, Z4, P6395, Z21, P5192, P4445, P5284, P431, P5049, K339 
Broad X429,  X429, P9578, E12, X429,  W3, P9578, E12, 
X429, 
All paths: X428, P7478, P4713, X417, P1211, P5017, P9096, P8101, D224 
Alternate path1: X428, D61, P7478, P4713, E312, P9604, P2773, P1510, P9096, D224 
Alternate path2:X428, D61, P7478, P4713, X524, E65, P2577, P8298, P6850, D224 
Large X429, E12, P9578, 
W3, W4, P9335 
X429, E12, P9578, 
W3, W4, P9335 
W4, P9335,  P9335, 
All paths: P9335, P2436, P5108, P2656, P9584, P815, P6926, P8089, P3306, P6393, P9357, 
P4873, X447, P7214, P4347, P8277, K103 
Alternate path1: P2436, P5108, E329, P815, P6926, P8089, P3306, P6393, P9357, P4873, 
X447, P7214, P4347, P8277, K103 
Alternate path2: P2436, P5108, E329, P815, P6926, P8089, E413, P4677, P4873, X447, 
P7214, P4347, P8277, K103 
 
In the inner region the pathways can be found through Figure 2.2B.  Chain X, E and Z are crystal 
waters and chain P are waters added during MD set up. Amino acids on the paths are underlined. 
Waters that are common to all paths along one channel are in italics.   
 





                                                                            (C) 
Figure 2.3 Representative hydrogen bonding pathways via ordered waters in a single MD snapshot.  
(A) Near O4 leading towards the narrow channel showing D1-D61, N87, S169, N338 (B) Near O5 leading 
towards the broad channel showing D1-D61, E65, N181, D2-E312, K317 and CP43-E354; (C) Near O1 
leading towards the large channel showing D1-Y161, H190, N298, E329, CP43-E413 and PsbV-K134.   
 
2.4 Hydrogen bonding network away from OEC near lumen in water channels 
 Characterization of the channels away from the OEC.  The network analysis shows two 
regions, one where the network is highly interconnected near the OEC followed by well separated 
changes moving to the lumen.  Roughly the large channel separates near CD of D1-E329 10.6 Å 
from the OEC Ca; the narrow channel at Oγ of D1-S169, 6.4Å from Mn4; the broad channel 
separates from the interconnected region near Cδ of D1-E65 13.6Å from Mn4. The examples 
provided in Table 2.2 show water chains by which protons can exit to the lumen without amino 
acids serving as direct participants. However, several acidic residues can serve as intermediary 
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proton loading sites. In addition, hydrogen bonds to non-Grotthuss competent sidechains help to 
organize the water orientations (Table 2.1).   
 Connection to the lumen via the narrow channel. The network analysis shows D1-S169 in the 
highly interconnected region connects to D1-N338 within the separated narrow channel by a linear 
chain of ~6 water molecules. QM/MM calculations also found a well ordered water chain from O4 
to D1-N338.120 Moving outward, D1-N338 and CP43-T335 are connected via 4 waters (Figure 
2.2A). Thus, the narrow channel is indeed narrow. The narrow channel exits to the lumen near 
PsbU-E93, D96, CP43-K339 (Figure 2.3A).   
 On the surface, there are many hydrogen bond connections near the narrow channel exit. CP43-
K339 and PsbU-D96 form a direct salt bridge. CP43-K339 is also at the center of a water mediated 
network connecting PsbU-E93 and CP43-T335 and anchored by D1-N338 and PsbU-N99. The 
water mediated network also connects PsbU-N99 with CP43-D321 and PsbU-E93 with PsbO-
D102 (Appendix A Figure S2).  PsbO-D102 is near the broad channel exit.  
 Connection to the lumen via the broad channel. The broad channel separates from the region 
around the OEC close to the narrow channel, with D1-D61 associated with both. D1-E65, D2-
E310 and E312 are at the boundary between the highly interconnected region near the OEC and 
the channel proper. Moving along the broad channel we find D1-S177, D2-N318, D2-T316, PsbO- 
R152, D102, D99. The broad channel exits to the lumen through PsbO-D158, K188, D224, D222 
and H228. These residues extend over 10Å and are connected via clusters of waters. FTIR 
difference spectra support many of these residues being part of a long range hydrogen bond 
network.184 
 Previous studies have analyzed the multiple clusters of Asp and Glu residues on the surface of 
PsbO near the broad channel exit which can serve as proton loading sites.121  These are connected 
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either by direct hydrogen bonds or via water molecules.121 For instance, D2-E310 is a center of a 
surface network connected to the acids PsbO-D222 and D224, and the bases H228 and K188. 
There is a direct hydrogen bond trapping a proton between two acids PsbO-D102 and E97 as noted 
earlier.121   
      Connection to the lumen via the large channel. D1-E329 can be viewed as the boundary 
between the highly interconnected region near the OEC and the large channel, which runs through 
CP43 and PsbV. Although the large channel has been considered to be less polar, CP43- E413, 
T397, H398, PsbV-S39, E83, K79 are in the large channel water mediated network. The channel 
exits to the surface near the bases PsbV-K103, K104 and K134. PsbV-K103, which forms a salt 
bridge CP43-E83, is at the center of a network that includes residues CP43- T397, E394, and H398.  
      Interconnections between the channels at their exits. The large channel exit is to a well 
separated region of PsbU and PsbV.  In contrast, the narrow and broad channel entrances are near 
each other and their exits are interconnected by residues in PsbO and PsbU in an extended surface 
network. These surface connections are flexible and vary between MD snapshots. For example, 
transient connection is made between PsbU-E93 (narrow channel) and PsbO-D102 (broad 
channel).  
 Continuity of channel from the OEC to the surface. The network analysis shows that rather 
than starting out as three independent water channels, the pathways are highly interconnected by 
many waters near the OEC (Figure 2.2B and 2.2C). The MD trajectories allow the mobility of the 
waters in these channels to be accessed.  With the exception of WX, which is directly hydrogen 
bonded to O4, all other waters in the interconnected area around the OEC are found to leave and 
be replaced by other water molecules during the 100 ns trajectory.  Thus, despite their individual 
mobility, this water-mediated hydrogen bond network is very stable overall.  
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 The network analysis compared the persistence of hydrogen bonding connections in multiple 
MD snapshots in the separated channels moving towards the lumen. The broad channel forms a 
long, unbroken hydrogen bond pathway in 90% of the snapshots, while the narrow and large 
channel each become disconnected near the lumen in 30-40% of the snapshots. The break in the 
narrow channel occurs near CP43-K339 while for large channel, the hydrogen bond connection 
gets broken near PsbV-S39 and K103. In each case the connections are broken by transient 
dehydration events. 
 
                       (A)                                                     (B) 
 
                                                                           (C) 
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Figure 2.4 Network of hydrogen bonds from a single MD snapshot showing pathways through 
separated channels.  (A) Narrow channel showing CP43-K339 and PsbU-D96. (B) Broad channel showing 
D2-E310 and PsbO-D224. (C) Large channel showing CP43-E83, T397 and PsbV-K103. 
 
 Proton affinity and protonation states of acidic and basic residues.  MCCE keeps the 
protonation states of all amino acids in equilibrium with the pH and the hydrogen bond network. 
Most acidic and basic residues in the region around the OEC retain their expected protonation 
states. However, earlier MCCE identified some residues with different equilibrium ionization in 
the S1 state.8 These are listed in the methods section and are fixed in the MD trajectory. All residues 
except for the primary amino acid ligands of the OEC are free to take any protonation state in the 
MCCE network analysis.  
 There are numerous acidic and basic residues within the highly interconnected region near the 
OEC (Table 2.1). Previous calculations of the proton affinity of residues in this region showed D1-
D61, E65 and E329, which are all well connected to the network, all have significant higher proton 
affinity than Asp or Glu in solution, although they are all predominantly anionic at pH 6.45,122 The 
higher proton affinity lowers the barrier for them to bind and release protons, facilitating proton 
transfer through the network entering the broad channel. Earlier continuum electrostatics based 
calculations122 found the pKas of D1-D61, E65, D2-E312, D2-K317, D59, R64, PsbO-R152 and 
D224 increase moving outward in the broad channel, again supporting their ability to function as 
proton loading sites. 
 Relative energy of hydronium in water channels. The three channels are all interconnected near 
the OEC (Figure 2.2B and 2.2C) and proton transfer pathways can be identified to the lumen in 
each (Table 2.2). While the connections through broad channel is less likely to be broken than in 
the other two channels, the decision of which is used to transport protons may depend upon the 
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relative energy of a positive charge in each channel. The free energy of replacing each water with 
a hydronium equilibrated with surrounding water molecules and amino acid residues by MC 
sampling was determined (Figure 2.1B). In each snapshot the energy of hydronium was obtained 
at 7-8 locations in each channel moving from OEC to lumen. Figure 2.5A shows the average 
energy of the hydronium for all the snapshots at different positions. Here the hydronium energy is 
binned into four 5-kcal groups from 0-20 kcal to provide a qualitative view of the energy of the 
energy at many locations. In a Grotthuss proton transfer mechanism each water in the chain is only 
transiently associated with having 3 protons so we do not wish to suggest a hydronium proper is 
moving through the channel. Rather these calculations should be viewed as probing the relative 
energy of a positive defect moving through the network.  The excess proton can move through the 
water network or found on an amino acid proton loading site.122   
 Figure 2.5A shows the averaged energy at 8 locations from five superimposed snapshots, 
chosen by meta-analysis of the trajectory. The reference energy (position 0) is the sum of the 
energy of the protein (without hydronium) plus that of hydronium in solution. To differentiate the 
channels in the intertwined network near the OEC, the broad channel is considered start near the 
waters of Mn4 moving towards the PsbO-D224, while in narrow channel starts near D1-S169 
moving towards CP43-K339 and PsbU-D96 and the large channel starts near Ca moving towards 
the PsbV-K103. Figure 2.5B colors the relative energy of each water in each superimposed 
snapshot.  The proton affinity decreases from red to yellow to cyan to blue.  Regions more 
favorable for hydronium (red and yellow) remain distinct from those that are less hospitable (cyan 
and blue).   
Moving along the narrow channel, positions 1, 2 and 3 (yellow and cyan in Figure 2.5B) are 
near D1-S169 and D1-D61. While the less favorable position 4 and 5 (cyan and purple) are close 
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to D1-N338 and CP43-T335; unfavorable energy is found near position 6 and 7 (cyan and purple) 
close to CP43-K339 and D1-D96. Dehydration events in the MD trajectory take place near position 
6.  Thus, although the region of the interconnected network close to the energy to the narrow 
channel is favorable for a positive charge, the channel itself is not.   
In the broad channel, positions 1 and 2 (cyan and purple) are near to D1-V185 which are 
relatively unfavorable for hydronium compared to position 3 and 4 (yellow and cyan) near D1-
N181 and D61.  Positions 5, 6, 7 near D1-E65 and D2-E312 (yellow and red) and 8 (red) near to 
PsbO-D224 are quite favorable for a positive charge. The increasingly favorable energy of a proton 
moving along the broad channel agrees with earlier calculations that found the protonation of 
acidic residues became more favorable moving outward along the broad channel.122 The pKa of 
the acidic amino acids and the free energy of the hydronium probe both show the channel is 
relatively hospitable to a positive charge.  
Tracing hydronium through the large channel shows a favorable region at positions 1-3 (yellow 
and red) near the neutral D1-H190, N298, D1-D342, D1-Q165 and W4.  However, moving 
outward the free energy of the hydronium probe increase.  Positions 4, 5 and 6 are near D1-E329 
and CP43-E413 (yellow, cyan and purple) while 7 and 8 are near the channel exit PsbV-K103 
(cyan and purple). The dehydration of the large channel occurs near position 7.   
The relative energy for the initial positions of hydronium near to the OEC in all the water 
channels are within the error bars of the distribution of energies of nearby hydronium probes. 
Favorable positions are WX near to D1-S169 in the narrow channel, at waters near D1-N298 in the 
large channel and waters near D1-D61 in the broad channel (Figure 2.5B). However, as the protons 
move away from the OEC, the energy is more favorable in the broad channel while it continually 
increases moving through the narrow and large channels. This means the that broad channel has a 
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                                      (B)                                                             (C)                           
Figure 2.5 (A) Energy of PSII in MC sampling with hydronium at different positions moving into and 
along the broad, narrow and large channels.  The average values from ten snapshots with standard deviation 
shown as error bars.  The reference energy (at position 0) is for the full protein with no hydronium plus the 
energy of an isolated hydronium in water at pH 8. The amino acids near each position are described in the 
text.  Orange: Large channel; Magenta: narrow channel; green: broad channel.  
(B) Energy landscape for water molecules near OEC (left) and reaching to the lumen (right) for all the 






















to show the relative energy of the protein with hydronium with red<yellow<cyan<purple. Red is the most 
favorable and each color represents a 5 kcal/mol energy range. D1-D61, E65 and D2-E312, PsbO-D224 
(broad channel), D1-S169, N338, PsbU-D96 (narrow channel) and D1-H190, Y161, N298 and PsbV-K103 
(large channel) are shown. Appendix A Figure S3 shows energy plots for individual snapshots. 
 
 Comparison of network analysis results with network proposed by FTIR. FTIR spectra are very 
sensitive to protonation states and hydrogen bond strengths in networks of waters and amino acids. 
As a raw FTIR spectrum is extremely congested, the difference between spectra in different S-
states, and double difference spectra comparing wild-type protein with that labeled with different 
isotopes or modified by site-directed mutations are used to probe the connectivity of the network 
that responds to the OEC reactions. Many mutations have been made in the region of amino acids 
separated by as much at 20Å around the OEC shown in Figure 2.6. These include: the large channel 
residues D1-Q165E188, D1-E329Q184, N298A167,185, narrow channel residues D1-N87A183, D1-
S169A182 and broad channel residues D1-D61A139, E65A184, N181A144 and D2-K317A, K317R, 
K317Q, K317E.140 It was found that mutations of the residues in the inner, interconnected network 
described here produce similar changes in OEC function as well as in the FTIR signatures of the 
hydrogen bond networks.144,184  
 Mutations of D2-E307; D2-D308; D2-E310 and D2-E323 do not modify the FTIR spectrum.188  
D2-E310 and D2-D308 are in the MCCE network, but the former is near the end of the broad 
channel and the later on the surface. Mutation of D2-E310Q and D2-D308N188 does not alter the 
FTIR difference spectra.  D2-E307 and E323 are not connected to the network found here, nor do 
they affect the FTIR difference spectra (highlighted in grey color) (Table 2.1). Note that D2-E323 




Figure 2.6 Residues identified as being members of a long-range hydrogen bond networks. The 
residues are: D1- D61139, E65184, N181144, D2-K317140 (broad channel): D1-N87183, S169182 (narrow 
channel): D1-Y161189, H190, Q165188, N298185, E329184 (large channel). Residues and waters are colored 
for the channel with which they are most closely associated; Blue: W1, W2, W3 and W4; Red: water 
molecules not assigned to a specific channel.  Cyan and Grey: residues whose mutation does not alter the 
FTIR difference spectra.  Cyan: D2-E310, D308 are connected to the end of the broad channel in the MCCE 
derive network; Grey: D2-E307 and E323 are not in MCCE network. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
The results the characterization of the proton egress pathway by combined classical MD, 
MCCE and network analysis. An unexpected conclusion is that the three channels are highly 
interconnected in a region reaching ~10± 2 Å from the edge of the OEC (Figure 2.2B). In addition, 
the free energy of a hydronium probe replacing all of the waters around the OEC is similar at most 
sites in this region, independent of which is the nearest channel entry. The three channels do 



















broad channels are close together near the OEC, connected by D61 and the are also interconnected 
by surface hydrogen bond networks at their exits.  
 The results reported here support the broad channel as the preferred proton exit. It retains 
a lower, energy for hydronium to the end of the channel (Figure 2.5B). This is in agreement with 
earlier continuum electrostatics studies122 that used the pKa’s of amino acids as a probe, showing 
increasing proton affinity moving along the broad channel to the lumen.  In contrast, the energy of 
the hydronium probe in the narrow and large channels increases moving towards the exit.  
Additionally, the broad channel water chains are rarely broken in the MD trajectory, while the 
narrow and large channels become transiently disconnected by dehydration events. This result 
supports earlier MD simulations found a long-range hydrogen bond network starting from Mn4 of 
OEC extending to the PsbO subunit present in the lumen through the broad channel.118,121,122
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CHAPTER 3 
Relative Stability of the S2 isomers of the Oxygen Evolving Complex of Photosystem II* 
 
Motivation: The S1 to S2 transition of the Kok cycle involves the loss, on average, of only 0 to 0.3 
protons upon oxidation of Mn. As determined from EPR spectroscopy, the S2 state has two 
isomeric forms S2, g=2 and S2,g=4.1. Experimental work shows only the presence of S2, g=2 in 
cyanobacterial PSII while both forms are seen in spinach PSII. One of the open questions is what 
is the protonation states of terminal waters of Mn4 in both S2 isomers? Knowing it will help clarify 
the hydrogen bond network surrounding OEC and its influence in proton translocation. The 
protonation pattern can help explain the relative stabilization of the two isomers and how this 
effects the S-state transition. 
The present work investigates both Em and protonation state of terminal waters of the OEC 
and amino acid residues for both S2 isomers and how the equilibrium distribution depends on the 
S2 isomers and its perturbations upon mutations. The results show one of the water ligands of Mn4, 
W2 is hydroxide and W1 is neutral in S2,g=2 while both waters are neutral in the S2,g=4.1 isomer. 
Furthermore, Em studies on QM/MM models reveal that S1 state prefers to go to S2,g=2 isomer while 
the S2,g=4.1 isomer prefers to go on to the S3 state. In addition, mutations D61A, K317A and chloride 
depletion results in the loss of protons affecting the relative distribution of the S2 isomers.  
 
* This chapter is reproduced with slight modification from the following published article: D. Kaur, W. Szejgis, J. 
Mao, M. Amin, K.M. Reiss, M. Askerka, X. Cai, U. Khaniya, Y. Zhang, G.W. Brudvig, V.S. Batista, M.R. Gunner, 
Relative stability of the S2 isomers of the oxygen evolving complex of photosystem II, Photosyn. Res., 141 (2019) 
331–341. D Kaur carried out MCCE simulations, analyzed the data and wrote the manuscript. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Oxygenic photosynthesis stores solar energy in the form of reduced products used to fix 
carbon as well as in the form of a transmembrane electrochemical potential gradient that enables 
synthesis of ATP. Photosystem II (PSII) contains the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) a 
remarkable catalyst composed of earth abundant Mn and Ca that oxidizes water at room 
temperature and physiological pH.10,11,40,190 Thus, PSII uses water, the universal biological solvent, 
as the ultimate metabolic electron source.12,144,191  The resultant O2 is a by-product that sustains 
aerobic life on Earth. The reaction cycle accumulates four oxidizing equivalents in the OEC before 
evolving O2 in a single redox step, with explicit changes of the cluster structure coupled to cluster 
deprotonation and water addition. Combining computational analysis with new atomic structures 
of the OEC23,24 is providing an emerging picture of the mechanism. 
The OEC is Mn4CaO5 cluster in a cubane-like structure with 3 high-valent Mn centers and 
CaII connected to a dangler manganese through μ-oxo bridges (Figure 3.1).8,24 Four terminal waters 
are bound to the OEC, two coordinated to Mn4 (W1, W2) and two to CaII (W3, W4). Upon loss of 
four electrons, the OEC oxidizes two waters to O2 in one step, without generating high energy, 
intermediate reactive oxygen species.15 The OEC thus cycles through five S-states, S0–S4, with S0 
and S4 the most reduced and most oxidized intermediates, respectively. S1, with one less electron 
than S0, is the stable dark adapted state.16  Four protons are lost through the Kok cycle of S-state 
transitions as the OEC is oxidized.11,192  In the overall reaction the protons are lost from the 
substrate water.53  However, during each S-state transition protons can be lost from bridging 
oxygens or terminal water ligands within the OEC or from surrounding residues in the protein. 
Proton loss can make oxidation more favorable, since it diminishes the buildup of positive charge. 
One proton is released on the oxidation of S0 and S211,37,103,105, but the oxidation of S1 to S2 releases 
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significantly less than one proton to the outside of the protein. It is unknown if there is internal 
protein rearrangement on this step.   
The S1 intermediate is the most stable state in the dark24,48,114, S2 has two redox isomers 
with distinctive EPR signals.193–196 If the bridging oxygen (O5) completes the coordination shell 
of Mn4, then the OEC redox isomer with only Mn1 remaining MnIII (Mn1IIIMn2IVMn3IVMn4IV 
denoted 3444) is formed which shows the characteristic EPR multiline spectra at g=2 (denoted 
S2,g=2). However, when O5 moves closer to Mn1 closing the cube, then Mn1 is oxidized and the 
4443 redox isomer is formed, which has a broad EPR signal at g=4.1 (S2,g=4.1).50,54,55,197 The relative 
stability of these two isomers is influenced by the surrounding environment.106 For example, higher 
pH58 or chloride depletion favors the S2,g=4.1 isomer132,133 , while the D2-K317A140 , D1-D61A139 
and D1-S169A198 mutations stabilize the S2,g=2 isomer. In the S2 to S3 transition, the addition of a 
substrate water to either Mn110,53, or Mn462,198 is thought to complete the OEC ligation.  
We apply the Multi Conformer Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) methodology76 
optimized for the study of Mn complexes70 to explore the protonation state changes of residues 
around the OEC. While MCCE uses a simpler, classical electrostatics description, it allows 
sampling of side chain and water positions as well as protonation and oxidation states keeping the 
protein and OEC in equilibrium. We use the Linear Response Approximation (LRA)199 to find the 
relative midpoint potential (Em) of the two S2 redox isomers. The simulations show all four 
terminal water ligands are fully protonated in S1, while W2 is partially deprotonated in S2,g=2 with 
Mn4IV, but remains protonated in S2,g=4.1 with Mn4III. The small overall proton loss37 during the S1 
to S2 transition is identified as being due to D1-E329 and D1-D61 binding much of the proton 
released from W2 in the ensemble of states obtained by Monte Carlo sampling. We analyze how 
deprotonation is affected by oxidation of YZ with concomitant proton transfer to D1-H190, raising 
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the pH from 6 to 8, depletion of chloride, and the site-directed mutations D2-K317A, D1-D61A 
and D1-S169A. The calculated trends for how these perturbations modify the free energy 
difference between the two S2 redox isomers are found to be consistent with experiments. 
 
 Figure 3.1 Key residues around the Mn4CaO5 OEC, including D2-K317, D1-D61, D1-S169, D1-H190, 
and YZ; Cl1, Cl2 are represented as spheres. Terminal water ligands of Mn4 (W1 and W2) and CaII (W3 and 
W4) are explicitly shown. Mn1 and Mn4 are shown on the front face of the OEC with Mn4 on the left, Mn1 
on the right and O5 in between them. The OEC is in the optimized S1(3443) configuration as obtained by 
DFT-QM/MM calculations48, determined within 15Å sphere of residues from the D1, D2, and CP43 
subunits derived from the 3ARC structure.8  
3.2 Methods 
Calculations start with coordinates extracted from 3ARC8, the 1.9Å X-ray crystal structure 
of Thermosynechococcus vulcanus PSII.  The QM/MM sphere used for optimization consists of 
the OEC and 15Å sphere of residues centered at the OEC from the D1, D2, and CP43 
subunits.35,48,49,51,198 The residues in the sphere are: D1 (chain A): (57)-V58-V67-(68), (81)-V82-
L91-(92),(107)-N108-Y112-(113),(155)-A156-I192-(193),(289)-I290-N298-(299),(323)-A324-
A344:Cterminus; CP43 (chain C):(290)-W291-(292),(305)-G306-A314-(315),(334)-T335-L337-
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(338),(341)-M342-(343),(350)-F351-F358-(359),(398)-A399-G402-(403),(408)-G409-E413-
(414); D2 (chain D):(311)-E312-L321-(322),(347)-R348-L352:C-terminus. For the capping 
residues, in parenthesis, only the backbone atoms are considered. The two crystallographic 
chloride ions are included: Cl1 near D2-K317, and Cl2 near N338 and F339 (Figure 3.1).  
The DFT-QM/MM methodology was used to optimize the OEC in the S1 (Mn oxidation 
3443)48 ,S2,g=2 (3444) and S2,g=4.1 (4443) states.49 The nomenclature will use a subscript to describe 
the MCCE oxidation state of each Mn and a superscript to describe the S-state in which the 
structure was optimized within QM/MM†. The RMSD when comparing the Mn4CaO5 atoms for 
the S1 and two S2 structures as well as surrounding protein is very small. Each QM/MM optimized 
structure was then docked back into the 3ARC8 PSII protein for classical electrostatic MCCE 
calculations.  
MCCE76 and similar programs200–202 use continuum electrostatics energies and Monte 
Carlo sampling to estimate the protonation equilibria proteins.75,99  MCCE has been tested for the 
analysis of pKas76,99,  of Mn model complexe70, the OEC in PSII116, as well as for anion 
binding.203,204 The MCCE calculations keep the protein in equilibrium with the OEC in each state. 
MCCE has its own limitations. MCCE considers only electrostatic and van der Waals interactions 
and does not include any quantum mechanical effects, such as important Jahn-Teller distortions in 
the coordination spheres of MnIII centers that need to be informed by DFT-QM/MM calculations. 
In addition, the protein backbone and the OEC coordinates are kept fixed during MCCE Monte 
Carlo sampling. The MCCE isosteric sampling76 is applied as described previously for PSII.116 C, 
 
† The subscript refers to the redox state (S1, S2,g=2, S2,g=4.1) while the superscript refers to the input S-state structure in 
which the OEC is optimized by QM/MM (S1, S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1). For example, S!
",$%" identifies the QM/MM S2,g=2 
structure (with its geometry optimized in the open cubane 3444 state as the input structure for the MCCE classical 
analysis of the cluster in the 3443 S1 redox state. The four numbers denote the redox state of each Mn.  Thus, 3443 
indicates the OEC state Mn1IIIMn2IVMn3IVMn4III.  
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O and N side chain positions are fixed, allowing sampling of ionized and neutral protonation states 
of Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, His and Tyr. Alternative positions for hydroxyl protons, exchanged Asn 
and Gln terminal O and N, and His tautomers are sampled. Crystallographic waters are removed 
from the protein and modeled by implicit solvent. The 166 explicit waters (including the four water 
ligands to Mn4 and CaII) within the 15Å sphere surrounding the OEC that were included in the 
QM/MM optimization are retained. In QM/MM each water has a single set of proton positions, 
while in MCCE each input water oxygen samples at least 20 possible proton positions (including 
those found in the QM/MM structure) as well as a conformer where it has been moved out of the 
protein into the bulk solvent. The waters ligated to the Mn4 (W1, W2) or CaII (W3, W4) can be 
H2O or OH- with rotating proton positions but must remain bound. The ligands directly attached 
to the OEC, including E189, E333, D342, E354 are deprotonated while H332 is neutral in our 
calculations.48 
Parse charges, optimized for continuum electrostatic calculations178 are used for amino 
acids, including the amino acid ligands, while valence charges are used for the OEC.116 Cofactors 
such as chlorophyll, pheophytin, heme, non-heme iron and Cl− use standard MCCE topology 
files.116 All cofactors other than the OEC are kept in their neutral state. TIPS205  charges are used 
for explicit water. Delphi Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic energies are calculated, with a dielectric 
constant e = 4 for the protein, and  e = 80 for implicit solvent water. Amber van der Waals 
parameters are used, reduced to 25% of their full value as suggested in previous MCCE benchmark 
calculations.99 Cavities with a radius ≥1.4 Å are filled with a dielectric constant e = 80. The implicit 
salt concentration is 0.15 M with a 2Å Stern layer.  The default pH = 6. The Boltzmann distribution 
for all degrees of freedom is obtained by Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) sampling.  
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The relative energies of the S1 and S2 isomers are determined by MCCE calculations as a 
function of pH and Eh.70,100,101 The free energy difference obtained from MCCE calculations are 
compared to the DFT-QM/MM free energy206 as described in SI Section VII. For chloride-depleted 
calculations, both chloride ions are forced into solution during Monte-Carlo sampling.203,204 Site-
directed mutations, D2-K317A, D1-D61A and D1-S169A, are carried out within MCCE where 
these side chains are mutated to alanine using the residue completion subroutine, keeping the 
protein backbone fixed. Cavities formed by mutations are also filled with implicit water.76 For D2-
K317A, different Cl− positions were generated using the translation subroutine of MCCE to 
determine if chloride is repositioned by the mutation (Appendix B Figure S3).203 The binding 
affinity of Cl1, near the OEC, is calculated in the S1 structure at pH = 6 by varying the Cl− chemical 
potential.203,204 The comparison of calculations in full PSII protein and QM/MM sphere at pH = 6 
are done in Appendix B Table S2. 
3.3 Results 
MCCE Monte Carlo sampling generates a Boltzmann distribution of redox states for the 
four Mn centers of the OEC in their III or IV oxidation states, corresponding to the S1, S2,g=2 and 
S2,g=4.1 intermediates in their DFT-QM/MM optimized S1, S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 configurations48,49 (see 
footnote 5 for a description of the nomenclature). There are twelve possible S1 ((MnIII)2(MnIV)2) 
states, representing the distinguishable assignments for two MnIII and two MnIV over the four Mn 
site. The S1 state found by Monte Carlo sampling is 3443, independent of the input structure. Thus, 
less than 0.1% of the accepted microstates have a different redox assignment for the individual 
Mn, indicating that the alternative states are at least 180 meV higher in energy. There are four 
possible S2 (MnIII)1(MnIV)3 states and starting with the S1 or S2,g=2 structures only the 3444, S2,g=2 
redox isomer is found (Table 3.1). Starting with the S2,g=4.1 structure the cluster adopts the expected 
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4443, S2,g=4.1 redox isomer. In the S2,g=2 input structure the bridging O52- is closer to Mn4, while it 
is closer to Mn1 in the S2,g=4.1 structure. In MCCE the electrostatic interaction with O52- helps 
determine whether Mn1 or Mn4 will be oxidized.  The S1 or S2 redox isomer selected by Monte 
Carlo sampling is independent of the protonation state of waters ligated to Mn4 and CaII. 
Table 3.1 Lowest energy redox isomers for the S1 to S2 in each QM/MM optimized structure  
 
 (MnIII)2(MnIV)2 MnIII(MnIV)3 
Structure S1 S2 
S1 3443 3444 
S2,g=2 3443 3444 
S2,g=4.1 3443 4443  
Isomersa 12 4 
 
Lowest energy oxidation states III or IV for Mn1, Mn2, Mn3, Mn4. The expected redox isomer is 
underlined.54,193,196  aIsomers: number of possible ways to assign the oxidation states to the four Mn to create 
S1 ((MnIII)2(MnIV)2) or S2 ((MnIII)(MnIV)3). 
 
Protonation states of water ligands of Mn4 in S1, S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1    
The protonation states of all residues and terminal water ligands optimized in the S1 and 
two S2 structures, docked into the full PSII. Table 3.2 reports the residues that are within ≈8Å of 
the OEC (the residues in the region for QM/MM optimization) that change in S!!  , S",$%"
",$%"	  and  
S",$%&.!
",$%&.! states. Other residues within this region whose protonation state do not change in any S-
state, or with any perturbation including raising the pH to 8, are: D1-D59, R64, R334, E308, E312, 
R348, which remain ionized, while D1-Y112, YZ161, H190, E413, Y315 remain neutral. The 
changes in protonation probabilities are relatively independent of the input structure (Appendix B 
Table S1).  
The Boltzmann distribution of protonation states of terminal waters are observed in each 
S-state. While W3 and W4 bound to CaII have the freedom to lose a proton, they remain neutral. 
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W1 and W2 ligated to Mn4 are neutral in S1, independent of which input structure is used. In the 
S2,g=2 redox state, Mn4 is oxidized to MnIV, which lowers the pKa of W2, leading to a significant 
fraction of microstates having W2 as a hydroxyl. Calculations indicate that the probability of water 
deprotonation is 80%±0.03 in S",$%"
",$%"	while it is 94%±0.10 when the calculations use the S1 or 
S2,g=4.1 structures, reflecting a modest difference in proton affinity for the same Mn oxidation states 
in the different structures (Appendix B, Table S1). Thus, it appears that protonated and 
deprotonated W2 have similar energy in S2,g=2. This is not well described by a W2 pKa near 6, as 
the protonation states of the highly coupled residues near the OEC do not titrate according the 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. In the S2,g=4.1 state, with Mn4III, the terminal waters are all 
neutral. Given the uncertainty of the protonation states of water, MCCE calculations were carried 
out with no constraints on the water protonation (free). In addition, for the S2,g=2 state, W2 was 
fixed to be neutral to determine how this would influence the outcome.  
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Table 3.2 Protonation states of key residues near the OEC in the wild-type PSII  
S-state S1 S1 S2 S2 S2 S2 S2 S2 
S!"#$%	'()("








assignment 3443 3443 3444 3444 3444 3444 4443 4443 
H190YZ Ground state H190
+
YZ• 








W2 constraint free free free H2O free H2O free free 
W1 0.00±0.00 0.00 -0.08±0.03 -0.26±0.26 -0.52 -0.16 -0.01±0.01 -0.01 
W2 0.00±0.00 0.00 -0.80±0.03 0.00±0.00 -0.48 0.00 -0.01±0.01 -0.08 
D1-D61 -1.00±0.00 -1.00 -0.92±0.03 -0.74±0.26 -0.48 -0.84 -0.99±0.01 -0.99 
D1-H337 1.00±0.00 1.00 1.00±0.00 1.00±0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00±0.00 1.00 
D1-E329 -0.71±0.04 -1.00 -0.48±0.06 -0.98±0.17 -0.99 -1.00 -1.00±0.00 -1.00 
D1-E65 -1.00±0.00 -1.00 -1.00±0.00 -1.00±0.00 -1.00 -1.00 -0.99±0.005 -1.00 








-16.70±0.04 -17.00 -17.28±0.05 -16.99±0.01 -17.47 -17.00 -17.00±0.01 -17.08 
Change in H+ 
(From S1) 
 -0.30 -0.58 -0.28 -0.47 -0.30 -0.30 -0.38 
Sub-State 1 2 3a 3b 4a 4b 3c 4c 
 
H190YZ ground state have both residues in their neutral form. W2 constraint: ‘Free’ indicates that all groups are free to 
titrate; H2O: W2 fixed as H2O (in italics).  Charge (whole protein) is the net charge of the full PSII. Charge (residues near 
OEC) consider OEC and a 15Å region centered at the OEC from the D1, D2, and CP43 subunits listed in Methods section. 
Change in H+ is the difference in total charge relative to the that found in S,, with neutral YZ and H190. The standard 
deviation is for three independent MCCE calculations on the same structure.  Values without a standard deviation represent 
a single calculation. H190+YZ•: YZ is oxidized by P680+ before S-state advancement. The oxidized YZ loses its proton to the 
nearby H190 forming H190+YZ•.  State: There are multiple reaction paths through the table. For example, sub-states 
1⟶2⟶3b⟶3a⟶4c moves the system from S1 to S1H190+YZ• to S2,g=2 to S2,g=4.1 to S2,g=4.1H190+YZ• with no proton loss 
from W2, while 1⟶2⟶3c⟶3a⟶4c allows proton loss from W2 in the S2,g=2 state. The positive charge on Mn1 in S2,g=4.1 
or on H190+YZ• does not lead to proton release from W2 so no constraints on its protonation is applied to these calculations.  
Ionization in the intermediate region of a titration can be modified by small energy changes, while changes in ionization 
probability <0.1 or >0.9 reflect more consequential changes in free energy. Two significant digits are used to retain the 
latter information.
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 MCCE results indicate that significantly less than 1 proton is lost during oxidation of S1 to 
either form of the two S2 redox isomers at pH = 6, accompanied by a redistribution of protons near 
the OEC.   As the OEC goes from S!! to  S",$%"
",$%"	 the average number of protons bound to the protein 
diminishing by 0.56 protons W2 is hydroxyl in 80% of the Boltzmann distribution of microstates. 
In response, the probability D1-E329 being protonated goes from 29% to 51%. There is also some 
proton transfer to D1-D61. While the exact probabilities vary with the initial structure, the relative 
importance of the residues involved in the transition do not (Appendix B, Table S1).  
The calculations were also carried out with W2 constrained to be water. Here, comparing 
the number of protons bound in S!! to S",$%"
",$%"	 or S",$%&.!
",$%&.!,  ≤0.3 protons are lost, in better agreement 
with experiment.37 Without the hydroxyl W2, the buildup of positive charge on the OEC causes 
D1-E329 to become fully deprotonated in the S2,g=2 state and there is increased probability of 
proton transfer between W1 and D1-D61.  Formation of S",$%&.!
",$%&.! also leads to the release of 0.3 
protons, almost entirely from D1-E329.  
Relative energy of S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 at pH = 6 
 The measured redox potential for the Si ⟶ Si+1 transition is determined by the free energy 
necessary to transform the structure and change protonation patterns as well as to oxidize the OEC. 
In the calculations discussed here this would represent the free energy change for the reaction  
S!! ⟶ S",$%"
",$%" (Appendix B Figure S1). However, MCCE is limited to calculations with a fixed 
OEC structure, restricting us to free energy calculations for oxidation of the reduced structure 
(Em,red for S!! ⟶ S",$%"! ) and for the oxidized structure (Em,ox for S!
",$%" ⟶ S",$%"
",$%") (Figure 3.2, 
Appendix B Table S3). The Linear Response Approximation, LRA199 , Appendix B Figure S1 uses 
the average of the Em in the (fixed) reduced and (fixed) oxidized structures to provide an estimate 
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of the Em (denoted Em,LRA).80,81 The MCCE calculated Em values provide a relative electron 
affinity. An external benchmark value is required to fix the scale so that values can be reported 
relative to the standard hydrogen electrode. For ease of discussion, the Em,LRA for S1⟶S2,g=2 with 
W2 held neutral is fixed at the experimentally derived value of 1120 mV.207   
The calculated redox potentials reflect that the lowest energy corresponds to the structure 
in which the system is optimized. Thus, the Em to oxidize S1 to either S2 isomer is more positive 
in the S1 structure (Em,ox) and lower in either of the S2 structures (Em,red) (Figure 3.2). The free 
energy difference between the two S2 isomers is given by the difference in their Em,LRA (Figure 
3.2, Appendix B Table S3). At pH = 6, the Em,LRA for S1⟶S2,g=2 is lower than for  S1⟶S2,g=4.1 
(Figure 3.2), regardless of whether both waters on Mn4 are neutral or W2 partially ionized in S2,g=2. 
Thus, S2,g=2 is thermodynamically more favorable than S2,g=4.1. However, the energy difference 
between S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 is larger when W2 becomes deprotonated than when W2 is fixed neutral 
(Figure 3.2), as expected since the proton loss from the Mn4 primary ligand favors its oxidation.  
The ∆Em,LRA between S2 isomers is compared to the ∆Em obtained from independent DFT-
QM/MM calculations. The ∆Em,LRA obtained from the classical MCCE model within the protein 
is 158 mV while ∆Em between S2 isomers for the sphere obtained from QM/MM is 154 mV. Both 
calculations keep W2 neutral. The level of agreement certainly reflects some amount of error 
cancelation as the two calculation methods are quite different. For example, MCCE allows for 
proton rearrangement on OEC oxidation, while the QM/MM has a more realistic model for the 
electron distribution over the cluster. However, the qualitative agreement shows convergence of 
simulations that place the S2,g=4.1 isomer at a similarly higher energy.   
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Figure 3.2 Relative Em for oxidation of S1 to either S2 state. The Em,LRA for S,, ⟶ S-,/0-,  with W2 fixed as 
water (W2n) is taken as the reference state with an Em,LRA of  1120 mV.207 All calculations are at pH = 6 
unless noted. Red rectangle: Em,ox: S,, ⟶ S-,/0-, ; Yellow heptagon: Em,ox: S,, ⟶ S-,/01.,, ; Green rectangle: 
Em,red: S,
-,/0- ⟶ S-,/0-
-,/0-	; Purple heptagon: Em,red: S,
-,/01., ⟶ S-,/01.,
-,/01.,	; Blue circle: Em,LRA (average Em) for 
S1⟶S2,g=2 ;Blue star: Em,LRA (average Em) for S1⟶S2,g=4.1 . Vertical line: range of Em with S1 titration at the 
positive end and either S2 titration at the lower end. W2: S1⟶S2,g=2 with W2 is free; W2n: S1⟶S2,g=2 with 
W2 fixed as H2O; g41: S1⟶S2,g=4.1. Free W2 remains neutral in S1 and S2,g=4.1 states.  Additional 
perturbations: H190+YZ; calculations at pH = 8. All values are given in Appendix B Table S3.    
Effect of oxidation of YZ 
YZ is oxidized and transfers a proton to D1-H190 to form H190+YZ•+ prior to each S-state 
transition. The proton loss on formation of H190+YZ•+ in the S1 state is equivalent to that found on 
forming either S2 states. Thus, with oxidation of YZ in the S1 state, D1-E329 is now fully 
deprotonated, as found in either S2 state (W2 fixed neutral). These changes found upon formation 
of H190+YZ• in the Si state can help prepare the system for oxidation to Si+1 (Table 3.2), and are in 
agreement with experiments showing proton release precedes OEC oxidation.11,208   
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pH dependence of S2 isomer distribution  
MCCE calculations compared PSII at pH = 6 and pH = 8 (Figure 3.2). Overall, the protein 
has lost 20 protons as the pH is raised. However, the residues around the OEC do not loose protons, 
except for D1-E329 which is fully deprotonated at pH = 8 in the S1 state (Appendix B, Table S4A). 
Thus, the local OEC environment is quite insensitive to changes of pH. The Em for all states are 
≈50-100 mV lower at the higher pH. It is likely that the Em for P680 and YZ will also be lowered 
leading to a smaller change in the overall reaction free energy. The ∆Em,LRA between the S2 isomers 
decreases stabilizing formation of the S2,g=4.1 state, consistent with experiment.58  
The change in proton loss going from S1⟶S2 suggests the role of D1-E329 as a buffer 
since it is predicted to be in a mixture of protonated and deprotonated states in S1 at pH = 6 while 
fully deprotonated at pH = 8 in either S1 or S2 states. When W2 is held neutral at pH = 8, D1-E329 
no longer has a proton to lose so now there is essentially zero proton loss moving from S1 to either 
S2 redox isomer. When W2 is free to deprotonate the proton release to the lumen upon formation 
of the S2,g=2 state is more significant than at pH = 6 since D1-E329 no longer binds a proton. Thus, 
the pH dependence of the reaction, especially at higher pH, can provide an experimental measure 
of the protonation state of W2 in S2. 
Effect of Chloride depletion 
The protonation states of the nearby residues and the difference in energy between the S2,g=2 
and S2,g=4.1 states were calculated with the two crystallographic Cl− removed. The removal of both 
chloride ions reduces the ∆Em,LRA between S2 isomers, which allows for formation of more S2,g=4.1 
(Appendix B Figure S2). This is observed when W2 is free or fixed neutral. In the absence of Cl−, 
at least one proton is lost from the protein moving from S1 to either S2 state, suggesting this reaction 
will now be more pH dependent (Appendix B Table S4a). Cl− removal increases the ionization of 
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D1-E329 in S1, so this residue is no longer a buffer for protons. W2 is largely hydroxyl upon S2,g=2 
formation. When W2 is fixed neutral, D2-K317 becomes fully deprotonated and there is additional 
proton transfer from W1 to D61. In S2,g=4.1, there is partial proton loss by D1-H337 as well as by 
W2 and some proton transfer from D2-K317 to D1-D61, indicating a stronger salt bridge between 
the Lys and Asp in either S2 state upon chloride depletion.134  
Effect of mutagenesis studies on the S2 isomers 
 D2-K317A: MCCE calculations were carried out in a D2-K317A mutant. As chloride is 
near D2-K317, multiple Cl− positions were sampled and the optimal position shifts by ≈0.5Å 
(Appendix B Figure S3). The Cl− binding affinity calculated in S!! is diminished by ≈4 kcal/mol in 
the mutant203,204 in agreement with experiment that shows the Cl− affinity is significantly 
diminished in this mutated PSII.140  
With Cl- present, the loss of the charge due to D2-K317A is calculated to be compensated 
for by an increase in the probability that D1-D61 and D1-E65 bind a proton (Appendix B Table 
S4B). In S2,g=2 with W2 neutral, the redistribution of protons amongst these groups leads to loss of 
only 0.4 protons. When W2 is free in S2,g=2 or S2,g=4.1 there is more proton loss. Now with either 
Mn oxidized a fraction of W2, D1-E329 and D1-E65 become deprotonated, while D1-D61 
becomes more protonated. 
D1-D61A: D1-D61 is in a position to make a hydrogen bond to W1 and is close to D2-
K317 and the primary Cl−.139 The most significant impact of removing D61 is that the proton 
affinity of both W1 and W2 is diminished. Upon formation of either S2 redox isomer, W1 or W2 
lose, in aggregate, one proton that is not caught by other residues in the protein (Appendix B Table 
S4B).  This indicates the reaction will be more pH dependent in this mutant. 
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D1-S169A: D1-S169 is part of the narrow channel suggested to participate in water 
delivery.198  However, its removal slightly raises the proton affinity of D1-E329 in the S1 state but 
not in either S2 states. The proton loss is relatively unchanged at 0.4 upon mutation (Appendix B, 
Table S4C). 
Equilibrium between S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 in mutants or Cl− depletion   
Chloride depletion leads to an overall lowering of ∆Em,LRA between the S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 
isomers, thereby favoring the S2,g=4.1 isomer (Appendix B, Table S4A). In addition, D1-D61A or 
D2-K317A changes the proton distribution in S1, lowering the Em for oxidation to either S2 state. 
Therefore, the ∆Em,LRA between the two redox isomers is little changed, continuing to favor S2,g=2 
(Appendix B, Figure S2). There is little difference in either the Em or the ∆Ems upon D1-S169 
mutation.   
3.4 Discussion 
MCCE analysis has been carried out for the S1 and S2 states of PSII. This uses a Monte 
Carlo sampling with a classical force field.  MCCE has the advantage of keeping the protonation 
states of the whole protein in equilibrium with the redox states of the OEC, allowing a more 
expansive look at the interaction between the protein and the OEC. While MCCE is routinely used 
to determine the protonation state of amino acids in proteins75,99, previous benchmark calculations 
on model oxo-Mn systems show the classical model is capable of estimating the proton affinity of 
terminal waters and the cluster Em.70  The analysis of the water ligands on the OEC consider very 
large interactions between bonded atoms in the cluster so is it important to evaluate the sensitivity 
to small changes in structure. The proton distribution for each S-state with the geometry optimized 
in that S-state (Table 3.2) was compared with that obtained when the input structure was optimized 
in another state (Appendix B, Table S1).  Fixing the oxidation state of the four Mn centers leads 
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to essentially the same proton distribution, independent of the state in which the OEC has been 
subjected to QM/MM optimization. The variation between different structures is more likely to 
result from the random positions generated by MCCE conformational degrees of freedom that lead 
to small changes in the energies, which become important when the energy difference between 
protonated and deprotonated states is small. Likewise, the similar energy difference between the 
two redox isomers of S2 with W2 held as water calculated by QM/MM and MCCE lends support 
to the classical Em calculations.  
One of the open questions is the protonation states of terminal waters as the OEC cycles 
through different S-states. Standard QM/MM calculations have been used to calculate the relative 
energies36 and to compare the optimized structures to high-resolution EXAFS 
spectroscopy35,48,49,51,198  in different protonation states. MCCE results indicate that the OEC 
charge distribution determines the water protonation states, independent of small changes in the 
underlying OEC structure. Thus, Monte Carlo sampling provides the Boltzmann distribution of 
water and hydroxyl for all 4 water ligands.  They are all water in S1, which is the protonation states 
of the input QM/MM calculations.26,49 The CaII waters, W3 and W4, are always neutral in either 
S2 state as well. These results are consistent with experimental findings.10 When Mn1 is oxidized 
(S2,g=4.1) the waters bound to Mn4III, W1 and W2, remain protonated. However, when Mn4 is 
oxidized (S2,g=2) a mixture of states is found with W2 having >50% probability of being 
deprotonated. Thus, a water or hydroxyl ligand to Mn4IV are close in energy, while water is favored 
in the state with Mn4III. Proton affinities of terminal waters in Mn model system can drop by more 
than 9 pH units on Mn oxidation.68,70 If the two forms of W2 are this close in energy, it can help 
explain why different simulation techniques come to different conclusions about the W2 
protonation state.26,27,36,55,106,116 
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The possibility of deprotonation of W2 in the S2,g=2 state has several ramifications. If W2 
deprotonate when bound to Mn4IV but not Mn4III, then W2 is different in S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1. This is 
supported by several experiments. FTIR spectroscopy data finds more asymmetric hydrogen 
bonding of waters in the S2,g=2 redox isomer.107 In addition, the crystal structure of Ca-PSII8 
suggests that the distance of W1 and W2 from Mn4 are different, which is consistent with one 
water and one hydroxyl bound.  In the crystal structure for Sr-PSII112 the distances are more 
similar.106 
One of the unusual characteristics of the S1⟶S2 transition is that little proton release37 
accompanies the oxidation of the OEC. This is in contrast to the other S-state transitions.103,105 
MCCE finds that there is sub-stoichiometric proton loss on formation of either S2 redox isomer.  
With 80% of W2 losing a proton, the probability of D1-E329 and D1-D61 being protonated 
increases so only 30% of the proteins will lose a proton to solution.  If W2 remains water then D1-
E329 is more like to be deprotonated again leading to a similar, modest proton loss. Thus, the 
surroundings buffer the system against losing a proton on forming S2.   
Table 3.3 Relative energies of the S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 redox isomers 
 expt Free W2 W2 as H2O 
pH = 6 Only S2,g=2a S2,g=2 S2,g=2 
Cl removed favors S2,g=4.1b favors S2,g=4.1 favors S2,g=4.1 
H190+YZ• Only S2,g=2c slightly favors S2,g=2 no change 
pH = 8 favors S2,g=4.1d no change favors S2,g=4.1 
D1-D61A Only S2,g=2e no change favors S2,g=2 
D2-K317A Only S2,g=2f no change favors S2,g=2 
D1-S169A N.D. no change no change 
 
All simulations at pH = 6 unless noted. Experimental measurements at pH = 6 show only S2,g=2 indicating 
there is less than 10% S2,g=4.1 seen so the ∆G is >60 meV.  Favors S2,g=4.1 indicates there is a mixture of both 
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redox isomers is seen.  The calculated ∆G between S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 is ≈360 meV with free W2 and ≈160 
meV with W2 fixed as H2O.  No change indicates the free energy difference changes by <10 meV; slightly 
favors: difference within 20 meV of the unperturbed calculation; favors S2,g=2 or favors S2,g=4.1 indicates a 
change >20 meV. The ∆∆G values can be found in Appendix B Table S3  a209 , b132, c192, d58, e139, f 140, N.D. 
is not determined.   
 
At pH 6 in wild-type spinach little S2,g=4.1 is seen, while none is seen in cyanobacterial 
PSII.12,58,106 It appears harder to generate the S2,g=4.1 signal in cyanobacteria than in spinach, 
indicating S2,g=2 may be more favored in the Thermosynechococcus vulcanus which is the source 
of the structure used here.106 The balance between the two redox isomers have been shown 
experimentally to be modulated by changes in solution conditions or by mutation.140 At higher pH, 
the stable state is exclusively S2,g=4.1 in Thermosynechococcus elongatus cyanobacterial PSII. 58 
As it has been suggested that S3 is formed via an initial, uphill transition to S2,g=4.110,12,50,55,58,197, 
tuning the balance of the two redox isomers  would affect advancement rates along the S-state 
cycle.  
The calculated ∆G between S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 is ≈360 meV with free W2 (MCCE) and ≈160 
meV with W2 fixed as H2O (MCCE or QM/MM).  Thus, deprotonation of W2 stabilizes S2,g=2, 
and likely overestimates the ∆G. In addition, with W2 fixed as water the ∆G between the two redox 
isomers changes by only ≈30 meV, while with W2 free the ∆G varies by more than 200 meV 
(Appendix B, Table S3), again highlighting the ability of proton to stabilize the oxidized state.    
D2-K317, D1-D61, D1-S169 and Cl are close together near Mn4. D61 can hydrogen bond 
to W1 or to K317.  Even in the calculations on the wild-type proteins role of each member of the 
group are strongly interdependent. The proton distribution amongst the surrounding residues and 
W1 and W2 highly interdependent and so are calculated to be modified by Cl- removal or mutation 
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of these residues.  Cl- depletions stabilized S2,g=4.1 relative to S2,g=2 but still blocks the advancement 
beyond S2.132,210 Previous calculations133,134 have suggested Cl− blocks proton release via the 
narrow channel which may be required prior to oxidation to S3. In contrast, mutation of D1-D61139  
or D2-K317140 to Ala retains the S2,g=2 isomer under conditions, such as Cl- depletion, that enhance 
S2,g=4.1 formation in the wild-type PSII. Computational analysis134 and subsequent experimental 
studies139 indicates that D1-D61A also participates in the proton egress pathway and its mutation 
also leads to the decrease in the efficiency of water oxidation. Thus, there is more than one way to 
slow the same reaction in this complex system. The binding affinity of chloride is also calculated 
to be diminished as a result of the Lys mutation, in agreement with the experimental results.140 The 
calculations predict significantly more proton loss on advancing to S2 with either Cl depletion or 
D2-K317A mutation.  
Prior to each S-state transition YZ reduces P680+ and transfers a proton to the adjacent H190 
forming the metastable H190+Yz•.  This process initiates changes that precede each S-state 
transition.11,208 MCCE sampling finds that YZ oxidation leads to additional proton release in either 
S2 redox isomer, in preparation for the next S-state (Table 3.2).  However, the MCCE calculations 
see a small stabilization of the S2,g=2 isomer. A more stable S2,g=4.1 isomer, as found in ab-initio 
DFT calculations197, which do not allow proton rearrangement, would be lower the barrier 
conversion to S3, but is not required. 
3.5 Conclusions 
Simulation can provide insight into the result of experiment.  The classical MCCE analysis 
of the region around the OEC in wild-type and mutant PSII explores the relationship of shifting 
protonation states to the S1 to S2 transition. The Mn4 terminal ligand, W2, is neutral in S1 and 
S2,g=4.1,  while it is largely ionized in the S2,g=2 redox isomer and so its ionization state effects the 
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favored S2 charge distribution. The partial ionization of W2 shows the water and hydroxyl forms 
are close in energy.  D1-E329 plays a key role at pH = 6, reducing the loss to solution in the 
formation of S2, by catching protons lost from W2.  The Glu is more likely to be deprotonated in 
the presence of H190+YZ•, with proton release perhaps able to ease the transition to S3. Analysis 
of the protonation states in PSII mutants and the effects of Cl- removal shows the complex 







Thermodynamics of the S2-to-S3 State Transition of the Oxygen-Evolving Complex of 
Photosystem II* 
 
Motivation: The S2 to S3 transition involves both substrate water binding and release of protons. 
One of the open questions is to understand the sequence of deprotonation followed by the 
formation of S3. Another question is which isomer prefers to advance to S3 state and whether the 
water binds from a Mn4 or Ca ligand? Answering these questions will help limit the possible S4 
intermediates which in turn can explain the mechanism of O-O bond formation. MC sampling 
shows the deprotonation of W3 ligand and binding of water/hydroxide in S2,g=4.1 isomer and not 
S2,g=2 form. Also, protonation state changes in one of the primary ligands of OEC E189 is observed. 
4.1 Introduction 
The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of photosystem II (PSII) catalyzes the oxidation of 
water to O2. With input of light, the OEC of PSII is sequentially oxidized. As the system is oxidized 
protons are lost.  There are five OEC S-state intermediates along the catalytic cycle designated S0 
to S4, with S0 the most reduced.15,96,98,116 The fully oxidized S4 state catalyzes the oxidation of two 
waters to O2. For understanding the reaction mechanism, it is crucial to obtain structural 
information about these catalytic intermediates and determine the pathway for the transitions 
between states.47–51,55 
The OEC core contains a cluster of four Mn ions and a Ca2+ connected through bridging 
 
*This chapter is reproduced with slight modification from the following published article: M. Amin, D. Kaur, K.R. 
Yang, J. Wang, Z. Mohamed, G.W. Brudvig, M.R. Gunner, V. Batista, Thermodynamics of the S2 to S3 state transition 
of the oxygen-evolving complex of photosystem II, Phys Chem Chem Phys, 21 (2019) 20840–20848. D Kaur 
contributed to the manuscript. 
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oxides (i.e., deprotonated water molecules).8  In the dark-stable S1 state, the Mn oxidation states 
are (III2, IV2) with the subscript indicating the number of Mn ions in a given oxidation state.211,212 
In the S1-to-S2 state transition, the OEC loses an electron, oxidizing an Mn(III) to Mn(IV). EPR 
measurements193–196 and theoretical models50,133 show two energetically accessible redox isomers 
of the S2 state. When the dangler Mn4 (Figure 4.1) is oxidized, the Mn cluster has a total spin of 
S = 1/2 and produces the g = 2 multiline EPR signal (S2,g=2). The second S2 state redox isomer is 
formed when Mn1 (Figure 4.1) is oxidized and the total spin is now S = 5/2, which results in the 
S2 state g = 4.1 EPR signal (S2,g=4.1).50,55,132,194,195,197 The S1-to-S2 state transition is accompanied 
by little or no proton loss to the lumen37,103,105 and EXAFS measurements26,43  show no major 
structural rearrangements. In contrast, the S2-to-S3 state transition induces loss of approximately 
one proton/OEC and EXAFS spectra of the S2 and S3 states show significant structural 
changes.208,213  
Theoretical studies, recently confirmed by time-resolved XFEL structures24, show the 
insertion of an additional oxo/hydroxide in the S3 state. This additional oxygen is required to 
complete the coordination shell of the only Mn(III) left in the S2 state, which has only 5 ligands, 
facilitating its oxidation. Time-resolved photothermal beam deflection measurements suggested 
that this oxidation is preceded by a proton release from the OEC.11,208 However, it is an open 
question which protonatable group (amino acids/water) are releasing a proton in this transition. 
Although the XFEL structures are not affected by damage due to exposure to X-ray radiation, there 
remains disagreement about the location of this additional oxygen reported by the different XFEL 
studies.  This results from the inhomogeneous populations of the states of the different crystals 
and the time point used to probe the structures.23,24 In addition, very high resolution is required to 
clearly establish the location of this oxygen near the high electron densities of the Mn ions.35 
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In the calculations reported here the position of the inserted oxygen is not fixed at the 
beginning of the calculation.  Rather Monte Carlo sampling is used to generate a Boltzmann 
distribution of the possible binding sites for the oxygens of water molecules or hydroxyls, and their 
proton conformers in the S2,g = 2 , S2,g=4.1 and S3 states and in the intermediate state where YZ is 
oxidized and its conjugate base D1-H190 is protonated (S2-YZ•/H190+).10,26,52,53 YZ• is the electron 
acceptor coupled to OEC oxidation.  The use of a classical, electrostatic model of the OEC enables 
sampling of the water/hydroxide binding sites, their protonation states and proton positions, the 
protonation of the amino acids and the oxidation states of the Mn centers. This method has been 
tested against model compounds and was used to study the proton coupled electron transfer in the 
Kok cycle previously.70  
4.2 Computational Methods 
The structural model  
The model includes amino acid residues and cofactors of PSII within a sphere with an ≈15 
Å radius centered at the OEC cluster, two chloride ions and 85 water molecules, is optimized by 
QM/MM in both the g = 2 and g = 4.1 S2 states.49 The geometry optimization is carried out using 
the ONIOM214 method within the Gaussian 09173 software. The amino acid residues that are 
included in the 15 Å sphere are: D1 (chain A): (57)-V58-V67-(68), (81)-V82-L91-(92), (107)-
N108-Y112-(113), (155)-A156-I192-(193), (289)-I290-N298-(299), (323)-A324-A344/C-
terminus; CP43 (chain C):(290)-W291-(292), (305)-G306-A314-(315), (334)-T335-L337-(338), 
(341)-M342-(343), (350)-F351-F358-(359), (398)-A399-G402-(403), (408)-G409-E413-(414); 
D2 (chain D):(311)-E312-L321-(322), (347)-R348-L352/C-terminus. Only backbone atoms are 
considered for the capped residues highlighted in parentheses.  The QM region includes the 
Mn4O5Ca cluster and the amino acids ligands D1-D170, D1-E189, D1-H332, D1-E333, D1-D342, 
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C-terminus of D1-A344, CP43-E354, D1-H337, CP43-R357, D1-D61 along with ten water 
molecules. The DFT/B97D206,215,216 level of theory that includes dispersion correction is used for 
the QM region while the AMBER217,218 force field is used for the MM region. The LanL2DZ219,220  
basis set is used for calcium and manganese metal centers while 6-31G**221,222  is used for 
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The capping residues, chloride ions and oxygen 
atoms of water molecules are frozen at the edge of the model in the MM region while all other 
atoms in the QM region are free to move. 
Monte Carlo (MC) sampling 
  All water molecules except those that are ligands to Mn4 or Ca2+ were removed from the 
QM/MM optimized structure.  Then, oxygens were placed into all the cavities within 4 Å of the 
Mn4O5Ca cluster on a 1.0 Å grid using the program IPECE203 (Figure 4.1A). In total, 451 oxygens 
were added in the cavity around the OEC. Water and hydroxide proton position conformers were 
generated for each oxygen atom independently (7569 hydrogen conformers were added). In 
addition, there is one conformer per oxygen species that represents this group moving out of the 
protein into solvent.  Thus, each of the 451 oxygen species on the grid can be either water or 
hydroxide or moved to solvent in the microstates that will be subjected to MC sampling. 
MCCE (Multi Conformer Continuum Electrostatics)76 was used to generate rotamers for 
the side chains of the amino acids. The electrostatic energies of the allowed conformational space 
are then calculated using Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS)201 by solving the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation. Based on the calculated energies, the Metropolis Monte Carlo method is used 
to generate the Grand Canonical Boltzmann distribution for all conformers as based on their 
electrostatic and van der Waals interactions at pH 7. The dielectric constant of the proteins is set 
to 4, and it is 80 for the solution around the sphere.  The parameters for the OEC and ligands used 
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here as reported previously in Amin et al.116 
Following Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) sampling of microstates, the structure 
with occupied water/hydroxyl binding sites was optimized at the DFT level using the 6-31G* basis 
set and the B3LYP functional. All the Mn(IV) ions were defined in the high spin state. The model 
included the Mn4O5Ca cluster and the amino acids ligands (D170, E189, H332, E333, D342, A344, 
CP43-E354).  All amino acid residues are in the D1 protein unless otherwise noted. In addition, 
several other residues that interact closely with the OEC were added (D61, Y161, H190, H337, 
CP43-R357, G171, as well as 11 crystallographic waters including water ligands of the Mn and 
Ca2+ centers. The pKa’s of the bridging oxides were calculated in the optimized DFT model, using 
MCCE as described previously.116,133  
EXAFS simulations 
EXAFS spectra of the S3 models were computed with the FEFF program (version 6)223 
combined with the IFEFFIT code (version1.2.12).224 We included all paths with lengths up to eight 
scattering legs and a Debye-Waller factor of 0.003 Å for all calculations. The energy (E) axis was 








where me is the mass of the electron and h is the Planck’s constant, and E0 = 6540.0 eV is the Fermi 
energy of Mn. A fractional cosine-square (Hanning) window with dk = 1 was applied to the k3-
weighted EXAFS data. The grid of k points, which are equally spaced at 0.05 Å-1, was then used 
for the Fourier transformation (FT) to R space. A k range of 4.0 – 10.5 Å-1 was employed for the 
FT of the isotropic EXAFS amplitudes. In the calculation of EXAFS for different S3 state models, 
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we allow both the simulated intensity of the EXAFS signal and the shift in the k-space (edge shift) 
to relax and find the best fit using a least squares fitting procedure as done previously.51  





Figure 4.1 (A) The cavity around the Mn4O5Ca cluster is filled with 451 oxygens that represent water 
molecules or hydroxyls placed on grids with 1 Å spacing. Mn is shown in blue. (B) O6 is the binding site 
selected by MC sampling with the classical force field. 
Water molecule-binding in the S2-to-S3 state transition 
The cavity around the Mn cluster in both the g = 2 and g = 4.1 S2 state structures was filled 
with oxygen atoms of water molecules to examine the possible binding sites for an additional 
water/hydroxide ligand to the Mn4O5Ca cluster (Figure 4.1A). Monte Carlo sampling was used to 
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generate a Boltzmann distribution of conformers, as defined by electrostatic and van der Waals 
interactions. In the S2,g=2 structure, no additional binding sites are identified nor in the S2,g=2 
/YZ•H190+ state.  
However, the Mn4-Ca2+ distance is longer by 0.27 Å in the S2,g=4.1 structure and a 
hydroxide (O6 Figure 4.1B) that bridges Mn4 and Ca2+ is occupied with a 25% probability, while 
the probability of the W3 water ligand to Ca2+  being present is reduced from 100% to 75%.  This 
indicates a strong coupling so that clusters will have one or the other oxygen but never both. The 
transfer of W3 to the hydroxide, O6 position, is coupled to the loss of a proton.  The O6 oxygen is 
located 2.06 Å from Mn4, 2.22 Å from Ca2+ and 1.78 Å from O5. In the S2,g=4.1 /YZ•H190+ state, 
now O6 is always present and W3 is never found in accepted microstates, which suggests a proton 
loss upon the formation of YZ•H190+, before oxidation of the Mn cluster.  This sequence of events 
has been observed by time-resolved photothermal beam deflection measurements.208 The total 
charge of the protein upon the formation of YZ•H190+ is reduced by one unit, which suggests that 
a proton is released to the lumen. 
Cluster based DFT calculations61 also suggested that the binding of an additional water 
molecule takes place at Mn1 in the g = 2 form of the S2 state, a transition that is at high energy 
here.  A similar mechanism in which W3 deprotonates and translates to complete the coordination 
shell of Mn4 has been proposed by Ugur et al.66 However, they also proposed that W3 may 
translate toward Mn1 in the S2,g=2 structure to complete its coordination shell. This is included as 
a possible transition but is found to be energetically unfavorable in our simulations. Earlier 
computational studies generally agree that the water/hydroxide is inserted into the OEC cluster 
from the closed, S2,g=4.1 structure.50,52,55,225 The S2,g=4.1 form is less rigid, with higher fluctuations 
that allow the rearrangement needed for binding an additional water molecule.55    
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The two S2 structures were then advanced to the S3 state to oxidize the Mn centers by 
changing the redox potential (Eh), at physiological pH where: 
∆𝐺*+(---.-/) = 9𝐹;𝐸1 − 𝐸2,345<= + ∆∆𝐺34567894+ + ∆∆𝐺:79;<93( 
where ∆𝐺*+(---.-/) is the energy required to oxidize an isolated Mn center from Mn(III) to 
Mn(IV), F is the Faraday constant, Em,sol is the mid-point reduction potential of Mn(IV) in solution 
as obtained in Amin et al.70,  ∆∆𝐺34567894+ is the desolvation penalty of Mn4 and ∆∆𝐺:79;<93( is 
the pairwise electrostatic interaction between Mn and the surrounding residues, waters, Ca2+ and 
bridging oxygen atoms. 
 In the S2,g=4.1 structure, Mn4 is oxidized at 0.6 V and the oxidation is coupled to binding 
O6, while in the S2,g=2 structure Mn1 has a potential for oxidation of 1.4 V, which is higher than 
the potential for oxidation of P680. This suggests the advancement of the OEC to the S3 state 
through the S2,g=2 state is energetically unfavorable, which agrees with earlier 
studies.52,55,64,165,197,225,226 Thus, for the OEC to advance from the S2,g=2 state to the S3 state, it has 
to transit through the S2,g=4.1 state.45,58,227  Experimental studies using EPR spectroscopy58,227 also 
indicates the formation of the S3 state from the S2,g=4.1 isomer at lower temperatures in both Ca-
PSII and Sr-PSII. Combined multiscale ab initio DFT+U simulations197 suggested that the 
oxidation of YZ stabilizes the conversion of the open form (g = 2) to closed (g = 4.1) S2 state isomer 
prior to formation of the S3 state. 
The analysis thus far has used a classical force field to extensively sample many oxygen 
and proton positions of water molecules.  The S3 structure with the additional hydroxide in the O6 
position, obtained by MC sampling with only electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, was 
optimized by using DFT. The optimization adjusted the position of O6 to complete the octahedral 
coordination shell of Mn4 (Figure 4.1B), reducing the Mn4-O6 bond to 1.91 Å, while the Ca2+-O6 
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and O6-O5 distances increased to 2.46 Å and 2.74 Å, respectively. Upon optimization, an 
additional hydrogen bond was formed between the hydroxide O6 and µ-oxo O5 with a distance of 
2.30 Å. 
There are two structural models of the S3 state proposed in the literature, with “open” or 
“closed” structures of the Mn4O5Ca cubane that may be relevant for the catalytic 
reaction.46,51,60,68,228 In the closed cubane structure, O6-H is placed 3.57 Å away from Ca2+ and 
does not form a hydrogen bond with O5. In the open structure, O6 is located at 2.97 Å from Ca2+ 
forming a strong hydrogen bond with O5. The model proposed in this paper is an intermediate 
between the closed and open models of the S3 state, with O6 forming a hydrogen bond with O5 
but not as strongly as in the earlier open structure model. In addition, the O6-Ca2+ distance is 
shorter in our model than the other two forms (Appendix C Figure S1).  
 
Figure 4.2 Comparison of calculated (red) and experimental (black) Mn EXAFS spectra of different S3 
state models in k-space (A and B) and reduced distance space (C and D) for the new model obtained in this 
study (A and C) and the previous QM/MM-optimized open form of the S3 state (B and D).51  
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Figure 4.2 compares the EXAFS spectrum of the S3 state model obtained in the current 
study (panels A and C) with the corresponding spectrum of the previously reported QM/MM S3 
model (panels B and D) and the experimental EXAFS data.229 The comparison suggests that the 
S3 state model obtained in the current study does not match the experimental EXAFS data as well 
as the QM/MM-optimized open-form of the S3 state, suggesting that the structure we obtained in 
this study may be an intermediate structure during the S2-to-S3 state transition, with the final 
metastable S3 state best described as the open form of the S3 state. The largest difference in the 
Fourier Transformed spectrum is observed for the second peak (Figure 4.2 C and 4.2D), i.e. the 
Mn-Mn/Mn-Ca2+ distances, which are sensitive to the different positions of the additional ligand 
O6 (Appendix C Figure S1).  
Role of D1-E189 
 While D1-E189 appears to be a ligand of Mn1 in the S1 dark-adapted state, FTIR 
difference spectroscopy suggested that it is not a ligand of a Mn that undergoes oxidation between 
the S0 and S3 state transitions.230 In addition, the recently published 2.07 Å resolution S3 state 
structure by Kern et al.24  showed a translation of E189 away from Mn1 upon the insertion of a 
water molecule that is only 2.09 Å away from O5 and 1.78 Å from Mn1. Thus, to examine the role 
of E189, we have generated more than 50 conformers of its sidechains and sampled them along 
with 451 water molecule-binding sites in the S2,g=2, S2,g=4.1 and S3 states.  
The MC sampling confirms a conformational change for E189 moving away from Mn1 
that is coupled to binding another OH– (O7) i.e., O7 replacing the anionic E189 as a ligand for 
Mn1. These conformational changes are coupled to the oxidation of Mn1 in both the S2,g=4.1 and 
the S3 state structures while no conformational changes were observed for the S2,g=2  structure. 
Although the XFEL structures show different conformations of E189, the conformational changes 
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observed in our simulations are larger than the reported in the XFEL structures and suggest a 
complete loss of coordination of E189 from Mn1, which is replaced by a hydroxyl. 
 
Figure 4.3 The ligand environment of Mn1 with O7 (hydroxyl anion) and protonated D1-E189. Strong 
hydrogen bonds (shown in dashed lines) are formed between D1-E189, OH7 and µ-O1. 
The OH7 (i.e., the hydroxyl anion form of O7) has a stronger dipole moment than the 
carboxylate group of the amino acid and replaces the E189 ligand in the S2,g=4.1 state and in the S3 
state due to the electrostatic attraction with Mn1. However, in the S2,g=2 state, Mn1 is in the Mn(III) 
state and the repulsion with the nearby oxo bridges and negatively charged ligands is stronger than 
the attraction to Mn1. Thus, in the S1 and S2,g=2 states E189 is a Mn1ligand and no OH– binds to 
Mn1. O7 binding is independent from the addition of O6, i.e. both hydroxides may bind the OEC 
simultaneously. However, when O7 has replaced E189 as the Mn1 ligand, the protonation state of 
E189 is dependent on the state of O6. Thus, E189 is ionized in the S2,g=4.1 state because O6 is not 
bound yet to the cluster; instead, the Ca2+ ligand W3 is mostly occupied. In the S3 state, O6 binds 
to the cluster and causes an approximately 50:50 mixture of protonated and deprotonated E189 
due to the electrostatic repulsions.  
To further assess the energetics of O7 binding, we compared the optimized DFT energies 
of the S3 state having E189 ionized and bound to Mn1 (Mn1-E189) with the S3 state having OH7 
bound to Mn1 and protonated E189 (Mn1-OH7). The X, Y, Z coordinates of the two optimized 
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structures, the DFT energies (in Hartree) and the Mn spin densities are reported in the SI (Appendix 
C, Table S1). The Mn1-OH7 structure energy is 2.4 kcal/mol lower than the Mn1-E189 structure, 
which indicates that the two states are close in energy, in agreement with the MC sampling 
calculations. The mutations of E189 (E189K, R and Q) have shown no effect on electron transfer 
at the donor side of photosystem II231, which may be explained by the existence of an isoenergetic 
structure (Mn1-OH7) that facilitates the oxidation of Mn1 through the Kok cycle. 
XFEL structures of the S3 state 
 The optimized Mn1-OH7 structure shows strong hydrogen bonds formed between O7, the 
carboxylate group of E189 (2.83 Å O-O distance) and the µ-oxo that bridges Mn1 and Mn2 (Figure 
4.3). The position of O7 is very similar to the additional oxygen resolved in the latest S3 structure 
Kern et al.24 (Table 4.1). However, the Kern et al. structure also has an unusually short inter-atomic 
distance of 2.08 Å between the newly inserted oxygen and Oe2 of E189, which is much shorter 
than the sum of their van der Waals radii, and is considered to be physically impossible. Such a 
short distance cannot be rationalized with any known repulsive force field parameters in molecular 
dynamic simulation. If O7 is coordinated as a ligand of Mn1, E189 must move away from O7 
through repulsive interactions with E189. It is interesting that E189 always has multiple 
conformations in both the Suga et al. and Kern et al. S3 structures. Furthermore, Kern et al. have 
built two conformations for E189, and in the second of these the O7- Oe2 E189 distance is 1.60 
Å. This suggests that O7 and E189 are mutually exclusive in space in this conformation. It is 
relatively straightforward to detect the binding of a water molecule in a location where nothing is 
there using Fo-Fo isomorphous difference Fourier maps regardless of its low population. However, 
it is much more challenging to establish a displacement of side chains such as E189 using the same 
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method, which may become undetectable when the population is low. This may explain the 
uncertainties in the sidechain positions of E189. 
The S3 XFEL structure by Suga et al. at 2.25 Å resolution suggested the insertion of an 
additional oxygen (or water substrate) that is only 1.46 Å away from O5 similar to the S3 open 
structure.34 However, this short distance between the two oxygens is possible only when there is 
H atom trapped between them and may have resulted from superposition of states with lower 
oxidation levels.142  The O6 position observed in the Suga et al. S3 structure is far from E189. Even 
so, possible multiple conformations of E189 in the S3 state have been detected (for example, 
Appendix C Figure S5 of Wang  et al.62, 2017). Therefore, the possibility of a third E189 
conformation as proposed by this study does not contradict the evidence of the structure given the 
current uncertainty.  
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the Mni, Ca2+-Oj (i = 1,4 and j = 5,6,7) distances in the 
different structures. It is clear that the position of O6 is similar to the oxygen position observed in 
the XFEL structure by Suga et al.23, while the position of O7 is closer to the oxygen identified in 
the S3 structure by Kern et al.24 The mismatch between the XFEL measurements may have resulted 
from the uncertainties in the oxygen positions, due to the difficulties of accurately resolving their 
electron density near the heavy Mn ions, the fact that misses in a multi-flash experiment will 
produce a mixture of S states, the different time points used to probe the structures, and the changes 
induced by radiation.232,233
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 S2,g=2 S2,g=4.1 S3Suga S3Kern S3-DFT 
Mn1-
Ca2+ 
3.30 2.87 3.26 3.33 2.92 
Mn4-
Ca2+ 
3.93 4.20 4.07 3.90 3.93 
Mn1-O5 2.96 1.83 2.80 2.90 1.84 
Mn4-O5 1.82 2.99 3.51 2.26 3.35 
Mn1-O6 - - 2.27 - 4.26 
Mn4-O6 - - 2.30 - 1.97 
Mn1-O7 - - - 1.78 1.79 
Mn4-O7 - - - 4.18 5.74 
O5-O6 - - 1.46 2.09 2.65 
O5-O7 - - - 2.10 2.75 
O6-O7 - - - - 4.29 
 
All distances are in Å. No binding sites identified for O6 or O7 in the S2,g=2 
structure. The S3Suga34 structure is resolved at 2.5 Å (PDB ID:5GTI), while the 




Figure 4.4 The proposed mechanism for the S2-to-S3 state transition. A, B, C and D are the S2,g=2, S2,g=4.1, 
S2,g=4.1 /YZ•H190+ and S3 states, respectively. The reaction starts at A (S2,g=2) and ends at D (S3). The B*, 
C* and D* are possible isomers of the B, C and D states, where O7 replaces D1-E189 as a ligand for Mn1. 
4.4 Conclusions 
Simulations based on classical Monte Carlo sampling of many possible oxygen positions 
to generate the Boltzmann distribution suggest the transition from the S2 to the S3 state starts by a 
transition from the S2,g=2 state to the S2,g=4.1 state. Then, W3 on calcium deprotonates upon the 
formation of the YZ•/H190+ intermediate prior to the oxidation of the Mn cluster. The 
deprotonation of W3 is coupled to a translation of the oxygen toward Mn4, which completes its 
coordination shell and facilitates the oxidation of the cluster to the S3 state (Figure 4.4). The 
EXAFS spectrum of the resulting S3 state structure suggests it is more consistent with an 
intermediate generated during the S2-to-S3 state transition prior to formation of the S3 state in its 
open form.51 In addition, the sampling of several conformers of the D1-E189 sidechain suggest 
that it undergoes a conformational change that is coupled to the oxidation of Mn1 and the binding 









Photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex photo-assembly displays an inverse H/D solvent 
isotope effect under chloride-limiting conditions* 
 
Motivation: Metal clusters play important roles in a wide variety of proteins. The OEC cluster in 
PSII must be built within the protein environment through a process known as photo-assembly. 
For this work, I carried out computational work to find the protonation states of the primary ligands 
in the apo PSII using MCCE simulations. The overall idea for this work is to understand how the 
highly charged metal ion cluster is assembled leading to the formation of OEC in PSII. Both 
experiments and simulations find that the efficiency of photo-assembly was highly dependent on 
protons and chloride. MCCE calculations find that the primary ligands are protonated and 
formation of OEC requires the removal of protons. The results show the chloride and pH 
dependence of D1-D61 and E333. This may indicate that these ligands play an important role in 
the photoassembly process resulting the formation of OEC cluster.  
 
5.1 Introduction 
Inorganic cofactors facilitate chemical reactions in a wide variety of enzymes. For 
multinuclear cofactors, individual metal ions must be assembled into clusters with specific 
geometries and ligands. These clusters can be assembled externally in specialized scaffold 
proteins, such as commonly used for iron-sulfur clusters234, or can be assembled in situ directly in 
 
*This chapter is reproduced with slight modification from the following published article: D.J. Vinyard, S.L. Badshah, 
M.R. Riggio, D. Kaur, A.R. Fanguy, M.R. Gunner, Photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex photoassembly displays 
an inverse H/D solvent isotope effect under chloride-limiting conditions, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 116 (2019) 
18917–18922. D Kaur carried out MCCE calculations, analyzed data and wrote the computational methods and results 
sections in the manuscript.  
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the apo enzyme as found for the Mn4CaO5 oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) in Photosystem II 
(PSII).235–237 The OEC has a complex geometry that includes a Mn3CaO4 heterocubane linked to 
a fourth Mn via an additional µ-oxo bridge.8,22 Most of the Mn and Ca ligands are amino acid side 
chains from PSII protein subunits.8 This specialized ligand environment results in a cluster that 
cannot be extracted without destruction.236 
In its functional form, the PSII OEC has high-valent Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions.54 During cluster 
assembly, light excitation of the primary chlorophyll-a donor, P680, leads to oxidation of labile 
Mn2+ via a redox-active tyrosine residue. This light-dependent process does not require 
metallochaperones and has been termed photo-activation or photo-assembly (reviewed in 235,236). 
The oxidation of water to O2 by PSII requires highly oxidizing reduction potentials for the 
OEC (Em = 0.9 V) and the primary chlorophyll-a donor, P680 (Em = 1.2 V).237 These values are 
among the most positive found in biology. In vivo, PSII is subjected to oxidative damage and must 
be frequently repaired.238,239 The cell includes repair machinery to turn over the complex so that a 
functional population is maintained.  
Instead of replacing the entire complex, only the protein subunit that is most likely to be 
damaged, D1240, is replaced.241,242 This subunit contains most of the OEC ligating residues.8 A new 
D1 subunit is then translated and inserted into the PSII complex. Following the processing of a C-
terminal tail, a new OEC must be photo-assembled before PSII can be functional.239 The lifetime 
of PSII is approximately 20-40 min in the chloroplast243 and its repair requires high bioenergetic 
cost.244,245 
This complex yet efficient process makes PSII repair a model catalytic system. Nature 
builds a scaffold in which a water-oxidation catalyst self-assembled from earth abundant, non-
toxic Mn, Ca, and H2O. The same protein scaffold that facilitates catalytic activity also facilitates 
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assembly. If understood at a mechanistic level, these remarkable features will inform practical 
inorganic catalytic systems, including those used in artificial photosynthesis technologies. 
The net reaction of OEC photo-assembly to form the first catalytically active intermediate, 
the S0 state15,47, is shown in Equation 1. 
 4Mn2+ + Ca2+ + 5H2O ® (Mn3+)3Mn4+CaO5H + 5e- + 9H+   [1] 
This process includes five sequential Mn2+ and Ca2+ bindings, five one-electron Mn 
oxidations, and proton releases from five waters to form multiple µ-oxo or µ-hydroxo bridges. In 
addition to these five water molecules, several other waters must be removed from [Mn(H2O)6]2+ 
and [Ca(H2O)]2+ as these ligands are replaced by amino acid residues. The functional OEC retains 
four terminal water ligands.8 
Early studies by the groups of Cheniae established that OEC photo-assembly is a “two-
quantum” process.246 In this model shown in Figure 5.1, which includes later insights from other 
groups (reviewed earlier235), an initiating light-dependent step is followed by a slow light-
independent step and another light-dependent step. First, one Mn2+ binds to a single high-affinity 
site (HAS). The Kd (at equilibrium) of the first Mn2+ at the HAS is 40-50 µM.247 This intermediate 
is notated as A in Figure 5.1. Next, Mn2+ in the HAS is oxidized to Mn3+ through photochemical 
charge separation248 to form intermediate B. B is slowly converted to C with a half-life of 100-150 
ms. This conversion does not require light and involves a second metal binding event. Contrasting 
reports suggest that the second metal that binds is Ca2+ or Mn2+.247,249–251 The net conversion of A 
to C has a low quantum yield because both B and C can spontaneously decay back to A.252 
Therefore, the production of C is controlled by equilibrium processes and is rate-determining for 
photo-assembly. C is converted to D through a second light-driven Mn oxidation event. D is stable 
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in the dark, and following the last light-induced oxidation, it is converted to a functional OEC 
rapidly with a high quantum yield.246,252–254 
 
Figure 5.1 Proposed sequence of intermediates in OEC photo-assembly. 
 
Given the relatively slow rate of conversion of B to C, Cheniae255 and Dismukes256–258 proposed 
that this step involves a protein conformation change. However, a recent structural study by Zouni 
and coworkers showed that the OEC protein environment is essential unchanged when the OEC is 
partially removed, fully removed, or partially reassembled.259 This result is consistent with an 
earlier mutagenesis study.260 This structural insight motivated us to reexamine the rate-determining 
step of photo-assembly to more fully explain its chemical mechanism. We present data here to 
support an updated photo-assembly mechanism in which the migration of Mn3+ within the apo site 
and the extraction of proton(s) to form a µ-hydroxo bridged Mn2+Mn3+ dimer control the yield of 
photo-assembly. 
5.2 Results 
The apo-OEC PSII membranes from spinach used here have been treated with 1 M CaCl2 
to remove the extrinsic subunits PsbO, PsbP, and PsbQ, and with 5 mM NH2OH to remove the 
OEC. PsbO is known to alter Mn2+ access to the apo site and is not essential for photo-
assembly.261,262 The samples used have no detectable O2 evolution activity (Appendix D, Table 
A B C D OEC
Mn2+ Mn3+ Mn3+Mn2+ Mn3+Mn3+ (Mn3+)Mn4+CaO5H
+hν +hν +hνdark
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S1), >85% of total Mn content has been removed (Appendix D Figure S1), and >95% of extrinsic 
subunits have been removed (Appendix D Figure S2). 
In vitro photo-assembly conditions of apo-OEC PSII membranes were optimized under 
continuous light. Given our sample sizes and chlorophyll concentrations, optimal photo-assembly 
was observed after 20 min at 50 µE m-2 s-1 (Appendix D Figure S3). Consistent with earlier results 
from Ananyev and Dismukes257, we observe that the ratio of Ca2+ to Mn2+ is a strong determinant 
of photo-assembly yield (Appendix D Figure S4). For all subsequent experiments, we used the 
optimized concentrations of 40 mM Ca2+ and 0.16 mM Mn2+ ([Ca2+]:[Mn2+] = 250). 
As previously observed for apo-OEC PSII membranes with PsbO removed, maximum 
photo-assembly yields require high chloride concentrations (>150 mM).263 Chloride dependence 
varies with pH (Figure 4.2). At all pH values tested, photo-assembly yield increases as chloride 




Figure 5.2 Two-dimensional analysis of [Cl-] and pH dependence of photo-assembly. All samples 
contained 0.25 mM MES, pH 5.5 – 7.0, 40 mM CaCl2, 0.16 mM MnCl2, 8 mM NaHCO3, 400 mM 
sucrose, 10 µM DCIP, and 0.25 mg/mL chlorophyll as apo-OEC PSII membranes. Variable 
concentrations of NaCl were added to control [Cl-]. Photo-assembly was performed at 50 µE m-2 s-1 for 
20 min. Dots represent the 24 buffer combinations used to generate the plot (pH values 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, and 
7.0, and chloride concentrations 100, 200, 300, 500, 750, and 1000 mM). Yields were normalized to the 
rate of extrinsics-depleted PSII membranes under identical measurement conditions (44.1 µmol O2 (mg 
Chl)-1 h-1, Appendix D, Table S1). 
 
When the photo-assembly solvent was replaced with D2O, chloride dependence decreased 
(Figure 5.3A). At pL 6.05, photo-assembly yield in D2O is approximately two-fold higher at 100 
mM chloride than in H2O. 






















Figure 5.3 Chloride dependence of photo-assembly yield varies in H2O and D2O. (A) Photo-assembly 
was performed in buffers containing H2O or D2O for 20 min at 50 µE m-2 s-1 at variable chloride 
concentrations. Buffer pH or pD was 6.05. Other conditions were similar to Figure 2. Photo-assembly 
yield was measured as O2 evolution rates in H2O. (B) The ratio of the observed photo-assembly yield in 
H2O vs. D2O varies with chloride concentration. Data with error bars represent average values and 
standard error (n = 3-6). 
 
To kinetically resolve phases of photo-assembly, we shifted from steady-state experiments 
(Figure 5.3) to kinetic experiments (Figure 5.4). The yield of photo-assembly with respect to 
illumination time is sigmoidal in H2O with a sub-saturating chloride concentration of 100 mM at 
pH 6.05 (Figure 5.4A). The lag phase is significantly shorter when H2O is replaced with D2O at 
100 mM chloride (Figure 5.4B). A similar trend is observed in H2O with a saturating chloride 
concentration of 750 mM (Figure 5.4C). 







































Figure 5.4 Rates of photo-assembly are dependent on solvent and chloride concentration. Samples were 
photo-assembled at 50 µE m-2 s-1 for variable times. Sample conditions are identical to Figure 5.3. Photo-
assembly was performed in (A) H2O, pH 6.05, with 100 mM total Cl-, (B) D2O, pL 6.05, with 100 mM 
total Cl-, or (C) H2O, pH 6.05, with 750 mM total Cl-. Data with error bars represent average values and 
standard error (n = 3-6). Traces represent kinetic analyses described in Table 5.1. 
 
The kinetic data in Figure 5.4 were fit to a sigmoidal function with a lag phase and growth 
phase that reach a steady-state value (Table 5.1). Based on the resulting rate constants, the photo-
assembly lag phase at 100 mM chloride has an inverse apparent H/D solvent isotope effect of 0.14 
± 0.05, with the rate being faster in D2O than in H2O at pL 6.05. The growth phase at 100 mM 
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Table 5.1 Rates of photo-assembly were determined by fitting data from Figure 5.4. Errors 
represent uncertainty of the fit. 
  lag phase average lag phase rate, growth phase rate, 
solvent [Cl-], mM duration, Tlag, s klag, s-1 kgrowth, s-1 
H2O 100 287 ± 7 0.0036 ± 0.0001 0.0029 ± 0.0003 
D2O 100 41 ± 15 0.024 ± 0.009  0.0019 ± 0.0001 
H2O 750 104 ± 7 0.0096 ± 0.0007 0.0033 ± 0.0002 
 
Photo-assembly kinetics are altered by the presence of the extrinsic subunit PsbO. As 
shown in Appendix D, Figure S5 and Table S2, the extent of the lag phase is decreased when PsbO 
is bound compared to when it is absent (Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1). Nonetheless, at low chloride 
concentrations, the lag phase duration decreases when H2O is replaced with D2O and an inverse 
H/D solvent isotope effect is observed. The same decrease is the lag phase duration occurs when 
a saturating concentration of chloride is added.  
The ligands of the OEC include two aspartates (D1-D170 and D1-D342), three glutamates 
(D1-E189, D1-E333, and CP43-E354), one histidine (D1-H332), and the C-terminus of the D1 
peptide (D1-A344). Other residues make hydrogen bonds with µ-oxo ligands (D1-H337 and CP43-
R357) or terminal water ligands (D1-D61).8 D2-K317 is involved in binding chloride.140 
Comparison of the crystal structure of the apo-OEC PSII complex and earlier structures of the 
intact PSII complex show that the positions of these residues are remarkably similar.259 However, 
structural studies provide little insight into the protonation of these residues in the apo structure. 
The classical multi-conformer continuum electrostatics program MCCE76 was used to 
determine amino acid protonation states as a function of pH and chloride in the apo-structure from 
Zouni and coworkers (5MX2)259 and in a structure optimized around the S1 state with the cluster 
removed.45,48 The protonation states of all residues in the full structure are allowed to change. As 
shown in Appendix D Figure S6, with the exception of D1-D170, which is predicted to be ionized 
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under all conditions tested, and the D1 C-terminal A344, which is predicted to be neutral under all 
conditions tested, the residues closely associated with the OEC (D1-E189, D1-E333, D1-D342, 
CP43-E354, and D1-H332) are found in a distribution of protonation states. The average net charge 
over the seven weak acids ranges from -0.26 (5MX2 with chloride at pH 5.5) to -0.49 (S1 without 
chloride at pH 7.0). The protonation of OEC ligands D1-D170, D1-E189, the D1 C-terminal A344, 
and D1-H332, and nearby residues CP43-R357 and D2-K317 change very little with pH or the 
presence of chloride (Appendix D Figure S6). The proton affinities of D1-D61, D1-E333, and 
CP43-E354 decrease when chloride is removed, while the proton affinity of D1-D342 increases 
when chloride is removed (Appendix D Figure S6). 
The predicted protonation states are similar when the calculations are carried out on the 
true apo structure259 compared with the results when the cluster is simply removed from the OEC 
cavity (Appendix D Figure S6). Only D1-H337 is especially sensitive to the starting structure. As 
shown in Appendix D Figure S6, it has lower proton affinity and is more chloride sensitive in the 
true apo-PSII 5MX2 structure compared to the OEC deleted S1 structure. These results confirm 
that function and structure of the OEC binding site changes little when the metals are removed. 
5.3 Discussion 
PSII is a system where a binding site is prearranged to facilitate assembly of its active site 
as seen in the comparison of the crystal structures with and without the OEC.259 The protein 
prebuilds the binding site and constructs the OEC within this scaffold. The current measurements 
of pH and chloride dependence, H/D solvent isotope effects, and MCCE simulations of the pH and 
chloride dependence show the important role protons and chloride play in stabilizing the rigid 
structure prepared for assembly. 
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As illustrated in Figure 5.5, we identify two key components and roles of the apo-OEC 
protein environment in the early stages of photo-assembly: protons must be shuttled away from 
the active site during µ-hydroxo or µ-oxo bridge formation, and the Kd of the HAS must be tuned 
to facilitate both Mn2+ binding and Mn3+ translocation. As discussed below, we propose that D1-
D61 facilitates proton transfer and D1-E333 tunes the Mn2+/Mn3+ Kd of the HAS. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Protein environment of the apo-OEC binding site from Zouni and coworkers (PDB ID 
5MX2).259 Protons have been added to titratable groups based on the predominant species observed in 
MCCE calculations (Appendix D Figure S6). The HAS represents the location where Mn2+ binds during 
photo-assembly. To form intermediate C (Figure 5.1), oxidized Mn3+ must migrate deeper into the apo 
site (purple arrow). Water must be deprotonated for µ-hydroxo bridge formation, and the proton must be 
shuttled out of the site (cyan arrow). Residues D1-E333 and D1-61 facilitate these two processes. When 
chloride is removed, the pKa values of CP43-E354, D1-E333, and D1-D61 (tan sticks) decrease and the 


















D1-D61 and chloride facilitate proton release 
Residue D1-D61 is located 2.9 Å from D1-E333 in the apo-OEC structure.259 This location 
is at the entrance of both the narrow and broad hydrogen-bonded channels.118 D1-D61 is ionized 
when the OEC is present45 and acts as a hydrogen-bond acceptor to terminal water W1.8 Earlier 
experiments and simulations have shown the coupled effects of protonation and chloride 
occupancy on proton release from the OEC to the thylakoid lumen during oxygen 
evolution.118,139,264,265 In intact PSII, chloride binds to D2-K317.134,140,141 Upon removal of 
chloride, D2-K317 forms a salt bridge with D1-D61, decreasing the pKa of D1-D61141 and slowing 
the release of protons.140 
In the ensemble of states found in MCCE calculations on the apo-OEC structure, D1-D61 
is likely to be a protonated carboxylic acid (Appendix D Figure S6). In the absence of chloride, 
more anionic D1-D61 is present in the ensemble at a given pH indicating a lower proton affinity 
(i.e. a lower apparent pKa). This result was also found for the PSII containing the OEC.45 
Therefore, D1-D61 is a better Bronsted base when chloride is present in apo-OEC PSII. The 
formation of a metastable Mn dimer intermediate (discussed below) requires the formation of a µ-
oxo or µ-hydroxo bridge. To form this ligand, water must be deprotonated, and the proton 
efficiently shuttled away. We propose that D1-D61 serves this role during photo-assembly. 
Location of the HAS 
The specific location of the HAS is disputed. Both experimental and computational studies 
have suggested that D1-H332 is a ligand to the first Mn2+ during photo-assembly, which would 
place the HAS at the Mn1 site in the intact OEC.266,267 However, other evidence suggests that D1-
D170 is a component of the HAS, which would place the HAS at the dangler Mn4 site in the intact 
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OEC.268–272 A pulsed EPR experiment by Mino that measured the distance between Mn2+ in the 
HAS and the stable tyrosine-D radical is consistent with the latter HAS location (Figure 5.5).273 
As reviewed by Bao and Burnap, mutagenesis studies also inform our understanding of the 
structure of the HAS.235 Mutants of D1-D170 strongly perturb the ability of PSII to bind Mn2+ and 
assemble a functional OEC.268–272 Only substitution with glutamate maintains high 
activity.268,270,272 On the other hand, mutagenesis of D1-E333 has a smaller effect on OEC 
assembly with substitution of D1-E333 with glutamine supporting moderate PSII activity.260 As 
described below, our data support a HAS at the Mn4 position ligated by D1-D170 and D1-E333. 
Tuning the Kd of the HAS facilitates Mn3+ translocation 
At the HAS, D1-D170 is calculated to be always fully ionized, while D1-E333 is in a 
mixture of protonated and deprotonated states. These results support earlier mutagenesis studies: 
D1-D170 can only be replaced by a residue that provides a strong Mn2+/3+ ligand while D1-E333 
is a weak Mn2+/3+ ligand and can be replaced by other residues. In the presence of chloride, the 
free energy of D1-E333 favors the neutral state by approximately 1 kcal mol-1 at pH 5.5 (average 
charge of -0.2). The propensity to be ionized increases as the pH is increased to 7.0 (average charge 
of -0.4, Appendix D Figure S6). We predict that the HAS will have the highest affinity for Mn2+ 
when both D1-D170 and D1-E333 are ionized and that the Kd for Mn2+ will increase as D1-E333 
is protonated. Using a non-equilibrium assay, Ono and Mino measured the effective Kd for Mn2+ 
as a function of pH. They found that the Kd decreased as pH was increased from 5.0 to 7.0 and 
remained constant at pH ³7.0.248 In their discussion of this data, they proposed that “a residue 
responsible for Mn2+ binding has been protonated below pH 7…”.248 Based on their study, the 
likely location of the HAS273, and our current MCCE calculations, we propose that D1-E333 has 
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an apparent pKa value of approximately 7 and tunes the Kd of Mn2+ binding in a pH and chloride-
dependent manner. 
Zouni and coworkers259 recently proposed a mechanism in which Mn2+ first binds to the 
HAS and is later translocated to a different site deeper in the OEC binding pocket. Next, a second 
Mn2+ binds to the now vacant HAS and is oxidized. We note that observed Kd values for Mn2+ 
binding of approximately 50 µM for both the first247 and second252 binding events are consistent 
with this mechanism. 
Potential identity of intermediate C 
In this mechanism, the first metal dimer intermediate (C in Figure 5.1) is Mn2+Mn3+, which 
is consistent with previous spectroscopic249–251 and structural259 studies. However, Dismukes and 
coworkers presented compelling evidence that a µ-hydroxy or µ-oxo bridged Mn3+Ca2+ dimer 
formed first.247 In their model, Ca2+ binds early in the photo-assembly process. In other models, 
Ca2+ binds as late as the very last step.254 Using parallel mode EPR detection of Mn3+, they 
observed that the ligand field of the first Mn3+ is highly symmetrical at pH ³7.5 and becomes 
distorted as pH decreases to 6.0. All of these experiments were performed at temperatures below 
-20°C so that diffusion of ions is limited.247 In light of the discussion above, these results have two 
implications. First, a more symmetric ligand field for Mn3+ locked in the HAS is consistent with 
D1-E333 being deprotonated as we predict at high pH. At lower pH values, the Mn3+ will have 
less favorable interaction with a protonated carboxylic acid group in an axial position. Second, the 
use of low temperatures to prevent diffusion does not facilitate Mn3+ translocation in subsequent 
steps. Therefore, it is possible that the observed Mn3+-Ca2+ species is only present when Mn3+ is 
prevented from vacating the HAS. We propose that at higher temperatures, Mn3+ migrates and a 
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second Mn2+ binds to the HAS. Ca2+ is clearly an essential component of photo-assembly255, but 
the precise step in which it is incorporated is not fully understood and motivates future studies. 
Protons and chloride gate OEC photo-assembly 
In Figure 5.2, both pH and chloride concentration affect photo-assembly yield. At pH 5.5 
when chloride is not saturating (lower left corner of Figure 5.2), our simulations suggest that D1-
E333 is mostly ionized and that D1-D61 is mostly protonated. In this regime, Mn3+ translocation 
will be hindered because the HAS has a low Kd. While proton transfer is favored, the Mn2+Mn3+ 
dimer intermediate is unable to efficiently form. At pH 5.5 when chloride is saturating (upper left 
corner of Figure 5.2), our simulations suggest that both D1-E333 and D1-D61 are mostly 
protonated. Here, both Mn3+ translocation and proton transfer are favored, and photo-assembly 
yield is high. At pH 7.0, the proton affinity of D1-E333 is not strongly affected by the presence of 
chloride. However, the proton affinity of D1-D61 is at least two-fold greater when chloride is 
present. At this pH value, D1-E333 remains partially protonated, Mn3+ translocation is favored, 
and the observed enhancement of photo-assembly yield by the addition of chloride is only affected 
by proton release. 
Maintaining D1-E333 and D1-D61 in environments where their pKa values are relatively 
high facilitates Mn3+ translocation and proton transfer, respectively, thus increasing the yield of 
photo-assembly. The MCCE simulations show that adding chloride to the system has this desired 
effect. The pKa values of carboxylate groups can also be increased by replacing H2O with D2O.274 
In general, this replacement increases pKa values by approximately 0.5 pH units.275,276 In Figure 
5.3, we observed that photo-assembly yields are higher in D2O compared to H2O only when 
chloride is limiting. As described below, we interpret this data as the result of an inverse H/D 
solvent equilibrium isotope effect. At saturating chloride concentrations at pL 6, the proton 
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affinities of D1-E333 and D1-D61 are already optimized for photo-assembly, and the addition of 
D2O has little effect. 
Kinetic resolution of this data show that photo-assembly at pH 6 in H2O with 100 mM 
chloride has a pronounced lag phase (Figure 5.4A). We attribute this lag phase to the decay of 
intermediates B and C in the early stages of photo-assembly. Dramatically, this lag phase is 
effectively eliminated when H2O is replaced with D2O (Figure 5.4B), resulting in an apparent H/D 
solvent isotope effect of 0.14 ± 0.05 (Table 5.1). Because the pKa values of D1-D61 and D1-E333 
increase in D2O, both µ-hydroxo bridge formation and Mn3+ translocation will be favored even 
though chloride is limiting. Therefore, intermediate C accumulates at earlier timepoints. The 
reversible nature of intermediates B and C make this process dependent on equilibrium. The 
shortened lag phase of photo-assembly in H2O with saturating chloride concentrations mimics that 
of D2O at lower chloride concentrations (Figure 5.4C). 
The growth phase of photo-assembly represents the irreversible and non-rate-determining 
steps following the formation of intermediate C. Here, the rate is insignificantly different in H2O 
at low and high chloride concentrations (Figures 5.4A and 5.4C). In D2O, the rate is slower, giving 
an apparent H/D solvent isotope effect of 1.5 ± 0.2 (Table 5.1). These later steps of photo-assembly 
are kinetically controlled. 
5.4 Conclusion 
In our current mechanism of OEC photo-assembly based on our present data and a critical 
examination of the literature, Mn2+ first binds to the HAS in the apo-OEC protein environment. 
This environment is already in a “preorganized shell,”259 and no protein conformational changes 
are required. The proton affinities of carboxylic acid groups in the pocket are relatively high and 
electrostatic repulsion is minimized. The first Mn2+ is oxidized to Mn3+ and is in a sufficiently 
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labile ligand environment to facilitate translocation to a site deeper in the apo-OEC pocket. A 
second Mn2+ binds to the now vacated HAS. This second Mn2+ is trapped in place by the formation 
of a µ-hydroxo bridge with the Mn3+ ion. Formation of this ligand requires proton release and an 
efficient Bronsted base located nearby. These early steps are controlled by equilibrium and show 
strong chloride dependence and an inverse H/D solvent equilibrium isotope effect. Next, the 
second Mn2+ is oxidized to Mn3+ forming a Mn3+Mn3+ dimer. This intermediate is highly stable 
and templates the remaining photo-assembly process. All remaining steps are kinetically rapid. 
These latter steps do not show chloride dependence and have a moderate H/D solvent kinetic 




Photosynthetic organisms are providing the O2 that we breathe as a byproduct of reactions 
fueled by the abundant solar energy.1 There has been remarkable progress in understanding the 
intricate mechanism of the reactions occurring in PSII, however still many questions need to be 
answered.142 Early explorations began with the use of EPR and ENDOR spectroscopic techniques 
to figure out the structure of unique catalyst OEC in PSII.18,21 Later X-ray crystallography revealed 
its structure and till today, the XFEL technique is utilized to deduce the structures of various 
intermediates of OEC to understand the mechanism of O2 formation.8,22–24 
To understand the proton egress pathway in S0 to S1 transition, we used combined MD and 
MCCE techniques to perform hydrogen bond network analysis and energetics study (Chapter 2). 
FTIR studies139,144 on mutation of residues in all the three water channels shows the disruption of 
hydrogen bonding network in S-state transition as compared to wild-type PSII. Hydrogen bond 
network study using MCCE shows that all the three water channels are highly interconnected to 
each other near the OEC. In addition, the energy for a hydronium is similar in all the three channels 
near the OEC. However, the proton likely exits via the broad channel, which forms a long-range 
hydrogen bond network extending >20 Å and is always connected to the lumen. The free energy 
for hydronium transfer is favorable in broad channel as compared to the narrow and large channel.  
In Chapter 3, we investigated the protonation state changes of terminal waters of OEC and 
the amino acid residues in S1 to S2 transition. In addition, Em study is done to understand the 
relative stability of the S2 isomers.45 The change in the total protons is studied for wild-type and 
other conditions such as high pH 8, no chloride and mutations: D61A, K317A and S169A is also 
determined. Experimental studies139,140 show that the mutation of D61A, K317A disrupts the 
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hydrogen bonding environment and slows the advancement beyond S2. MCCE studies on D61A, 
K317A mutations find the loss of large number of protons and overstabilization of S2,g=2 form.45 
Furthermore, chloride depletion and high pH favors g=4.1 isomer.  
 Several studies60,208,277 were done to understand the sequence of events including 
deprotonation and identifying substrate binding sites in S2 to S3 transition. Previous computational 
studies52,197 show W1 to be the likely site for deprotonation upon this transition. In addition, 
experimental studies using FTIR spectroscopy153,278 on Ca2+ to Sr2+ substitution shows that the 
hydrogen bond network gets altered in this transition. Chapter 4 investigates the protonation state 
changes of terminal waters of the OEC and addition of water/hydroxide upon S2 to S3 transition.71 
The results from MC sampling find that W3 of Ca deprotonates and addition of water/hydroxide 
occurs in S2,g=4.1 isomer leading to advancement to S3 state. Furthermore, E189 shows a 
conformational change upon the transition. 
 Lastly, in Chapter 5, my work investigates the protonation state changes for the residues in 
apo PSII to understand the protein environment that leads to the building of the OEC cluster. 
MCCE results show that the protonation of D61 and E333 have pH dependence that may play an 
important role in the binding of first Mn2+.279  
All these works presented here do answer some of the very important questions during S-
state transitions, yet there are many questions that needs to be answered. MD studies on S2 can 
help in understanding which channel assists substrate water delivery. Additionally, MD studies on 
mutations from residues in channels: S169A, N87A, V185F, N298A will help in understanding 
the proton egress pathway in S1 state. 
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Appendix A 
Supplementary Information for Chapter 2 
Proton egress pathway in S1 state of Photosystem II 
 
Supporting information includes:  
S1. Figure of PSII highlighting portion of protein used for MCCE calculations 
S2. Hydrogen bond network for 9 snapshots mediated by 4 water molecules 






























S1. Figure of PSII highlighting portion of protein used for MCCE calculations 
 
Figure S1 Structure of PSII (PDB: 4UB6)8 in gray color and the highlighted red portion of size 88 Å × 70 
Å ×65 Å of protein is used for MCCE calculations.  

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S2 Network of hydrogen bond connections from the OEC to the lumen found in MCCE calculations 
for 9 MD snapshots. Nodes are labeled as Residue type Chain designation Residue number. No chain 









































































































































EC354 is CP43-Glu354. Diamonds are primary ligands and triangles are residues with at least 20% of their 
surface exposed to the lumen. Lines show hydrogen bond connection mediated by 0-4 waters. The inner 
circle are highly interconnected residues near the OEC.  Connections between residues nominally in 
different channels are seen. The outer circle contains residues in their separated channels. Beyond the outer 
circle shows residues connecting the channel and the surface.  
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Figure S3 shows the energy profile for hydronium at different positions in broad, narrow and large channel 
for ten snapshots. Large channel is orange in color, narrow channel in magenta color while broad channel 
green color. x-axis is the position of hydronium at various positions in all three water channels. y-axis is 
the energy (in kcal/mol) of hydronium in different positions relative to the reference energy. The reference 
energy (at position 0) is for the full protein with no hydronium plus the energy of an isolated hydronium in 
water. 
S4. Topology files for Fe-heme 
* bis-HIS heme and non-heme iron complexes for CHARMM36 
* Compiled by Suliman Adam, Free Universtity Berlin 
* Version from June 2017 
* 
 
! Parent files that have to be read prior to streaming this file: 
! (1)  top_all36_prot.rtf (CHARMM36 protein, doi: 10.1021/ct300400x , 10.1021/ja036959e , 
10.1021/jp973084f ) 
! (2)  par_all36_prot.prm 
! (3a) toppar_all36_prot_heme.str for loading heme B with propionic groups (doi: 10.1016/S0022-
2836(05)80196-2 ) 
! (3b) toppar_ions_won.str        for loading non-heme iron (doi: 10.1021/jp309150r) 
 
read rtf card append 
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!Adam, S., Knapp-Mohammady, M., Yi, J., Bondar, A.-N. Revised CHARMM force field  
!parameters for iron-containing cofactors of photosystem II. (doi: 10.1002/jcc.24918) 
 
MASS   -1 FE2H0  55.84700 ! heme iron, taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE2H   55.84700 ! heme iron, taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE3H   55.84700 ! hematin iron, taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE2NH1 55.84700 ! ferrous non-heme iron in his-bicarbonate system, taken from 
all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE3NH1 55.84700 ! ferric  non-heme iron in his-bicarbonate system, taken from 
all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE2NH2 55.84700 ! ferrous non-heme iron in his-only system, taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
MASS   -1 FE3NH2 55.84700 ! ferric  non-heme iron in his-only system, taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
 
RESI HCO3           -1.00 ! Bicarbonate with MK charges 
ATOM CT      CC      0.84 ! 
ATOM OC1     OC     -0.74 ! Use with patch only! 
ATOM OC2     OC     -0.74 ! 
ATOM OC3     OH1    -0.72 ! 
ATOM HO3     H       0.36 ! 
BOND CT   OC1    CT   OC3 
BOND OC3  HO3 
DOUB CT   OC2 
 
!ferrous FeHis 
PRES FEBI2           1.00 ! Connect non-heme iron (2+) to four histidines and bicarbonate 
                          ! Order: 1-FE2P, 2-HSD, 3-HSD, 4-HSD, 5-HSD, 6-HCO3 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE2P   FE2NH1  0.16 !  
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.40 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.34 !                      2HD1    2HE1      3HE1    3HD1 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1    0.43 !                        |      |          |      | 
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.24 !                2HB1   2ND1--2CE1        3CE1--3ND1    3HB1 
ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !                 |    /       ||          ||       \    | 
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !           -----2CB--2CG      ||          ||       3CG-3CB----- 
GROUP                     !                 |    \\      ||          ||       //   | 
ATOM 2NE2    NR2     0.10 !                2HB2   2CD2--2NE2        3NE2--3CD2    3HB2 
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1   -0.48 !                        |        \      /        | 
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.23 !                       2HD2       \    /        3HD2 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !                                   \  / 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.19 !                                   1FE(2+) 
GROUP                     !                                   /||\ 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.40 !                                  / || \ 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.34 !                                 /  ||  \ 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1    0.43 !                                /  /  \  \ 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.24 !                               /  /(-) \  \ 
ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !                              / 6OC1  6OC2 \ 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !                  5HD2       /    \   //    \        4HD2 
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GROUP                     !                   |        /      \ //      \        | 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2     0.10 !           5HB1   5CD2--5NE2       6CT        4NE2--4CD2     4HB1 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1   -0.48 !            |    //      ||         |          ||       \\    | 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.23 !      -----5CB--5CG      ||       6OC3         ||       4CG--4CB----- 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !            |    \       ||         |          ||       /     | 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.19 !           5HB2   5ND1--5CE1      6HO3        4CE1--4ND1     4HB2 
GROUP                     !                   |       \                  /        | 
ATOM 4ND1    NR1    -0.40 !                 5HD1      5HE1             4HE1      4HD1  
ATOM 4HD1    H       0.34 !   
ATOM 4CG     CPH1    0.43 !  
ATOM 4CB     CT2    -0.24 !  
ATOM 4HB1    HA2     0.09 !   
ATOM 4HB2    HA2     0.09 !   
GROUP                     !   
ATOM 4NE2    NR2     0.10 !  
ATOM 4CD2    CPH1   -0.48 !  
ATOM 4HD2    HR3     0.23 !   
ATOM 4CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !  
ATOM 4HE1    HR1     0.19 !   
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5ND1    NR1    -0.40 !  
ATOM 5HD1    H       0.34 !   
ATOM 5CG     CPH1    0.43 !  
ATOM 5CB     CT2    -0.24 !  
ATOM 5HB1    HA2     0.09 !   
ATOM 5HB2    HA2     0.09 !   
GROUP                     !   
ATOM 5NE2    NR2     0.10 !  
ATOM 5CD2    CPH1   -0.48 !  
ATOM 5HD2    HR3     0.23 !   
ATOM 5CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !  
ATOM 5HE1    HR1     0.19 !   
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 6CT      CC     0.80 ! 
ATOM 6OC1     OC    -0.57 ! 
ATOM 6OC2     OC    -0.57 ! 
ATOM 6OC3     OH1   -0.54 ! 
ATOM 6HO3     H      0.40 ! 
BOND 2NE2    1FE2P    3NE2    1FE2P    4NE2    1FE2P    5NE2    1FE2P 
BOND 6OC1    1FE2P    6OC2    1FE2P 
ANGL 1FE2P   2NE2    2CD2     1FE2P   2NE2    2CE1     1FE2P   3NE2    3CD2     1FE2P   3NE2    3CE1 
ANGL 1FE2P   4NE2    4CD2     1FE2P   4NE2    4CE1     1FE2P   5NE2    5CD2     1FE2P   5NE2    5CE1 
ANGL 1FE2P   6OC1    6CT      1FE2P   6OC2    6CT  
ANGL 6OC1    1FE2P   6OC2    
DIHE 1FE2P   6OC1  6CT   6OC2   1FE2P   6OC1  6CT   6OC3   1FE2P   6OC2  6CT   6OC1   1FE2P   6OC2  6CT   
6OC3 




PRES FEBI3           2.00 ! Connect non-heme iron (3+) to four histidines and bicarbonate 
                          ! Order: 1-FE3P, 2-HSD, 3-HSD, 4-HSD, 5-HSD, 6-HCO3 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE3P   FE3NH1  0.04 !  
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.36 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.38 !                      2HD1    2HE1      3HE1    3HD1 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1    0.31 !                        |      |          |      | 
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.09 !                2HB1   2ND1--2CE1        3CE1--3ND1    3HB1 
ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !                 |    /       ||          ||       \    | 
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !           -----2CB--2CG      ||          ||       3CG-3CB----- 
GROUP                     !                 |    \\      ||          ||       //   | 
ATOM 2NE2    NR2     0.14 !                2HB2   2CD2--2NE2        3NE2--3CD2    3HB2 
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1   -0.45 !                        |        \      /        | 
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.23 !                       2HD2       \    /        3HD2 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !                                   \  / 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.22 !                                   1FE(3+) 
GROUP                     !                                   /||\ 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.36 !                                  / || \ 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.38 !                                 /  ||  \ 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1    0.31 !                                /  /  \  \ 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.09 !                               /  /(-) \  \ 
ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !                              / 6OC1  6OC2 \ 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !                  5HD2       /    \   //    \        4HD2 
GROUP                     !                   |        /      \ //      \        | 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2     0.14 !           5HB1   5CD2--5NE2       6CT        4NE2--4CD2     4HB1 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1   -0.45 !            |    //      ||         |          ||       \\    | 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.23 !      -----5CB--5CG      ||       6OC3         ||       4CG--4CB----- 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2   -0.02 !            |    \       ||         |          ||       /     | 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.22 !           5HB2   5ND1--5CE1      6HO3        4CE1--4ND1     4HB2 
GROUP                     !                   |       \                  /        | 
ATOM 4ND1    NR1    -0.36 !                 5HD1      5HE1             4HE1      4HD1  
ATOM 4HD1    H       0.38 ! 
ATOM 4CG     CPH1    0.31 ! 
ATOM 4CB     CT2    -0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 4NE2    NR2     0.14 ! 
ATOM 4CD2    CPH1   -0.45 ! 
ATOM 4HD2    HR3     0.23 ! 
ATOM 4CE1    CPH2   -0.02 ! 
ATOM 4HE1    HR1     0.22 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5ND1    NR1    -0.36 ! 
ATOM 5HD1    H       0.38 ! 
ATOM 5CG     CPH1    0.31 ! 
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ATOM 5CB     CT2    -0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5NE2    NR2     0.14 ! 
ATOM 5CD2    CPH1   -0.45 ! 
ATOM 5HD2    HR3     0.23 ! 
ATOM 5CE1    CPH2   -0.02 ! 
ATOM 5HE1    HR1     0.22 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 6CT      CC     0.72 ! 
ATOM 6OC1     OC    -0.47 ! 
ATOM 6OC2     OC    -0.47 ! 
ATOM 6OC3     OH1   -0.44 ! 
ATOM 6HO3     H      0.46 ! 
BOND 2NE2    1FE3P    3NE2    1FE3P    4NE2    1FE3P    5NE2    1FE3P 
BOND 6OC1    1FE3P    6OC2    1FE3P 
ANGL 1FE3P   2NE2    2CD2     1FE3P   2NE2    2CE1     1FE3P   3NE2    3CD2     1FE3P   3NE2    3CE1 
ANGL 1FE3P   4NE2    4CD2     1FE3P   4NE2    4CE1     1FE3P   5NE2    5CD2     1FE3P   5NE2    5CE1 
ANGL 1FE3P   6OC1    6CT      1FE3P   6OC2    6CT  
ANGL 6OC1    1FE3P   6OC2    
DIHE 1FE3P   6OC1  6CT   6OC2   1FE3P   6OC1  6CT   6OC3   1FE3P   6OC2  6CT   6OC1   1FE3P   6OC2  6CT   
6OC3 
DIHE 6CT   6OC1  1FE3P   6OC2   6CT   6OC2  1FE3P   6OC1 
 
!ferrous FeHis without bicarbonate 
PRES FE4H2           2.00 ! Connect non-heme iron (2+) to four histidines 
                          ! Order: 1-FE2P, 2-HSD, 3-HSD, 4-HSD, 5-HSD 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE2P   FE2NH2  0.08 !  
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.12 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.31 !                2HD1      2HE1   3HE1    3HD1 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1    0.33 !                  |       /        \       | 
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.11 !          2HB1   2ND1--2CE1        3CE1--3ND1    3HB1 
ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !           |    /       ||          ||       \    | 
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !     -----2CB--2CG      ||          ||       3CG-3CB----- 
GROUP                     !           |    \\      ||          ||       //   | 
ATOM 2NE2    NR2    -0.07 !          2HB2   2CD2--2NE2        3NE2--3CD2    3HB2 
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1   -0.38 !                  |        \      /        | 
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.24 !                 2HD2       \    /        3HD2 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2   -0.13 !                             \  / 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.23 !                             1FE(2+) 
GROUP                     !                             /  \ 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.12 !                 5HD2       /    \        4HD2 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.31 !                  |        /      \        | 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1    0.33 !          5HB1   5CD2--5NE2        4NE2--4CD2     4HB1 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.11 !           |    //      ||          ||       \\    | 
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ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !     -----5CB--5CG      ||          ||       4CG--4CB----- 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !           |    \       ||          ||       /     | 
GROUP                     !          5HB2   5ND1--5CE1        4CE1--4ND1     4HB2 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2    -0.07 !                  |       \        /       | 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1   -0.38 !                5HD1      5HE1   4HE1     4HD1 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.24 ! 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2   -0.13 ! 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.23 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 4ND1    NR1    -0.12 ! 
ATOM 4HD1    H       0.31 ! 
ATOM 4CG     CPH1    0.33 ! 
ATOM 4CB     CT2    -0.11 ! 
ATOM 4HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 4NE2    NR2    -0.07 ! 
ATOM 4CD2    CPH1   -0.38 ! 
ATOM 4HD2    HR3     0.24 ! 
ATOM 4CE1    CPH2   -0.13 ! 
ATOM 4HE1    HR1     0.23 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5ND1    NR1    -0.12 ! 
ATOM 5HD1    H       0.31 ! 
ATOM 5CG     CPH1    0.33 ! 
ATOM 5CB     CT2    -0.11 ! 
ATOM 5HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5NE2    NR2    -0.07 ! 
ATOM 5CD2    CPH1   -0.38 ! 
ATOM 5HD2    HR3     0.24 ! 
ATOM 5CE1    CPH2   -0.13 ! 
ATOM 5HE1    HR1     0.23 ! 
BOND 2NE2    1FE2P    3NE2    1FE2P    4NE2    1FE2P    5NE2    1FE2P 
ANGL 1FE2P   2NE2    2CD2     1FE2P   2NE2    2CE1     1FE2P   3NE2    3CD2     1FE2P   3NE2    3CE1 
ANGL 1FE2P   4NE2    4CD2     1FE2P   4NE2    4CE1     1FE2P   5NE2    5CD2     1FE2P   5NE2    5CE1 
 
!ferric FeHis without bicarbonate 
PRES FE4H3           3.00 ! Connect non-heme iron (3+) to four histidines 
                          ! Order: 1-FE2P, 2-HSD, 3-HSD, 4-HSD, 5-HSD 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE3P   FE3NH2  0.12 !  
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.26 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.41 !                2HD1      2HE1   3HE1    3HD1 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1    0.35 !                  |       /        \       | 
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.09 !          2HB1   2ND1--2CE1        3CE1--3ND1    3HB1 
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ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !           |    /       ||          ||       \    | 
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !     -----2CB--2CG      ||          ||       3CG-3CB----- 
GROUP                     !           |    \\      ||          ||       //   | 
ATOM 2NE2    NR2     0.03 !          2HB2   2CD2--2NE2        3NE2--3CD2    3HB2 
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1   -0.40 !                  |        \      /        | 
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.32 !                 2HD2       \    /        3HD2 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2   -0.09 !                             \  / 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.27 !                             1FE(3+) 
GROUP                     !                             /  \ 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.26 !                 5HD2       /    \        4HD2 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.41 !                  |        /      \        | 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1    0.35 !          5HB1   5CD2--5NE2        4NE2--4CD2     4HB1 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.09 !           |    //      ||          ||       \\    | 
ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !     -----5CB--5CG      ||          ||       4CG--4CB----- 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !           |    \       ||          ||       /     | 
GROUP                     !          5HB2   5ND1--5CE1        4CE1--4ND1     4HB2 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2     0.03 !                  |       \        /       | 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1   -0.40 !                5HD1      5HE1   4HE1     4HD1 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.32 ! 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2   -0.09 ! 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.27 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 4ND1    NR1    -0.26 ! 
ATOM 4HD1    H       0.41 ! 
ATOM 4CG     CPH1    0.35 ! 
ATOM 4CB     CT2    -0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 4NE2    NR2     0.03 ! 
ATOM 4CD2    CPH1   -0.40 ! 
ATOM 4HD2    HR3     0.32 ! 
ATOM 4CE1    CPH2   -0.09 ! 
ATOM 4HE1    HR1     0.27 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5ND1    NR1    -0.26 ! 
ATOM 5HD1    H       0.41 ! 
ATOM 5CG     CPH1    0.35 ! 
ATOM 5CB     CT2    -0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HB1    HA2     0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HB2    HA2     0.09 ! 
GROUP                     ! 
ATOM 5NE2    NR2     0.03 ! 
ATOM 5CD2    CPH1   -0.40 ! 
ATOM 5HD2    HR3     0.32 ! 
ATOM 5CE1    CPH2   -0.09 ! 
ATOM 5HE1    HR1     0.27 ! 
BOND 2NE2    1FE3P    3NE2    1FE3P    4NE2    1FE3P    5NE2    1FE3P 
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ANGL 1FE3P   2NE2    2CD2     1FE3P   2NE2    2CE1     1FE3P   3NE2    3CD2     1FE3P   3NE2    3CE1 
ANGL 1FE3P   4NE2    4CD2     1FE3P   4NE2    4CE1     1FE3P   5NE2    5CD2     1FE3P   5NE2    5CE1 
 
!ferrous HemeHis, Set 1 
PRES HEHI2           0.00 ! bis-HIS heme link 
                          ! Order: 1-HEME, 2-HSD, 3-HSD 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE     FE2H    0.24 ! 
ATOM 1NA     NPH    -0.18 ! 
ATOM 1NB     NPH    -0.18 ! 
ATOM 1NC     NPH    -0.18 !           1O2A  1O1A                1O2D  1O1D 
ATOM 1ND     NPH    -0.18 !              \\ //                     \\ // 
ATOM 1C1A    CPA     0.12 !              1CGA                      1CGD 
ATOM 1C2A    CPB    -0.06 !                |                         | 
ATOM 1C3A    CPB    -0.06 !        HBA1--1CBA--HBA2    1HA   1HBD1-1CBD-1HBD2 
ATOM 1C4A    CPA     0.12 !                |            |            | 
ATOM 1C1B    CPA     0.12 !        HAA1--1CAA-HAA2  __1CHA__ 1HAD1-1CAD-1HAD2 
ATOM 1C2B    CPB    -0.06 !                |       /        \       / 
ATOM 1C3B    CPB    -0.06 !              1C2A---C1A         1C4D--1C3D 
ATOM 1C4B    CPA     0.12 !                |     |           |     | 
ATOM 1C1C    CPA     0.12 !  1HMA1\        |     |           |     |        /1HMD1 
ATOM 1C2C    CPB    -0.06 !  1HMA2-1CMA--1C3A   1NA  (2NE2) 1ND   1C2D--1CMD-1HMD2 
ATOM 1C3C    CPB    -0.06 !  1HMA3/         \   / \  2-HSD  / \   /         \1HMD3 
ATOM 1C4C    CPA     0.12 !                  C4A   \   |   /  1C1D 
ATOM 1C1D    CPA     0.12 !                 /       \  |  /       \ 
ATOM 1C2D    CPB    -0.06 !                /         \ | /         \ 
ATOM 1C3D    CPB    -0.06 !        1HB--1CHB          1FE(2+)      CHD--1HD 
ATOM 1C4D    CPA     0.12 !                \         / | \         / 
GROUP                     !                 \       /  |  \       / 
ATOM 1CHA    CPM    -0.10 !                 1C1B   /   |   \  1C4C        1HAC 
ATOM 1HA     HA      0.10 !  1HMB1\         /   \ /  3-HSD  \ /   \       / 
GROUP                     !  1HMB2-1CMB--1C2B   1NB  (3NE2) 1NC   1C3C-1CAC   1HBC1 
ATOM 1CHB    CPM    -0.10 !  1HMB3/        |     |           |     |     \\  / 
ATOM 1HB     HA      0.10 !                |     |           |     |     1CBC 
GROUP                     !              1C3B--1C4B         1C1C--1C2C       \ 
ATOM 1CHC    CPM    -0.10 !                |       \__1CHC__/       |         1HBC2 
ATOM 1HC     HA      0.10 !              1CAB          |          1CMC--1HMC3 
GROUP                     !              //  \        1HC         /  |  
ATOM 1CHD    CPM    -0.10 !            1CBB  1HAB            1HMC1  1HMC2 
ATOM 1HD     HA      0.10 !            /   \ 
GROUP                     !        1HBB1  1HBB2 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.40 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.42 ! 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1   -0.09 !                2HD1      2HE1    
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.11 !                  |       /       
ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !          2HB1   2ND1--2CE1       
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !           |    /       ||        
GROUP                     !     -----2CB--2CG      ||        
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ATOM 2NE2    NR2    -0.70 !           |    \\      ||        
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1    0.22 !          2HB2   2CD2--2NE2       
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.10 !                  |        \ 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2    0.25 !                 2HD2       \ 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.13 !                         1-HEME(1FE) 
GROUP                     !                              \        3HD2 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.40 !                               \        | 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.42 !                                3NE2--3CD2     3HB1 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1   -0.09 !                                 ||       \\    | 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.11 !                                 ||       3CG--3CB----- 
ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !                                 ||       /     | 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !                                3CE1--3ND1     3HB2 
GROUP                     !                                /       | 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2    -0.70 !                              3HE1     3HD1 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1    0.22 ! 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.10 ! 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2    0.25 ! 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.13 ! 
BOND 1FE   2NE2   1FE   3NE2 
ANGL 1FE   2NE2  2CD2   1FE   2NE2  2CE1  
ANGL 2NE2  1FE   1NA    2NE2  1FE   1NB    2NE2  1FE   1NC    2NE2  1FE   1ND 
ANGL 1FE   3NE2  3CD2   1FE   3NE2  3CE1  
ANGL 3NE2  1FE   1NA    3NE2  1FE   1NB    3NE2  1FE   1NC    3NE2  1FE   1ND 
DELETE ANGLE 1NA 1FE 1NC  1NB 1FE 1ND  
DIHE 2CD2  2NE2  1FE   1NA    3CD2  3NE2  1FE   1NA 
 
!ferric HemeHis 
PRES HEHI3           1.00 ! bis-HIS hematin link 
                          ! Order: 1-HEME, 2-HSD, 3-HSD 
GROUP                     ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE     FE3H    0.40 ! 
ATOM 1NA     NPH    -0.17 ! 
ATOM 1NB     NPH    -0.17 ! 
ATOM 1NC     NPH    -0.17 !           1O2A  1O1A                1O2D  1O1D 
ATOM 1ND     NPH    -0.17 !              \\ //                     \\ // 
ATOM 1C1A    CPA     0.18 !              1CGA                      1CGD 
ATOM 1C2A    CPB    -0.05 !                |                         | 
ATOM 1C3A    CPB    -0.05 !        HBA1--1CBA--HBA2    1HA   1HBD1-1CBD-1HBD2 
ATOM 1C4A    CPA     0.18 !                |            |            | 
ATOM 1C1B    CPA     0.18 !        HAA1--1CAA-HAA2  __1CHA__ 1HAD1-1CAD-1HAD2 
ATOM 1C2B    CPB    -0.05 !                |       /        \       / 
ATOM 1C3B    CPB    -0.05 !              1C2A---C1A         1C4D--1C3D 
ATOM 1C4B    CPA     0.18 !                |     |           |     | 
ATOM 1C1C    CPA     0.18 !  1HMA1\        |     |           |     |        /1HMD1 
ATOM 1C2C    CPB    -0.05 !  1HMA2-1CMA--1C3A   1NA  (2NE2) 1ND   1C2D--1CMD-1HMD2 
ATOM 1C3C    CPB    -0.05 !  1HMA3/         \   / \  2-HSD  / \   /         \1HMD3 
ATOM 1C4C    CPA     0.18 !                  C4A   \   |   /  1C1D 
ATOM 1C1D    CPA     0.18 !                 /       \  |  /       \ 
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ATOM 1C2D    CPB    -0.05 !                /         \ | /         \ 
ATOM 1C3D    CPB    -0.05 !        1HB--1CHB          1FE(3+)      CHD--1HD 
ATOM 1C4D    CPA     0.18 !                \         / | \         / 
GROUP                     !                 \       /  |  \       / 
ATOM 1CHA    CPM    -0.10 !                 1C1B   /   |   \  1C4C        1HAC 
ATOM 1HA     HA      0.10 !  1HMB1\         /   \ /  3-HSD  \ /   \       / 
GROUP                     !  1HMB2-1CMB--1C2B   1NB  (3NE2) 1NC   1C3C-1CAC   1HBC1 
ATOM 1CHB    CPM    -0.10 !  1HMB3/        |     |           |     |     \\  / 
ATOM 1HB     HA      0.10 !                |     |           |     |     1CBC 
GROUP                     !              1C3B--1C4B         1C1C--1C2C       \ 
ATOM 1CHC    CPM    -0.10 !                |       \__1CHC__/       |         1HBC2 
ATOM 1HC     HA      0.10 !              1CAB          |          1CMC--1HMC3 
GROUP                     !              //  \        1HC         /  |  
ATOM 1CHD    CPM    -0.10 !            1CBB  1HAB            1HMC1  1HMC2 
ATOM 1HD     HA      0.10 !            /   \ 
GROUP                     !        1HBB1  1HBB2 
ATOM 2ND1    NR1    -0.32 ! 
ATOM 2HD1    H       0.40 ! 
ATOM 2CG     CPH1   -0.05 !                2HD1      2HE1    
ATOM 2CB     CT2    -0.09 !                  |       /       
ATOM 2HB1    HA2     0.09 !          2HB1   2ND1--2CE1       
ATOM 2HB2    HA2     0.09 !           |    /       ||        
GROUP                     !     -----2CB--2CG      ||        
ATOM 2NE2    NR2    -0.70 !           |    \\      ||        
ATOM 2CD2    CPH1    0.22 !          2HB2   2CD2--2NE2       
ATOM 2HD2    HR3     0.10 !                  |        \ 
ATOM 2CE1    CPH2    0.25 !                 2HD2       \ 
ATOM 2HE1    HR1     0.13 !                         1-HEME(1FE) 
GROUP                     !                              \        3HD2 
ATOM 3ND1    NR1    -0.32 !                               \        | 
ATOM 3HD1    H       0.40 !                                3NE2--3CD2     3HB1 
ATOM 3CG     CPH1   -0.05 !                                 ||       \\    | 
ATOM 3CB     CT2    -0.09 !                                 ||       3CG--3CB----- 
ATOM 3HB1    HA2     0.09 !                                 ||       /     | 
ATOM 3HB2    HA2     0.09 !                                3CE1--3ND1     3HB2 
GROUP                     !                                /       | 
ATOM 3NE2    NR2    -0.70 !                              3HE1     3HD1 
ATOM 3CD2    CPH1    0.22 ! 
ATOM 3HD2    HR3     0.10 ! 
ATOM 3CE1    CPH2    0.25 ! 
ATOM 3HE1    HR1     0.13 ! 
BOND 1FE   2NE2   1FE   3NE2 
ANGL 1FE   2NE2  2CD2   1FE   2NE2  2CE1  
ANGL 2NE2  1FE   1NA    2NE2  1FE   1NB    2NE2  1FE   1NC    2NE2  1FE   1ND 
ANGL 1FE   3NE2  3CD2   1FE   3NE2  3CE1  
ANGL 3NE2  1FE   1NA    3NE2  1FE   1NB    3NE2  1FE   1NC    3NE2  1FE   1ND 
DELETE ANGLE 1NA 1FE 1NC  1NB 1FE 1ND  
DIHE 2CD2  2NE2  1FE   1NA    3CD2  3NE2  1FE   1NA 
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!ferrous HemeHis, Set 2 
PRES HEHI0           0.00 ! bis-HIS heme link using CHARMM HEME and HSD charges 
                          ! Order: 1-HEME, 2-HSD, 3-HSD 
                          ! do NOT use AUTOgenerate ANGLes DIHEdrals after this patch 
ATOM 1FE     FE2H0   0.24 ! 
BOND 1FE   2NE2   1FE   3NE2 
ANGL 1FE   2NE2  2CD2   1FE   2NE2  2CE1  
ANGL 2NE2  1FE   1NA    2NE2  1FE   1NB    2NE2  1FE   1NC    2NE2  1FE   1ND 
ANGL 1FE   3NE2  3CD2   1FE   3NE2  3CE1  
ANGL 3NE2  1FE   1NA    3NE2  1FE   1NB    3NE2  1FE   1NC    3NE2  1FE   1ND 
DELETE ANGLE 1NA 1FE 1NC  1NB 1FE 1ND  




read para card flex append 




MASS   -1 FE2H0  55.84700 ! heme iron 
MASS   -1 FE2H   55.84700 ! heme iron 
MASS   -1 FE3H   55.84700 ! hematin iron 
MASS   -1 FE2NH1 55.84700 ! ferrous non-heme iron in his-bicarbonate system 
MASS   -1 FE3NH1 55.84700 ! ferric  non-heme iron in his-bicarbonate system 
MASS   -1 FE2NH2 55.84700 ! ferrous non-heme iron in his-only system 




NPH    FE2H0  270.200     2.040 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE 
NR2    FE2H0   80.000     2.110 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 
NPH    FE2H   270.200     2.040 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE 
NR2    FE2H    80.000     2.110 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 
NPH    FE3H   270.000     2.030 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE 
NR2    FE3H    80.000     2.080 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 
!non-heme iron with bicarbonate and histidines 
NR2    FE2NH1 140.000     1.960 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 
OC     FE2NH1 100.000     1.995 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: OM   FE 
NR2    FE3NH1 140.000     1.960 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 
OC     FE3NH1 100.000     1.890 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: OM   FE 
OH1    CC     230.000     1.380 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      OH1  CD 
!non-heme iron with only histidines 
NR2    FE2NH2 140.000     1.940 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE 





FE2H0  NR2    CPH1   25.000   135.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH1 
FE2H0  NR2    CPH2   20.000   138.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH2 
NPH    FE2H0  NPH    14.390    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE   NPH 
FE2H0  NPH    CPA    96.150   128.05 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE   NPH  CPA 
NR2    FE2H0  NPH    65.000    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE   NPH 
FE2H   NR2    CPH1   25.000   135.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH1 
FE2H   NR2    CPH2   25.000   137.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH2 
NPH    FE2H   NPH    14.390    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE   NPH 
FE2H   NPH    CPA    96.150   128.05 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE   NPH  CPA 
NR2    FE2H   NPH    65.000    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE   NPH 
FE3H   NR2    CPH1   25.000   135.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH1 
FE3H   NR2    CPH2   25.000   137.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE   NR2  CPH2 
NPH    FE3H   NPH    14.390    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  FE   NPH 
FE3H   NPH    CPA    96.150   128.05 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE   NPH  CPA 
NR2    FE3H   NPH    65.000    90.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NR2  FE   NPH 
!non-heme iron with bicarbonate and histidines 
FE2NH1 NR2    CPH1   25.000   123.70 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH1 
FE2NH1 NR2    CPH2   25.000   127.60 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH2 
OC     FE2NH1 OC      0.000   101.50 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      OC     CC     OC 
FE2NH1 OC     CC     40.000    85.00 ! optimised, from all36_cgenff:    CG2O6  OG302  CG321 
FE3NH1 NR2    CPH1   25.000   122.70 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH1 
FE3NH1 NR2    CPH2   25.000   125.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH2 
OC     FE3NH1 OC      0.000   101.50 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      OC     CC     OC 
FE3NH1 OC     CC     40.000    98.00 ! optimised, from all36_cgenff:    CG2O6  OG302  CG321 
H      OH1    CC     55.000   113.30 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      H      OH1    CD 
OH1    CC     OC     50.000    123.00  210.00   2.26200 ! taken from all36_prot:  OH1    CD     OB 
!non-heme iron with only histidines 
FE2NH2 NR2    CPH1   25.000   124.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH1 
FE2NH2 NR2    CPH2   25.000   125.80 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH2 
FE3NH2 NR2    CPH1   25.000   127.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: FE     NR2    CPH1 




NPH    FE2H0  NR2    CPH1     0.1900  4    0.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE2H   NR2    CPH1     0.0700  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE2H   NR2    CPH1     0.0400  3  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE2H   NR2    CPH1     0.1400  4    0.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE3H   NR2    CPH1     0.1000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE3H   NR2    CPH1     0.0700  3  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
NPH    FE3H   NR2    CPH1     0.5500  4    0.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NR2  X  
X      FE2H0  NPH    X        0.0000  2    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X 
X      FE2H   NPH    X        0.0000  2    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X 
X      FE3H   NPH    X        0.0000  2    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X 
!non-heme iron with bicarbonate and histidines 
OC     CC     OH1    H        2.2000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      H    OH1  CA   CA 
FE2NH1 OC     CC     OH1      3.0000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      X    CD   OH1  X 
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FE2NH1 OC     CC     OC       0.5000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X  
FE3NH1 OC     CC     OH1      3.0000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot:      X    CD   OH1  X 
FE3NH1 OC     CC     OC       0.0000  2  180.00 ! optimised, from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X  
CC     OC     FE2NH1 OC       0.0000  2    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: X    FE   NPH  X 




NPH    CPA    CPA    FE2H0  137.4000  0    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  CPA  CPA  FE 
NPH    CPA    CPA    FE2H   137.4000  0    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  CPA  CPA  FE 
NPH    CPA    CPA    FE3H   137.4000  0    0.00 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: NPH  CPA  CPA  FE 
CC     OC     OC     OH1    100.0000  0    0.00 ! added by Manoj   
 
 
NONBONDED nbxmod  5 atom cdiel fshift vatom vdistance vfswitch - 
cutnb 14.0 ctofnb 12.0 ctonnb 10.0 eps 1.0 e14fac 1.0 wmin 1.5 
FE2H0   0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
FE2H    0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
FE3H    0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
FE2NH1  0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
FE3NH1  0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
FE2NH2  0.01  0.00  0.65 ! taken from all36_prot_heme: FE 
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S1.  MCCE results with different input structures 
The protonation states for the OEC and for residues near the cluster were calculated three times 
in the S1 and S2,g=2 redox states with the same S1 and S2,g=2 structures (n=3) and in the S1, S2,g=2 
and S2,g=4.1 structures.  The average and standard deviation of the protonation states are given 
Appendix B Table S1. It also shows the variability when the protonation state is calculated in the 
same S-state in all three input structures (S1, S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1). In contrast, in Table 3.2 in the 
main text the protonation state for a given S-state is calculated in that structure (i.e.S==). In general, 
the standard deviation is quite small (<0.1 proton).  However, D1-E329 is more variable, showing 
a sensitivity to small changes that makes it able to respond by binding or releasing protons when 
the OEC is oxidized.   
























S1, S2,g=2 and 
S2,g=4.1 
structures 
W2 constraint free free free free 
W1 0±0.0 0±0.0 -0.08±0.03 -0.03±0.02 
W2 0±0.0 -0.06±0.10 -0.80±0.03 -0.94±0.10 
D1-D61 -1±0.0 -0.92±0.09 -0.92±0.03 -0.97±0.02 
D1-H337 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 
D1-E329 -0.37±0.35 -0.71±0.04 -0.42±0.38 -0.48±0.06 
D1-E65 -1±0.0 -1±0.0 -1±0.0 -1±0.0 
D2-K317 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 
Charge (whole 
protein) -33.35±0.16 -33.54±0.03 -34.52±0.30 -34.36±0.08 
Charge (residues 
near OEC) -16.33±0.35 -16.70±0.04 -17.36±0.38 -17.28±0.05 
Change in H+ 
(From S1) 
  -1.03 -0.58 
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Residues near the OEC whose protonation states change in different S-states. The pH = 6; W2 free to lose 
a proton and YZ is in the ground state.     
 
S2. Comparison of calculations in full PSII protein and QM/MM sphere at pH 6 
Classical methods such as MCCE can analyze the full PSII, while higher order methods 
such as QM/MM are limited in the number of atoms that can be included. The protonation states 
found in the full PSII were compared with those found for the residues in a 15Å sphere centered 
at the OEC. In the MCCE calculations the fragment of protein is surrounded by solvent with a 
dielectric constant of  e = 80.   
 There is more proton loss from the sphere than from the protein for calculations where W2 
is free to titrate. When W2 is fixed protonated the difference in the Boltzmann averaged number 
of protons bound S1 or either S2 states is only 0.05 proton. D1-E329 is buried within PSII but it is 
at the edge of the sphere where it is fully ionized in all redox states. In the isolated sphere, there is 
only 2-4% proton transfer between W1 and D1-D61. W2 is 0.84%±0.06 hydroxyl in the S2,g=2 
redox state. The Em,LRA  separation between S2,g=2 and S2,g=4.1 is ≈50 mV smaller than in the full 
protein.  Thus, the fragment of the protein provides results that are similar to that found in the 
whole protein but have some significant differences.   
Table S2. Protonation states of 15Å sphere of residues from the D1, D2, and CP43 subunits in 













constraint free free H2O free 
W1 0±0.0 -0.02±0.03 -0.04±0.02 0±0.0 
W2 0±0.0 -0.84±0.06 0±0.0 0±0.0 
D1-D61 -1±0.0 -0.98±0.03 -0.96±0.02 -0.99±0.01 
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D1-H337 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 
D1-E329 -0.99±0.0 -0.95±0.006 -0.99±0.0 -1±0.0 
D1-E65 -0.96±0.01 -0.96±0.03 -0.99±0.06 -1±0.0 
D2-K317 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 1±0.0 
Total 




 -0.77 -0.04 -0.05 
 
This table can be compared with Table 1 in the main text where this sphere is docked into the 
whole protein.   
S3. Midpoint potential for oxidation of S1 to S2,g=2 or S2g=4.1 
 The measured free energy for oxidation of the OEC includes the energy required to change 
the geometry of the OEC and protein as well to remove protons in addition to the electron loss 
(diagonal Fig S1).  In MCCE the OEC is held rigid in a geometry optimized in a specified oxidation 
state.  The Linear Response Approximation199 is applied to estimate the effective Ems. The LRA 
Em (Em,LRA) is the average of the Ems derived in the (fixed) oxidized structure (Em,ox) and in the 
reduced structure (Em,red), which are the horizontal lines in Fig. S1. 
  
Figure S1 Thermodynamic square for oxidation of the OEC.  The diagonal represents the true reaction 
where the OEC is free to change structure when it is oxidized. The horizontal reactions are those where 
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oxidation takes place in a fixed structure. S,, is the reduced structure while S-,/0-
-,/0-
 and S-,/01.,
-,/01., are the 
oxidized structures.  
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In each titration involving S2,g=2, the top number allows W2 to be free to deprotonate, while the bottom 
number fixes it as water.   
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Figure S2 Relative Em for oxidation of S1 to either S2 state with different modifications of PSII.  The Em,LRA 
for 	S,, ⟶ S-,/0-, 	with W2 fixed as water (W2n) is taken as the reference state with an Em,LRA of 1120 mV.207 





-,/01.,. Blue circle: Em,LRA for S1 to S2,g=2  
(average Em). Blue star: Em,LRA for S1 to S2,g=4.1  (average Em). Vertical line: range of Em with S1 titration at 
the positive end and either S2 titration at the lower end. W2: W2 free to ionize in S1⟶S2,g=2; W2n: W2 fixed 
as water S1 to S2,g=2 ; g41 S1⟶S2,g=4.1 
Additional perturbations: no chlorides; K317A; D61A; S169A are mutants. 
 
S5. Determination of position of chloride ion for D2-K317A mutation 
The position of chloride ion (Cl1) is determined using the translation subroutine in the 
MCCE203  program. There are nine additional possible positions for chloride along with the 
original position near the cavity opened by the D2-K317A mutant. These ions can remain or leave 
the protein during Grand Canonical Monte Carlo sampling (GCMC). Chloride occupation is 
calculated using the default concentration of Cl– =100 mM.203 The results indicate that the 




Figure S3 Sampled positions of Cl1(color: yellow) with respect to the original position (color: green). Other 
residues (stick representation): D2-K317, D1-D61, D1-S169 and D1-H190, YZ around OEC is under study 
for calculations. The OEC is in the optimized S1 (3443)48 configuration as obtained by DFT-QM/MM 
calculations. The position chosen is the yellow sphere slightly offset from the original, green, Cl.   
 
S6. Protonation states of 15Å sphere of residues from the D1, D2, and CP43 subunits with 
different perturbations.   
Table S4A. pH = 8 and chloride depletion (no CL)   
 S!! 
pH = 8 
S",$%"
",$%" 
pH = 8 
S",$%"
",$%" 
pH = 8 
S",$%&.!
",$%&.! 












W2 constraint free free H2O free free free H2O free 
W1 0 -0.15 -0.26 0 0 -0.28 -0.32 0 
W2 0 -0.83 0 0 0 -0.85 0 -0.99 
D1-D61 -1 -0.85 -0.74 -1 -0.98 -0.67 -0.68 -0.93 
D1-H337 1 1 1 1 0.99 1 1 0.73 
D1-E329 -0.98 -0.94 -1 -1 -0.99 -1 -1 -1 
D1-E65 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
D2-K317 1 1 1 1 1 0.79 0 0.93 
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W2 constraint free free H2O free free free H2O free 
W1 0 -0.09 -0.18 0 0 -0.46 -1 0 
W2 0 -0.87 0 -0.68 0 -0.53 0 -1 
D1-D61 -0.45 -0.36 -0.76 -0.32 - - - - 
D1-H337 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
D1-E329 -0.71 -0.85 -0.97 -1 -0.96 -0.95 -1 -1 
D1-E65 -0.52 -0.70 -0.19 -0.68 -0.98 -1 -1 -1 
D2-K317 - - - - 1 1 1 1 
Charge (whole 
protein) -33.60 -35.00 -34.25 -34.88 -33.12 -34.11 -34.11 -34.20 
Charge (residues near 
OEC) -16.70 -17.87 -17.10 -17.68 -16.00 -16.94 -17.00 -17.00 
Change in H+(From 
S1) 
 -1.17 -0.40 -0.98  -0.94 -1.00 -1.00 
 
Table S4C. D1-S169A mutation 
 
Charge (whole 
protein) -53.39 -54.22 -53.58 -53.61 -34.56 -35.61 -35.61 -35.81 
Charge (residues 
near OEC) -17.00 -17.77 -17.00 -17.00 -17.00 -18.01 -18.00 -18.26 
Change in H+ 
(From S1) 





W2 constraint free free H2O free 
W1 0 -0.04 -0.08 -0.02 
W2 0 -0.77 0 -0.02 
D1-D61 -1 -0.96 -0.92 -0.98 
D1-H337 1 1 1 1 
D1-E329 -0.63 -0.48 -0.98 -1 
D1-E65 -1 -1 -1 -1 
D2-K317 1 1 1 1 
Charge (whole protein) -33.50 -34.28 -34.13 -34.19 
Charge (residues near 
OEC) -16.60 -17.25 -16.98 -17.02 
Change in H+(From S1)  -0.65 -0.38 -0.42 
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S7. QM/MM methodology for free energy calculation 
The QM/MM model consists of the OEC and a 15Å sphere of residues from the D1, D2, 
and CP43 subunits, as described above and in previous work.47,49 The QM layer consists of 10 
residues (D1-D61, D170, E189, H332, E333, H337, D342, A344 and CP43-E354, R357) and 10 
water molecules, including the 4 bound substrate waters. Optimizations and frequency calculations 
were performed using the ONIOM214 method in the Gaussian 09173  software package. The 
AMBER217,218 force field was used for all atoms in the MM layer and DFT/B3LYP206,215 for all 
atoms in the QM layer. The calcium and manganese metal centers were calculated using the 
LanL2DZ219,220  basis and pseudopotential, and hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen using 6-
31G(d).221,222 Non-protein heavy atoms in the MM layer (e.g. chloride anions) were frozen in 
place, as were the capping residues at the edge of the model. All other atoms, including the entire 
QM layer, were free. 
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Appendix C 
Supplementary Information for Chapter 4 
Thermodynamics of the S2-to-S3 State Transition of the Oxygen-Evolving Complex of 
Photosystem II 
 
Supporting information includes:  

















S1 Mn spin densities for optimized S3 state structure 
Table S1. The total energies and atomic spin 
densities of the Mn centers in the S3 state 
 Spin densities 
 Mn1-O7, E1890 Mn1-E189- 
Mn1 2.942898 3.110379 
Mn2 3.027931 3.016139 
Mn3 2.939744 2.909465 
Mn4 3.037126 2.972186 
 DFT (B97D) Energies (Hartree) 
 -6372.99867963 -6372.99484693 
The difference in total energy between the 2 
states is 2.4 kcal/mol. Thus, the two states are 
isoenergetic. 
 
Figure S1 The Mn cluster in the S3 state 
a) The open S3 model.                b) The closed S3 model.         c) The proposed S3 model. 
 
a) The atomic coordinates of the S3 state model with O7 bound to Mn1 and D1-E189 
protonated: 
C          8.31218        3.59127       -1.06653 
C          7.64049        3.40489        0.30683 
C          6.13521        3.65811        0.25782 
O          5.43217        2.89152        1.09338 
O          5.63343        4.50706       -0.48640 
H          8.05668        4.13304        1.02305 
H          8.08662        4.59153       -1.45913 
H          7.83570        2.40986        0.72654 
H          9.40297        3.48723       -0.97559 
H          7.95388        2.85144       -1.79861 
C         -4.42580        6.89976        0.96293 
C         -5.63927        6.02215        0.58770 
 143 
C         -5.28077        4.83211       -0.28434 
C         -5.32517        3.52011        0.22169 
C         -4.90442        5.00220       -1.63332 
C         -5.03621        2.40811       -0.58269 
C         -4.61968        3.90232       -2.45514 
C         -4.70803        2.59183       -1.94179 
O         -4.49801        1.53268       -2.79209 
H         -5.09149        0.73584       -2.49237 
H         -3.67717        6.31314        1.51622 
H         -6.37617        6.65125        0.06203 
H         -5.61456        3.36299        1.26390 
H         -4.83895        6.01280       -2.04224 
H         -5.09250        1.39938       -0.17561 
H         -4.35750        4.03221       -3.50523 
H         -6.13190        5.66160        1.50497 
C         -0.98004        8.14610        2.49347 
C         -0.69713        6.98608        1.53967 
O         -0.11515        5.95181        1.93759 
C         -1.71244        7.64952        3.75721 
H         -0.00636        8.57344        2.78017 
H         -1.82600        8.46566        4.48374 
H         -1.13864        6.83850        4.22654 
N         -1.12686        7.14126        0.27110 
C         -1.84611        6.70012       -1.98557 
O         -2.50459        7.75002       -1.90379 
C         -1.07205        6.11926       -0.77262 
C         -1.70257        4.76655       -0.33494 
C         -0.77083        3.56580       -0.18377 
O         -1.31881        2.46756        0.07499 
O          0.48854        3.78844       -0.34596 
H         -2.46589        4.43935       -1.05257 
H         -2.23245        4.88531        0.61548 
N         -1.76997        5.95189       -3.11090 
C         -2.53233        6.34275       -4.27637 
C         -2.42925        5.39121       -5.44854 
O         -1.76393        4.36961       -5.49841 
H         -3.04885        5.71409       -6.32009 
H         -2.23696        7.34720       -4.63660 
H         -3.60637        6.44435       -4.02930 
H         -1.18094        5.10206       -3.13476 
C         -6.98586       -5.33471       -2.33971 
O         -6.70918       -6.08019       -1.39435 
C         -6.10070       -5.21774       -3.58392 
C         -5.02928       -4.11671       -3.35990 
C         -4.24991       -4.37223       -2.06450 
C         -3.02784       -3.51553       -1.85473 
 144 
O         -2.44395       -2.89230       -2.76202 
O         -2.62033       -3.52921       -0.59358 
H         -3.89078       -5.41285       -2.01951 
H         -5.50962       -3.12681       -3.31228 
H         -4.89870       -4.26368       -1.18778 
H         -4.33611       -4.10185       -4.21251 
N         -8.04677       -4.46141       -2.31516 
C         -8.73169       -4.09484       -1.07723 
C         -8.88033       -2.55556       -0.97083 
C         -7.59176       -1.81975       -1.19497 
C         -7.22643       -0.85083       -2.11260 
N         -6.44612       -2.06844       -0.45972 
C         -5.45412       -1.27069       -0.93879 
N         -5.89716       -0.51458       -1.94230 
H         -8.12918       -4.48952       -0.24750 
H         -9.30379       -2.32156        0.01976 
H         -7.84246       -0.37289       -2.86771 
H         -4.45051       -1.24981       -0.52850 
H         -9.60585       -2.19631       -1.71702 
C          7.72881       -2.12987       -2.17996 
O          7.72126       -3.00585       -1.28588 
C          7.37611       -2.49417       -3.62497 
C          5.94705       -2.02223       -4.02364 
C          4.83549       -2.55622       -3.16650 
C          3.74105       -1.93992       -2.59121 
N          4.67018       -3.90826       -2.87640 
C          3.52240       -4.07376       -2.16540 
N          2.94782       -2.89084       -1.97506 
H          5.77251       -2.32443       -5.06979 
H          3.45416       -0.89652       -2.58688 
H          3.13062       -5.01938       -1.81292 
H          5.90935       -0.92360       -4.00368 
N          8.02274       -0.82762       -1.97230 
C          8.11087       -0.23933       -0.63061 
C          6.71683       -0.06315        0.01402 
C          5.73436        0.55834       -0.98086 
C          4.28599        0.62270       -0.55567 
O          3.88018       -0.19469        0.33989 
O          3.56887        1.44255       -1.21592 
H          5.72057       -0.03632       -1.90507 
H          8.74424       -0.88313       -0.00604 
H          6.79156        0.56712        0.90967 
H          6.03117        1.56442       -1.28855 
H          8.60386        0.73418       -0.74674 
H          6.34446       -1.03613        0.34158 
C          8.49663       -3.71102        2.86210 
 145 
C          7.30848       -4.69998        2.82744 
C          6.10886       -4.12886        2.13230 
C          4.78153       -4.02480        2.50020 
N          6.19292       -3.54297        0.87476 
C          4.98162       -3.10229        0.50484 
N          4.10795       -3.38952        1.47017 
H          8.82134       -3.44933        1.84355 
H          7.01118       -4.97921        3.84806 
H          4.27685       -4.35157        3.40061 
H          4.76776       -2.53600       -0.38711 
H          7.61903       -5.62930        2.32101 
H          8.21742       -2.78455        3.38419 
H          9.35153       -4.16317        3.38277 
C         -2.26391       -6.63428        0.74477 
O         -2.44321       -6.56495       -0.47004 
C         -0.90433       -7.03076        1.34760 
C          0.25464       -6.56492        0.44850 
C          0.42231       -5.04294        0.38303 
O          0.06875       -4.37679        1.42084 
O          0.92463       -4.57030       -0.69063 
H          0.10384       -6.92957       -0.57440 
H          1.20326       -6.98067        0.82628 
N         -3.25235       -6.38560        1.67450 
C         -4.60429       -5.96636        1.32658 
C         -4.92994       -4.49249        1.63203 
O         -6.07689       -4.05830        1.40585 
H         -4.75997       -6.11855        0.25032 
N         -3.93236       -3.74473        2.15345 
C         -4.00637       -2.29030        2.32982 
C         -2.67565       -1.67241        1.84561 
O         -2.66879       -0.63493        1.15219 
C         -4.27332       -1.90633        3.80020 
O         -1.64599       -2.34471        2.27222 
H         -4.32771       -0.81205        3.90336 
H         -4.81553       -1.90392        1.70143 
H         -3.46618       -2.28724        4.44110 
H         -3.00151       -4.15195        2.18393 
H         -5.22948       -2.34119        4.12064 
C          1.67205        0.39540        7.06346 
C          1.42718        0.12351        5.57124 
C          2.20657       -1.12714        5.08401 
C          1.91660       -1.34523        3.60790 
O          1.03003       -2.24375        3.32606 
O          2.52073       -0.58280        2.78631 
H          1.90049       -2.01283        5.65798 
H          2.74125        0.57052        7.25957 
 146 
H          1.73915        0.98916        4.96830 
H          3.28550       -0.95723        5.21516 
H          1.34869       -0.45825        7.67936 
H          0.35263       -0.02986        5.38398 
H          1.11543        1.28498        7.39312 
C         -3.81623        3.42480        6.76441 
C         -3.25268        3.98612        5.44932 
C         -3.44560        3.01802        4.27055 
C         -2.84985        3.55277        2.95596 
N         -1.39510        3.74578        3.01003 
C         -0.50381        2.74944        2.87509 
N         -0.89203        1.45494        2.95503 
N          0.80936        3.03884        2.75185 
H          1.35278        2.34855        2.20788 
H         -3.67127        4.13060        7.59521 
H         -2.17747        4.19863        5.56091 
H         -4.52077        2.83475        4.10581 
H         -3.27752        4.54075        2.73916 
H         -1.02405        4.67956        2.78885 
H         -1.86137        1.25804        2.73685 
H          1.02607        3.99327        2.47423 
H         -3.31604        2.47990        7.02978 
H         -3.74107        4.94600        5.20833 
H         -2.98915        2.04625        4.51947 
H         -3.10093        2.90824        2.09707 
H         -0.25686        0.74100        2.56907 
H         -4.89497        3.22112        6.67537 
O          3.01985        3.56130        0.54927 
H          4.42470        3.09736        0.94337 
H          3.29415        4.35582        0.04690 
O          2.57346        3.70778       -2.03891 
H          1.82012        3.95108       -2.62239 
O         -2.35453       -0.07691       -2.33288 
H         -3.07714        0.54422       -2.60452 
H         -2.52638       -0.95744       -2.71610 
O         -0.50313       -2.27570       -0.21727 
O          0.24930       -0.55314        1.45987 
O          1.85513       -2.39800        0.77569 
O          1.63754        1.36844        0.74015 
O          1.49278       -0.71718       -0.97948 
O          0.02031        3.76108       -3.30752 
H         -0.26611        3.57632       -4.21681 
H          0.14743        2.88282       -2.84314 
O          6.95536        1.26020       -3.70755 
H          7.38553        1.67166       -4.46957 
H          6.27766        1.93901       -3.41483 
 147 
O          5.25740        3.24005       -3.02967 
H          5.58142        3.83473       -2.32717 
H          4.30996        3.14432       -2.78776 
Mn         1.10915       -2.51061       -1.08102 
Mn         0.14824       -2.33973        1.53412 
Mn         1.97361       -0.36378        0.77653 
Mn         1.99588        2.58241       -0.69369 
Ca        -0.82566        0.25786       -0.55895 
O          0.74831        1.65260       -1.90653 
H          1.29098        1.03253       -2.42160 
H         -6.34688       -2.77281        0.29467 
H          7.81815       -0.15306       -2.72167 
H         -8.15172       -3.83407       -3.10432 
H         -5.61059       -6.18898       -3.73318 
H         -6.69409       -4.98231       -4.48164 
H         -0.78737       -6.62588        2.36291 
H         -0.87691       -8.13003        1.41715 
H         -5.35274       -6.58053        1.84785 
H          7.47559       -3.58389       -3.72172 
H          8.08795       -2.02771       -4.32126 
H          5.31892       -4.64367       -3.12709 
H          7.01308       -3.38813        0.25751 
H         -4.73412        7.74564        1.59673 
H         -3.93736        7.29713        0.06323 
H         -1.55657        8.93923        1.99401 
H         -9.73034       -4.55786       -1.01998 
H         -3.03278       -6.52421        2.65358 
H         -1.65668        7.97094        0.00579 
H         -2.71521        7.27196        3.50578 
H         -0.02760        5.93904       -1.06598 
O          0.35896       -2.54074       -2.70219 
H         -0.62101       -2.69073       -2.68746 
H          3.08536       -3.06936        1.36431 
H         -1.71266       -3.03912       -0.48479 
 
b) The atomic coordinates of the S3 state model with D1-E189 ionized and bound to 
Mn1: 
C         -3.61712       -7.98411       -0.49812 
C         -3.03985       -7.38027        0.79481 
C         -1.74094       -6.60961        0.55605 
O         -1.55831       -5.58735        1.37737 
O         -0.94095       -6.94433       -0.33235 
H         -2.79961       -8.18875        1.50567 
H         -2.86499       -8.62343       -0.97886 
 148 
H         -3.76259       -6.72881        1.30331 
H         -4.50571       -8.59272       -0.27527 
H         -3.90402       -7.20309       -1.21933 
C          8.01049       -1.98665       -1.05358 
C          8.24155       -0.88068       -2.10544 
C          6.96785       -0.17633       -2.54200 
C          6.76459        1.18737       -2.26352 
C          5.96558       -0.85402       -3.27062 
C          5.62804        1.87160       -2.71888 
C          4.81704       -0.19190       -3.72602 
C          4.65350        1.18593       -3.47208 
O          3.56393        1.82780       -4.00332 
H          3.54049        2.81851       -3.72999 
H          7.52801       -1.57427       -0.15414 
H          8.72994       -1.33291       -2.98488 
H          7.52713        1.73541       -1.70468 
H          6.09232       -1.91121       -3.51065 
H          5.50799        2.93811       -2.52950 
H          4.06453       -0.72225       -4.30941 
H          8.94554       -0.13402       -1.70544 
C          7.58017       -4.20963        2.53845 
C          6.18194       -3.98894        1.96469 
O          5.21646       -3.64583        2.68689 
C          7.54430       -4.87446        3.92542 
H          8.19330       -4.79163        1.83327 
H          8.55560       -4.92600        4.35137 
H          7.14167       -5.89526        3.85903 
N          6.05259       -4.15689        0.63052 
C          4.86154       -4.50231       -1.45871 
O          5.94684       -4.75347       -2.01614 
C          4.81247       -3.83380       -0.06950 
C          4.62889       -2.29281       -0.17495 
C          3.17764       -1.84496       -0.32823 
O          2.91136       -0.62662       -0.31207 
O          2.35972       -2.84402       -0.41680 
H          5.20773       -1.86682       -1.00584 
H          5.00136       -1.82813        0.74783 
N          3.67314       -4.78738       -2.03736 
C          3.66420       -5.45577       -3.33349 
C          4.52134       -4.70330       -4.36428 
O          4.29340       -3.54694       -4.69952 
H          5.35621       -5.27283       -4.82545 
H          2.61905       -5.46639       -3.67390 
H          4.03539       -6.48787       -3.23963 
H          2.77867       -4.48531       -1.64213 
C         -1.01506        7.58419       -1.95121 
 149 
O         -1.29141        8.44567       -1.10585 
C         -2.01755        6.49977       -2.38036 
C         -1.40054        5.10668       -2.60997 
C         -2.47567        4.01653       -2.81066 
C         -1.80924        2.69526       -3.16216 
O         -1.03843        2.61585       -4.13220 
O         -2.06287        1.62285       -2.42712 
H         -3.12113        4.29197       -3.66164 
H         -0.77950        4.83841       -1.74593 
H         -3.09798        3.91020       -1.91606 
H         -0.76231        5.10159       -3.50726 
N          0.19284        7.54807       -2.59012 
C          1.31105        8.40628       -2.19844 
C          2.58761        8.00084       -2.97030 
C          2.90068        6.53653       -2.84467 
C          3.08366        5.54123       -3.78887 
N          2.99580        5.89175       -1.62114 
C          3.22644        4.57310       -1.85731 
N          3.29266        4.32595       -3.16418 
H          1.48859        8.31415       -1.11623 
H          3.41957        8.61674       -2.59273 
H          3.08881        5.63528       -4.87021 
H          3.31228        3.83282       -1.06920 
H          2.47186        8.23184       -4.03956 
C         -7.05607       -3.40564       -1.28931 
O         -7.52258       -2.72175       -0.34446 
C         -7.20217       -2.93288       -2.73607 
C         -5.89040       -2.27583       -3.26041 
C         -5.36781       -1.16098       -2.40332 
C         -4.10881       -0.90347       -1.90491 
N         -6.14347       -0.08181       -1.98494 
C         -5.36289        0.77407       -1.27394 
N         -4.12665        0.28986       -1.20230 
H         -6.07882       -1.90371       -4.28106 
H         -3.18684       -1.45533       -2.03671 
H         -5.69987        1.69813       -0.82326 
H         -5.11039       -3.04599       -3.34101 
N         -6.38560       -4.56203       -1.12020 
C         -5.93809       -5.02451        0.20025 
C         -4.75162       -4.18508        0.72721 
C         -3.69810       -4.01319       -0.36803 
C         -2.49291       -3.15142       -0.06278 
O         -2.57367       -2.28097        0.87628 
O         -1.51776       -3.32392       -0.85624 
H         -4.15603       -3.54109       -1.24722 
H         -6.78573       -4.96977        0.89551 
 150 
H         -4.30911       -4.66786        1.60885 
H         -3.32466       -4.97901       -0.71897 
H         -5.64124       -6.07392        0.08145 
H         -5.13475       -3.21309        1.04937 
C         -9.35234       -0.85467        2.14347 
C         -8.62787        0.29688        1.40874 
C         -7.13926        0.24958        1.57969 
C         -6.22228        1.17436        2.03368 
N         -6.40642       -0.88941        1.26111 
C         -5.10572       -0.66651        1.49354 
N         -4.97589        0.57220        1.98085 
H         -9.03986       -1.82639        1.73667 
H         -8.98549        1.27323        1.76534 
H         -6.36262        2.18411        2.39680 
H         -4.27117       -1.33172        1.28735 
H         -8.86663        0.23706        0.33311 
H         -9.12990       -0.83177        3.21972 
H        -10.43853       -0.76086        2.00878 
C         -1.70133        6.27740        1.50928 
O         -1.23506        5.73863        0.50670 
C         -3.13115        6.03050        2.01258 
C         -3.88752        5.03792        1.11975 
C         -3.23370        3.65736        1.03685 
O         -2.40420        3.35035        1.95901 
O         -3.59794        2.90773        0.06296 
H         -3.96169        5.41827        0.09255 
H         -4.91690        4.91040        1.49253 
N         -0.94926        7.13000        2.29186 
C          0.27202        7.72955        1.74550 
C          1.44979        6.76467        1.54905 
O          2.39622        7.11600        0.82049 
H          0.06749        8.17517        0.76042 
N          1.41437        5.59269        2.22986 
C          2.32035        4.47727        1.95545 
C          1.50592        3.26850        1.43603 
O          1.92458        2.58609        0.48240 
C          3.10872        4.05962        3.21447 
O          0.43735        3.06268        2.15276 
H          3.79096        3.22998        2.97075 
H          3.01465        4.79881        1.17210 
H          2.41625        3.73689        4.00513 
H          0.54699        5.35375        2.70160 
H          3.70531        4.90592        3.58018 
C          0.38681       -1.41159        7.19023 
C          0.25316       -1.00270        5.71549 
C         -1.12291       -0.34788        5.42949 
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C         -1.24785       -0.00697        3.95126 
O         -1.19479        1.24026        3.63216 
O         -1.34904       -0.99530        3.15069 
H         -1.24915        0.56374        6.02941 
H         -0.39378       -2.13720        7.46698 
H          0.36421       -1.88074        5.06289 
H         -1.91993       -1.06222        5.68750 
H          0.28815       -0.53900        7.85498 
H          1.05060       -0.29539        5.43929 
H          1.36581       -1.87428        7.38088 
C          3.91338       -0.24127        7.69247 
C          4.41184       -0.69924        6.31248 
C          4.42122        0.45359        5.29519 
C          4.95646        0.03961        3.90916 
N          4.25605       -1.10305        3.31606 
C          2.96278       -1.09549        2.93761 
N          2.24578        0.04767        2.96738 
N          2.36662       -2.24731        2.59294 
H          1.48572       -2.22196        2.04873 
H          3.89496       -1.07624        8.40785 
H          3.76818       -1.50773        5.93097 
H          5.05317        1.27845        5.66362 
H          6.00819       -0.26584        3.99118 
H          4.73716       -2.00883        3.26690 
H          2.76474        0.91470        2.98403 
H          2.95123       -3.07333        2.51050 
H          2.89314        0.16570        7.62117 
H          5.42883       -1.11934        6.39793 
H          3.39987        0.85357        5.19774 
H          4.92861        0.89476        3.21001 
H          1.34864        0.09891        2.44309 
H          4.56430        0.54574        8.10399 
O          0.55005       -4.57962        0.50720 
H         -0.65487       -5.08190        1.08291 
H          0.70926       -5.34561       -0.07929 
O          0.72585       -4.20909       -2.09679 
H          0.95767       -3.66463       -2.89565 
O          1.10663        1.23980       -3.14925 
H          1.98961        1.39168       -3.57879 
H          0.41843        1.73415       -3.65170 
O         -0.96795        2.25648       -0.06600 
O          0.07720        0.47286        1.42256 
O         -2.46417        0.73089        1.29036 
O          0.13370       -1.99914        0.92060 
O         -1.42066       -0.30148       -0.65456 
O          1.57807       -2.82558       -4.35183 
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H          2.55437       -2.93197       -4.33947 
H          1.30837       -3.21250       -5.19707 
O         -4.39571       -5.35978       -3.06061 
H         -4.52111       -5.96118       -3.80734 
H         -3.40634       -5.39521       -2.88695 
O         -1.75072       -5.68885       -2.73652 
H         -1.53439       -6.34213       -2.04153 
H         -1.10271       -4.97691       -2.54529 
Mn        -2.39500        1.25605       -0.54371 
Mn        -1.01528        1.87246        1.72775 
Mn        -1.18024       -0.86960        1.09644 
Mn         0.45138       -3.04563       -0.66162 
Ca         0.93884        0.61737       -0.86826 
O          0.47756       -1.58515       -1.77157 
H         -0.25666       -1.53967       -2.44018 
H          2.85757        6.32996       -0.69778 
H         -5.85114       -4.93909       -1.91689 
H          0.41594        6.74667       -3.16952 
H         -2.76461        6.45539       -1.57847 
H         -2.53218        6.83725       -3.29672 
H         -3.08278        5.65786        3.04676 
H         -3.66939        6.99166        2.03241 
H          0.59877        8.52610        2.42792 
H         -8.03952       -2.22220       -2.76481 
H         -7.44834       -3.77527       -3.39803 
H         -7.13786        0.01947       -2.14140 
H         -6.79696       -1.72715        0.76675 
H          8.96527       -2.44898       -0.75560 
H          7.36227       -2.77361       -1.46286 
H          8.04971       -3.21320        2.61284 
H          1.06354        9.45827       -2.40424 
H         -1.42886        7.64680        3.01967 
H          6.84763       -4.41624        0.05297 
H          6.89887       -4.29845        4.60161 
H          3.97885       -4.24708        0.50983 
O         -1.22501       -0.80859       -3.73300 
H         -1.53551        0.01640       -3.30095 
H         -0.41722       -0.52436       -4.19266 




Supplementary Information for Chapter 5 
Photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex photo-assembly displays an inverse H/D solvent 
isotope effect under chloride-limiting conditions 
 
Supporting information includes:  
S1. PSII sample preparations 
S2. PSII sample characterization 
S3. OEC photo-assembly 
S4. Data analysis 








Materials and Methods 
S1. PSII sample preparations 
PSII membranes were isolated from market spinach using the “BBY” protocol280 with minor 
modifications.281 All sample preparation and analysis steps were performed on ice in darkness with 
only dim green LED illumination. As measured immediately following isolation, these PSII 
membranes had O2 evolution activities of 780-810 µmol O2 (mg Chl)-1 h-1. Samples were stored 
at -80°C with 30% (v/v) ethylene glycol as a cryoprotectant.282 
To prepare samples for photo-assembly, approximately 50 mg Chl as PSII membranes were 
thawed and pooled. These samples were washed two times in 50 mM MES, pH 6.0, 10 mM CaCl2, 
15 mM NaCl, 400 mM sucrose, and 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100. All washing steps involved 
centrifugation at 38,000 x g for 20 min and resuspension of the pellet using a soft brush followed 
by homogenization using a manual tissue grinder. At this stage, a fraction of the total sample was 
saved, labeled “Control PSII membranes,” and stored at -80°C. Because of freeze/thaw cycles, 
handling, and the use of sucrose as a cryoprotectant, the activity of these control PSII membranes 
was approximately 400 µmol O2 (mg Chl)-1 h-1 (Table S1). 
Next, extrinsic subunits were removed using a high divalent salt wash.283 The remaining sample 
from the step above was spun down and resuspended in 50 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 M CaCl2, and 400 
mM sucrose to a final concentration of 0.5 mg Chl mL-1. The sample was incubated on ice for one 
hour with periodic homogenization. The sample was then spun down, resuspended in the same 
buffer containing 1 M CaCl2, homogenized, and immediately spun down again. This second wash 
step helped remove a larger fraction of PsbP and PsbO. The sample was washed three times in 50 
mM MES, pH 6.0, 25 mM CaCl2, 200 mM NaCl, 400 mM sucrose, and 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100. 
These steps removed excess CaCl2, but both [Ca2+] and [Cl-] were kept relatively high to maintain 
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the OEC.284,285 At this stage, a fraction of the total sample was saved, labeled “Extrinsics-depleted 
PSII membranes,” and stored at -80°C. 
The OEC was removed using the reducing agent hydroxylamine and the chelator EDTA. The 
remaining sample from the step above was spun down and resuspended in 50 mM MES, pH 6.0, 
10 mM CaCl2, 15 mM NaCl, 400 mM sucrose, 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100, 5 mM EDTA, and 5 
mM NH2OH to a final concentration of 0.5 mg Chl mL-1. This buffer was prepared immediately 
before use. The sample was incubated on ice for 10 min with periodic homogenization. The sample 
was then washed three times in 50 mM MES, pH 6.0, 10 mM CaCl2, 15 mM NaCl, 400 mM 
sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.01% (v/v) Triton X-100, and two times in 25 mM MES, pH 6.0, and 
400 mM sucrose. The final sample was labeled “apo-OEC PSII membranes” and stored at -80°C. 
Multiple small aliquots were made so that all photo-assembly samples had the same history of 
freeze/thaw cycles. 
S2. PSII sample characterization 
For all experiments in this work, PSII activity was measured as the rate of light-induced O2 
evolution measured using a Hansatech Oxygraph system. Saturating illumination was provided by 
a red LED (lmax = 623 nm, ~4 W optical power). All O2 assays were performed at 25°C in 25 mM 
MES, pH 6.0, 25 mM CaCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM potassium ferricyanide, 0.25 mM phenyl-1,4-
benzoquinone (recrystallized two times from ethanol), and 5-10 µg chlorophyll as PSII 
membranes. 
For EPR quantification of Mn content, 0.15 mg chlorophyll as PSII membranes was digested in 
trace metal grade nitric acid (14 M final HNO3). Samples were incubated in sealed plastic tubes 
for one day at room temperature before being centrifuged to remove any residual debris and 
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transferred to quartz EPR tubes. EPR spectra were measured on a Bruker EMX spectrometer 
equipped with a standard cavity and an ESR900 helium flow cryostat. Multiple microwave powers 
were tested to ensure signals were not saturated. Experimental parameters were microwave 
frequency, 9.47 GHz; microwave power, 4 mW; modulation frequency, 100 kHz; modulation 
amplitude, 20 G; sweep time, 42 s; conversion time, 21 ms; time constant, 82 ms. 
For protein subunit analysis, 3 µg chlorophyll as PSII membranes was denatured on ice for one 
hour using sample buffer containing 2% lithium dodecyl sulfate and 2% b-mercaptoethanol. SDS-
PAGE was performed using a 12% polyacrylamide gel containing 6 M urea. Protein bands were 
visualized by silver staining. A second SDS-PAGE gel with the same loading was used for 
immunoblotting. A polyclonal rabbit a-PsbO antibody was a gift from Prof. Terry Bricker 
(Louisiana State University) and was used at a dilution of 1:20,000. Chemiluminescence was used 
to detect the signal from a commercial goat a-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish 
peroxidase (Invitrogen). Densiometry was performed using ImageJ. 
OEC photo-assembly 
Thawed and homogenized apo-OEC PSII membranes were added to photo-assembly buffer and 
freshly prepared dichlorophenolindophenol (DCIP). All photo-assembly reactions contained 0.25 
mg mL-1 chlorophyll as apo-OEC PSII membranes, 25 mM MES, 400 mM sucrose, 8 mM 
NaHCO3, and 10 µM DCIP. NaHCO3 was added because it has a positive effect on photo-assembly 
rates286 and ensures that the PSII acceptor-side non-heme iron is not perturbed.287 Variable 
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concentrations of MnCl2, CaCl2, and NaCl, and variable pH values (controlled by titrating MES 
free acid with NaOH) were used as described in Results. 
For experiments using D2O, buffers were prepared using fresh 99.9% D2O. pD was calculated 
according to Glasoe and Long where pD = pHreading + 0.4.288 Upon diluting apo-OEC PSII 
membrane samples (in H2O) in photo-assembly buffer prepared in D2O, the final D2O 
concentration is estimated as 92%. 
All photo-assembly reactions were prepared to a final volume of 150 µL in clear 1.5-mL 
microcentrifuge tubes. All preparation steps were performed in darkness using only dim green 
LED illumination. Photo-assembly was induced by transferring reactions to a 25°C incubator 
equipped with a nutating mixer and dimmable cool white light illumination. Average light intensity 
at the sample surface was measured using a LI-COR LI-250A light meter. 
Following photo-assembly, samples were immediately placed on ice and maintained in darkness. 
10 µg of chlorophyll from the photo-assembly reaction was removed to measure O2 evolution rate. 
The time from the end of photo-assembly to the O2 evolution measurement was less than 20 min 
for all samples. O2 evolution rates were measured as described above. When photo-assembly was 
performed in D2O, O2 evolution rates were measured in H2O. 
Because the photo-assembled PSII samples do not contain extrinsic subunits, O2 evolution rates 
were normalized to the rate of extrinsics-depleted PSII membranes under identical measurement 
conditions. This value is reported as photo-assembly yield. 
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Data analysis 
All experiments were performed with 3-6 replicates. Means and standard errors are 
reported. Data were analyzed using Origin 2016.  
Heat maps shown in Figure 5.2 and Appendix D Figure S3 were generated in Origin 2016. 
First, a matrix of yield values was constructed. The range of 0 to the maximum element value was 
divided into eight major levels as indicated by black lines in each plot. Major levels were then 
divided into five minor levels. A color scale from blue (low) to red (high) was used illustrate 
relative values. Black dots represent the data points used to generate each plot. 
To fit the sigmoidal curves from photo-assembly kinetic data, we used a similar strategy 
as that used to model bacterial growth curves using a modified Gompertz equation289 (Equation 
2). 
𝒚 = 𝑨	𝒆𝒙𝒑 D−𝒆𝒙𝒑 E>∙𝒆
𝑨
;𝑻𝒍𝒂𝒈 − 𝒕< + 𝟏IJ       [2] 
In this model, µ is the absolute rate during the growth phase in (units s-1), Tlag is the extent of the 
lag phase (units s), and A is the maximal yield reached at steady state. The average rate of the lag 
phase, klag, was calculated as 1/Tlag. µ is reported in Table 1 as kgrowth. 
MCCE Simulations 
MCCE calculations were carried out on the complete apo-OEC PSII crystal structure PDB 
5MX2 259. In addition, MCCE calculations were performed for comparison by removing the OEC 
cluster from the QM/MM optimized S1 sphere (described below).48 There are two crystallographic 
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chloride ions in the structure: one of the chlorides is near D2-K317, while the other is near D1-
N338 and D1-F339. These chlorides were either retained or removed as indicated.  
The details of MCCE isosteric sampling are described in reference.45 The MCCE 
conformer sampling fixes the C, N, and O positions of the amino acid side chain while sampling 
the neutral and ionized protonation states of Glu, Asp, Arg, Lys, His and Tyr.45 For the primary 
ligands, D1-D170, D1-E189, D1-E333, D1-D342, and CP43-E354, additional rotational degrees 
of freedom using default conformers are included 76.  All the crystallographic waters are removed 
from the structure and are replaced by implicit solvent with a dielectric constant of 80. The Delphi 
Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics energies are computed using the dielectric constant for protein 
to be 4. Parse charges178 are used for amino acid residues while standard MCCE topology files are 
used for chlorides. The calculations used implicit salt concentration of 0.15 M along with a 2 Å 
Stern layer. The pH varied from 5.5 to 7.0. Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to determine 
the Boltzmann distribution for all degrees of freedom, which yields the probability each ionizable 
residue being protonated. 
The S1 sphere structure includes the following residues: D1 (chain A): (57)-V58-V67-(68), 
(81)-V82-L91-(92),(107)-N108-Y112-(113),(155)-A156-I192-(193),(289)-I290-N298-
(299),(323)-A324-A344:C-terminus; CP43 (chain C):(290)-W291-(292),(305)-G306-A314-
(315),(334)-T335-L337-(338),(341)-M342-(343),(350)-F351-F358-(359),(398)-A399-G402-
(403),(408)-G409-E413-(414); D2 (chain D):(311)-E312-L321-(322),(347)-R348-L352:C-
terminus. Only backbone atoms are considered for capping residues indicated by parentheses. In 
addition, tautomers of histidine are included while the hydroxyl protons are allowed to exchange 




Figure S1 Mn quantification of nitric acid-digested PSII membrane samples. The six-line EPR signal from 
Mn2+ is of similar magnitude in the control and extrinsics-depleted samples. This signal is decreased by 













Figure S2 (A) Silver-stained SDS PAGE analysis and (B) a-PsbO immunoblot of PSII membrane samples. 
Lane 1 – control, Lane 2 – extrinsics-depleted, Lane 3 – apo-OEC. Densiometry analysis of the immunoblot 


















Figure S3 Two-dimensional optimization of photo-assembly light duration and light intensity. Samples 
contained 0.25 mM Mn2+, 40 mM Ca2+, 670 mM Cl-, 8 mM HCO3-, 25 mM MES, pH 6.0, 400 mM sucrose, 
10 µM DCIP, and 0.25 mg/mL chlorophyll as apo-OEC PSII membranes. Dots represent the 20 reactions 
used the generate the plot (light intensities of 10, 20, 50 and 100 µE m-2 s-1, and light durations of 5, 10, 20, 
30, and 60 min). 
  


























Figure S4 Photo-assembly yield depends on the ratio of Ca2+ to Mn2+. Sample conditions were similar to 
those in Figure S3, but [Mn2+] was varied from 0.1-2 mM and [Ca2+] was varied from 5-80 mM. NaCl was 
varied to maintain constant [Cl-]. All photo-assembly reactions were exposed to 50 µE m-2 s-1 for 20 min. 
  



















Figure S5 Rates of photo-assembly are dependent on solvent and chloride concentration in the presence of 
PsbO. PSII membranes used for this experiment were prepared as described in Supplemental Materials and 
Methods except 2 M NaCl was used to wash the membranes instead of 1 M CaCl2. This treatment preserves 
binding of the PsbO subunit. Because the chloride dependence of photo-assembly is lower when PsbO is 
bound, low chloride samples were photo-assembled using 10 mM CaCl2 and 0.1 mM MnCl2 (20.2 mM total 
Cl-, [Ca2+]:[Mn2+] = 100). High chloride samples were photo-assembled using 40 mM CaCl2, 20 mM NaCl, 
and 0.4 mM MnCl2 (100.8 mM total Cl-, [Ca2+]:[Mn2+] = 100). Data with error bars represent average values 
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Figure S6 MCCE simulated charges of acidic (A and B) and basic (C and D) residues in and near the apo-
OEC binding site based on either the 5MX2 (A and C) or cluster-depleted S1 (B and D) structures. Black 
squares and lines represent simulations where chloride was added, and red circles represent simulations 
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Table S1. O2 evolution rates of spinach PSII membrane samples. Samples were measured in a 
buffer containing 25 mM MES, pH 6.0, 25 mM CaCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM potassium ferricyanide, 
0.25 mM phenyl-1,4-benzoquinone. 
Control PSII membranes 414 ± 11 µmol O2 (mg Chl)-1 h-1 
Extrinsics-depleted PSII membranes a 44.1 ± 0.9 µmol O2 (mg Chl)-1 h-1 
apo-OEC PSII membranes b 0.5 ± 2.7 µmol O2 (mg Chl)-1 h-1 
a 1 M CaCl2 washed Control PSII membranes 
b 5 mM NH2OH and 5 mM EDTA washed apo-OEC PSII membranes 
 
Table S2. Rates of photo-assembly in the presence of PsbO were determined by fitting data from 
Figure S4. Errors represent uncertainty of the fit. 
  lag phase average lag phase rate, growth phase rate, 
solvent [Cl-], mM duration, Tlag, s klag, s-1 kgrowth, s-1 
H2O 20 117 ± 45 0.0085 ± 0.0033 0.053 ± 0.009 
D2O 20 99 ± 21 0.010 ± 0.002  0.099 ± 0.009 






Multi Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE)  
 The MCCE technique76 is a technique using a classical force field that computes the 
Boltzmann distribution of microstates upon Monte Carlo (MC) sampling.  The microstate is 
defined by a conformer of each residue, oxidation states of metal ions (if present) and water or 
other ligands in a protein. The technique allows the extensive sampling of protein side chains 
conformers and protonation states and water molecules positions keeping the backbone fixed. MC 
decisions are based on electrostatic energies calculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation 
using the Delphi solver.76 The equation for the microstate free energy is:70,76 




AB + Δ𝐺C7;647<,4 	+ 	ΔΔ𝐺DED,4) +	∑ 𝛿3,F@F04G, [Δ𝐺4F>? + Δ𝐺4F
AB	]=                                         (A) 
where M is the total number of conformers, 𝛿E,9 is the 1 if conformer i is present in the microstate 
and 0 otherwise; 𝑛& is the number of electrons transferred; F is Faraday constant; 𝑚& is 1 for bases, 
-1 for acids and 0 for neutral conformers. 𝑘'𝑇 is 0.59 kcal/mol at 298K temperature. The pH and 
Eh is the measure of ability of solvent to donate protons or electrons. 𝑝𝐾345,9 	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝐸2,345,9 are 
reference values for residue and metal ion in solution. Note pH, Eh and reference solution terms 
are the properties of the amino acid residue and not the conformer. Other ΔG	terms	describe the 
self energies of conformer independent of other conformers in the microstate. The Δ𝐺4F determines 
the pairwise interactions corresponding to electrostatic and Lennard Jones interactions which 
depends on the conformers in the microstate.  
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Valence model of the OEC 
 MCCE calculations for the OEC in PSII used extension of MCCE to calculate the energy 
of assembling each Mn and O as a separate fragment that interaction with each other and with the 
protein (Figure 1.4). The OEC is thus modeled as 4Mn, Ca and 5O with 4 water ligands as 
gedanken objects that can interact with each other through classical electrostatic interactions.116  
The model considers the charge state of Mn to be +3 or +4. The bridging oxygen atoms can be 
protonated hydroxo (OH-) or oxo (O2-) form. The water ligands can be neutral or hydroxyl or 
hydronium form. Each gedanken object can change its redox and/or protonation pattern 
independent of one another during MC sampling to generate the Boltzmann distribution.116 
The reference pKa and Em (equation A) used here for the MCCE calculations are obtained using 
benchmark MCCE analysis of model complexes.70 These model complexes include eight 
oxomanganese complexes ranging from mononuclear Mn to bi- and tri-substituted Mn-oxo 
complexes. The calculated pKas and Ems from these complexes were matched with the 
experimental values as described in reference.70 The advantage of using continuum based MCCE 
technique is that the cluster can come to equilibrium within the whole protein. These simulations 
highlight the electrostatic influence of ligands on the proton-coupled electron transfer reaction. 
Also, one can study the hydrogen bonds between protein and OEC based on this technique.  
Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics 
(QM/MM) 
 DFT and QM/MM simulation techniques are quantum-based calculation which compute 
energy including spin transition, Jahn-teller distortion as in case of Mn in OEC, structural, 
electronic, and charge transfer interactions between Mn and oxo bridges of metal clusters such as 
the OEC. This type of calculation should be more accurate than classical MD or MCCE 
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simulations, however they are more time consuming even for small atom clusters or cofactors. So, 
only a modest number of configurations of small system can be studied using this technique. In 
addition, the simulation must begin with the initial guess of protonation states of amino acids, 
waters and oxidation states of metal ions. The time needed for the calculations depends on the 
basis sets considered for atoms of metal ions, amino acid residues and water molecules.  
 QM/MM allows the cluster to be embedded in the protein creating two layers: one will the 
small atom cluster of interest which is treated with DFT calculations while the MM layer uses a 
classical force field.  Thus, the protein in the MM layer influences the cluster in the DFT layer 
mostly through electrostatic interactions. QM/MM has been used for a 15-20 Å region of PSII 
around the OEC. However, it is still computational expensive if one considered calculation with 
various protonation patterns of amino acid residues and water molecules. 
To overcome this difficulty, combined QM/MM and MCCE techniques are employed where a 
DFT optimized OEC, docked in PSII, is used for running MCCE calculations. MCCE is then used 
to sample protonation states of the residues and the OEC water ligands in different S-states.45,71,145  
Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
 MD is a classical based technique which allow efficient conformational sampling of 
protein. Conventional MD technique considers acidic and basic amino acid residues to be ionized 
while histidines to be in NSD tautomeric state. The polar residues are neutral. During simulations, 
conformations of the protein change while protonation states remain fixed.  One of the drawbacks 
of this technique is it takes several weeks to months to obtain a 100 ns monomeric PSII trajectory.  
MD allows the side chains of amino acid residues to move and water molecules to move in and 
out of the protein. The technique computes the potential energy including electrostatic and van der 
Waals  interactions and bond lengths and angles using fast algorithms.176 The present work 
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(Chapter 2) in this thesis employs combined MD and MCCE techniques where snapshots of protein 
from MD are analyzed with MCCE. The MCCE analysis samples protonation and redox states for 
the PSII keeping the backbone fixed while MD samples conformations keeping protonation and 
redox states fixed. 
Network analysis 
 Hydrogen bond connections made in many snapshots in an MD trajectory or the many 
accepted microstates of an GCMC analysis can be subjected to a network analysis.146 Programs 
such as Cytoscape168 and Gephi,290 permit visualization of the network in PSII145 (Figure 1.6B). 
MCCE76 carries out GCMC analysis of the water orientation and occupancy and the protonation 
state and proton positions of residues in the whole protein. Network analysis146 then generates a 
hydrogen bond matrix for the resultant Boltzmann distribution. Long-range connections between 
residues bridged by water chains are found. The hydrogen bond network is gathered into highly 
connected clusters. The model is that protons can move within these well-connected buried 
clusters, populating the sites with the highest proton affinity. Comparisons of how the inter-cluster 
connections change in MD or crystal structure prepared in different redox or protonation states 
show the importance of different levels of hydration. The GCMC sampling of the hydrogen bond 
network is an efficient method to determine the many connections that are available even with a 
single protein backbone, while taking into account possible changes in protonation states. 
However, as proton transfers through proteins occur relatively slowly, the formation of working 
proton pathways may be rare events which would often be missed by their being disallowed in the 
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